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C hapter 1
Introduction
The physical properties of m atter under extreme conditions of tem per­
ature and density have received special attention during the past years 
and this is still one of the most complex problems of theoretical and 
experimental physics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The state of m atter under a given 
set of physical conditions can be described by a constitutive relation 
known as an equation of state (EOS). It provides a m athem atical rela­
tion between state functions associated w ith m atter and is a key factor 
in many essential aspects of stellar physics such as the ionization and 
excitation states, the onset of electron degeneracy or the tem perature 
gradient [6 , 7, 8].
The EOS together w ith nuclear reaction rates and the opacity de­
termines the structure and evolution of a star. The longest phase of 
stellar evolution described by models of stars in therm al and hydro­
static equilibrium with central hydrogen burning are characterized by 
the EOS of a classical perfect gas. As a star evolves and its density 
increases, electrons which initially form a perfect, classical gas start to 
form a dense, degenerate quantum  gas. The EOS of such a degener­
ate gas is an increasing function of density. The form of this function 
changes when the electron gas is considered in a non-relativistic or 
ultra-relativistic regime. In the case of a white dwarf, this is the pres­
sure of a degenerate electron gas th a t supports the star [9].
Having obtained the EOS of degenerate electron gas and scaling it 
trivially with particle masses and statistical weight, the EOS adequate 
for the degenerate perfect gas of arbitrary fermions can be obtained. 
This is of special relevance for neutrons as they are the main compo­
nent of a neutron star. In general, neutron star models are constructed 
at different levels of complexity starting with the most elementary, this
assumes th a t neutrons are the only component of neutron star m at­
ter. Realistic calculations of the properties of neutron stars are based 
upon the relativistic equation for hydrostatic equilibrium and an EOS 
for neutron star m atter. Its computation is the main problem in the 
construction of a reliable model of a neutron star.
The aim of this dissertation is to analyze the properties of neutron 
star m atter in high density and neutron-rich regimes and to study neu­
tron star param eters, namely the masses and radii which are the most 
sensitive for the form of the EOS.
The description of a neutron star interior is modelled on the basis 
of the EOS of a dense nuclear system in a neutron-rich environment 
[9, 10]. Despite the fact th a t neutron star m atter is directly affected by 
the nature of strong interactions, it is not possible to give its descrip­
tion on the basis of quantum  chromodynamics (QCD) even though it 
is the fundamental theory of strong interactions. At the hadronic en­
ergy scale where the experimentally observed degrees of freedom are 
hadrons, the direct description of nuclei in terms of QCD becomes 
inadequate. Another alternative approach had to be formulated. In 
general the description of nuclear m atter is based on different models 
which can be grouped into phenomenological and microscopic. Addi­
tionally each one of them  can be either relativistic or non-relativistic.
In a microscopic approach the construction of the realistic model 
of nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction can be inspired by the meson ex­
change theory of nuclear forces. The param eters within the model have 
to be adjusted to reproduce the experimental data for the deuteron 
properties and NN scattering phase shifts [11]. Defining the nuclear 
Hamiltonian is a starting point in the description of the nuclear m at­
ter. The next step requires solution of the many-body problem.
The basic approaches to this are of variational-type [12], [13] and 
of Brueckner-type. The solution of the nuclear many-body problem 
performed with the use of variational calculations for realistic NN in­
teractions (for example for the Argonne v14 or Urbana v14 potentials) 
saturate at the density ~  2 x p0, where p0 denotes the saturation 
density [12], [13]. In order to obtain the correct description of nu­
clear m atter properties, namely the saturation density, binding energy 
and compression modulus at the empirical values, a phenomenological 
three-nucleon interaction has to be introduced. Two-body forces, to­
gether with implemented three-body forces, help providing the correct 
saturation point of symmetric nuclear m atter [14, 15]. The nuclear
m atter EOS calculated with the use of the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
[16, 17] approximation with the employed realistic two-nucleon inter­
actions (the Bonn and Paris potentials) also does not correctly repro­
duce nuclear m atter properties. Thus there are attem pts to consider 
the nuclear interaction problem in a relativistic formalism. The rel- 
ativistic version of the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approximation -  the 
D irac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach [18, 19, 20, 21] is also based 
on realistic NN interactions. A qualitative description of the strong 
short-range NN force with large repulsive components compensated 
by attractive ones can be provided within the meson exchange model 
for the NN interaction. In its simplest version the meson exchange 
model involves only two types of mesons -  the vector meson u  and the 
scalar meson a. The nucleon self-energy involved in the Dirac equa­
tion is calculated with the use of the meson exchange model within a 
Hartree approximation.
The phenomenological model of the EOS can be calculated on the 
basis of the density dependent effective NN interactions. Calculations 
performed in Hartree-Fock [22] and Thom as-Fermi [23] approxima­
tions for the most popular phenomenological NN forces -  the Skyrme 
forces, which contain param eters th a t have been established by ad­
justing nuclear m atter and finite nuclei properties, yields very good 
results. Another phenomenological approach for the nuclear many- 
body problem is based on relativistic field theory. This relativistic ap­
proach to nuclear m atter at the hadronic energy scale was developed 
by Walecka. The formulated theory known as quantum  hadrodynam- 
ics (QHD) [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] gives a quantitative description 
of the nuclear many-body problem [25, 31]. In this model the force 
between nucleons is thought of as being m ediated by the exchange 
of mesons. The original model (QHD-I) contains nucleons interacting 
through the exchange of simulating medium range attraction a mesons 
and u  mesons responsible for the short range repulsion. The extension 
of this model (QHD-II) [32, 33, 34, 35] also includes the isovector me­
son p. Nonlinear terms of the scalar and vector fields were added in 
order to get the correct value of the compressibility of nuclear m atter 
and the proper density dependence in vector self-energy.
Furnstahl, Serot and Tang [36, 37], using Lorentz-covariant effective 
quantum  field theory and density functional theory (DFT) for hadrons, 
have constructed an effective Lagrangian consistent with the underly­
ing symmetries of QCD. This Lagrangian includes nucleons, pions and
non-Goldstone bosons which provide the description of the medium 
and short range of the NN interaction and the nonvanishing expecta­
tion values of bilinear nucleon operators of the nucleon fields: N N , 
N y ^ N . Due to the nonlinear realization of the chiral symmetry, there 
is the possibility of introducing a light scalar, isoscalar, chiral singlet 
field with the Yukawa coupling to nucleons. This scalar field simulates 
the effect of pion exchange and describes the attractive NN interaction. 
Applying Georgi and M anohar’s naive dimensional analysis and n a t­
uralness [38, 39, 40] the nonlinear chiral Lagrangian can be expanded 
in powers of the fields and their derivatives. The assignment of an 
index v to each term  which appears in the effective Lagrangian makes 
it possible to truncate this Lagrangian to terms with v <  4. Owing to 
a very high density of m atter in neutron star interiors, extrapolation 
of nuclear models for such dense systems is required for its description. 
Contrary to satisfactory results obtained for finite nuclei at saturation 
density the predictions made by nuclear models for much more dense 
m atter differ considerably from each other. Calculations performed 
on the basis of D irac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock model lead to a rather 
soft EOS. Moreover, recent experimental data  has suggested a similar 
conclusion. However, the standard nonlinear models of quantum  hy­
drodynamics give EOS which is too stiff for increasing density.
The TM1 param eter set constructed by Sugahara and Toki [31] in­
cludes the quartic vector self-interaction term  gives satisfactory results 
for finite nuclei, neutron star m atter and supernova models. It im­
proves the results of the NL1 [28] and NL3 [41] nonlinear models. The 
param eter set G2 which stems from effective field theory is the original 
param eter set of Furnstahl, Serot and Tang. It gives the EOS where 
high density behavior resembles the DBHF result [42, 43]. Del Estal et 
al. [44, 45] have constructed a param eter set which at saturation gives 
the same nuclear m atter properties as the TM1 param eter set. How­
ever, the behavior of the EOS calculated for these parameters, due to 
the presence of additional nonlinear couplings, at densities above the 
saturation density is similar to the one calculated for the G2 param eter 
set. Usage of the TM1* and G2 param eter sets for the description of 
asymmetric neutron star m atter is intended to make this description 
more detailed and complete. For comparison similar calculations have 
been done for neutron star m atter with TM1 param eterization supple­
mented by the inclusion of nonlinear couplings [46, 47]. The analysis 
has been carried out by adding the nonlinear mixed isoscalar-isovector
meson interaction terms to the TM1 param eter set. This enlargement, 
due to the coupling to the isovector meson field influences the density 
dependence of the symmetry energy and affects the chemical compo­
sition of neutron stars changing the proton and lepton profiles in the 
case of a cold neutron star and additionally the cooling rate and neu­
trino flux of a proto-neutron star.
As stated above the description of a neutron star requires taking 
into consideration not only its interior region but also its remaining 
parts, namely the inner and outer crust and surface layers. The com­
posite EOS, which allows us to calculate neutron star structure for the 
entire density span, can be constructed by adding the B aym -Pethick- 
Sutherland [48] EOS, for very low densities n < 0.001 fm- 3, and for the 
M achleidt-Holinde-Elster and Bonn [49] and Negele-Vautherin [50] 
forms of the EOS densities within the range of 0.001 fm' - 3 <  n < 
0 .08 fm- 3.
Normal nuclei bound by strong forces are in states, which can be 
defined as the equilibrium state of isospin symmetric nuclear m atter 
with minimum energy per nucleon. The condition of an equal number 
of protons and neutrons is fulfilled in the case of infinite symmetric 
nuclear m atter. In heavy nuclei the overall neutron excess defined as 
I  =  (N  — Z ) /(N  +  Z ) takes the value up to about 0.24 [51]. This 
limit can be exceeded in rare-isotope accelerator experiments. Neu­
tron star m atter realizes the condition of extreme asymmetry which 
can approach the value of 0.95. It is gravity th a t binds neutron stars 
in this case. Highly asymmetric neutron star m atter is not bound by 
the strong interaction.
The high asymmetry of neutron star m atter implies the presence of 
leptons. The indispensable conditions of charge neutrality and chem­
ical equilibrium constrain the neutron star m atter EOS determining 
the main differences between the neutron star m atter EOS and the 
one relevant to infinite symmetric nuclear m atter.
In the interior of neutron stars the density of m atter could exceed 
normal nuclear m atter density by a factor of few. In such high density 
regimes nucleon Fermi energies exceed the value of hyperon masses 
and thus new hadronic degrees of freedom are expected to emerge. 
The higher the density the more various hadronic species are expected 
to populate. The presence of hyperons adds another very im portant 
aspect to the problem of the nuclear EOS. The strange nuclear m atter 
created during the heavy ion collision experiments can be observed over
such a short period of time th a t the weak decays of strange baryons can 
be neglected and the system is characterized by zero net strangeness. 
In contrast, strangeness is not conserved in neutron star m atter. This 
has very im portant consequences for its EOS and also has a direct effect 
on neutron star parameters. The onset of hyperon formation depends 
on the hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions. Hyperons 
can be formed both in leptonic and baryonic processes. Several rel­
evant strong interaction processes proceed and establish the hadron 
population in neutron star m atter.
In this dissertation all calculations have been done with the use of 
relativistic mean-field approximation. A very im portant aspect of neu­
tron star observations is connected with the fact th a t measurements 
of neutron star param eters can provide constraints on the form of the 
EOS and thereby improves our understanding of m atter at extreme 
pressure and density.
This dissertation is organized in the following way: it starts from 
the chapters which present the stellar structure equations and therm o­
dynamic properties of stellar m atter. In chapter 4 the ground-state nu­
clear m atter properties are described. This has been done on the basis 
of a nuclear m atter EOS which is specified by the following parameters: 
the binding energy, density at saturation, incompressibility, symmetry 
energy coefficient, the slope and curvature of the symmetry energy. In 
chapter 6 the relativistic mean field models, which are based on quan­
tum  hadrodynamics and which have been successfully applied to the 
description of nuclear m atter properties are presented. Chapter 7 de­
scribes in outline the main findings of the Furnstahlm, Serot and Tang 
model known as effective relativistic mean field theory which includes 
new, general couplings. In this chapter the extension of the consid­
ered models has been examined by including strangeness. The nuclear 
m atter properties have been calculated for the chosen param eter sets, 
namely TM1, G2 and TM1*. In the case when the additional nonlin­
ear couplings and 5 meson were taken into account the param eters in 
the isovector channel have been determined. Special efforts have been 
made to produce an optimal set of param eters for the strange sector of 
each model. Chapter 8 presents the results of the numerical analysis 
of nuclear m atter properties for the selected param eter sets. Subse­
quent sections of this chapter give the results for infinite symmetric 
nuclear m atter, symmetric nuclear m atter with nonzero strangeness, 
asymmetric nuclear m atter and asymmetric strangeness-rich m atter.
Special attention has been devoted to neutron star m atter which ex­
emplifies infinite, asymmetric nuclear m atter in ^-equilibrium. After 
discussing the equilibrium conditions for neutron star m atter in chap­
ter 9, the EOS has been constructed for the selected parameterizations. 
On obtaining the EOS the composition and structure of a neutron star 
have been analyzed. The obtained mass-radius relations are also con­
structed for neutron star m atter with hyperons and compared with 
the mass-radius relation for non-strange m atter. This has been done 
in chapter 10. The analysis has been performed for the ordinary TM1 
param eter set enlarged by the additional nonlinear meson interaction 
terms and for the param eter sets of the models which have been con­
structed on the basis of the relativistic effective field theory. The TM1 
param eter set gives larger neutron star masses than  the TM1* and 
G2. However, the key difference between the TM1 and TM1* and 
G2 mass-radius diagrams lies in the results obtained for the strong 
hyperon-hyperon interaction. In this case for TM1* and G2 param ­
eter sets besides the ordinary stable neutron star branch there exists 
the additional stable branch of solutions which are characterized by a 
similar value of masses but with significantly reduced radii. C hapter 
11 presents the astrophysical constraints on the EOS. In chapter 12 
proto-neutron star models calculated on the basis of the presented pa­
ram eter sets have been analyzed. Finally the findings of all performed 
calculations and analysis have been summarized.

C hapter 2
Stellar structure equations
The fundamental equations of stellar structure constitute a coupled 
system of differential equations. These equations are based on the as­
sumptions of spherical symmetry and hydrostatic equilibrium under 
Newtonian gravity and they are given by [6], [7], [8], [52]
dP Gm
~ T  =  - P ~  ’ v2-1)dr r 2
dm 2 .
—— =  4nr p, (2.2)
dr
dL 2 (  du P  d p \
*  = 4np’r ( £“ -  £v -  d t  +  P2 m ) ’ ( 3 )
L  =  Lrad =  -  16n? C r3r2  ( [ I ’ (2.4)3 Kp dr
V rad <  V a +  V^, (2-5)
dT =  /  dT  A dP  
dr \ d P /  S dr ’
L  =  4 n r2Fco„v +  Lmd> (2-7)
dT / d T \  dP
(2 .8)
dr \ d P  / c drS,^
(2 .6)
Equation (2.1) is the hydrostatic equilibrium equation and (2.2) is 
the conservation of mass, with m  being the mass inside radius r, P  
is the pressure and p denotes the m atter density. Equation (2.3) rep­
resents the energy equation where L is the power generated within a 
sphere of radius r, whereas £n and £v are the rates of nuclear energy
release and neutrino losses, respectively. The last two terms in this 
equation containing the time derivatives represent the gravitational 
energy source, u is the specific energy. The case of static stellar struc­
ture can be recovered by setting the time derivatives in equation (2.3) 
equal zero.
The remaining equations describe the energy transport in stellar 
m atter. Assuming th a t radiative diffusion is the dominant heat trans­
fer mechanism the to tal outward power flow is given by equation (2.4), 
where L = L (r) is the rate at which energy flows outwards through 
a spherical surface of radius r  within the star, k denotes the opacity 
of stellar material, a is the radiation energy density constant and c is 
the velocity of light. The inequality (2.5) represents the Ledoux cri­
terion for convective stability, V rad denotes the tem perature gradient 
for the case th a t the energy is transported by radiation, V M represents 
the change of the molecular weight ^ mol due to the change of chemical 
composition. In the case of homogenous medium setting V M =  0 a 
special case of the condition (2.5) can be obtained which is known as 
the Schwarzschild criterion.
W hen the dynamical stability criterion is not satisfied the radiative 
diffusion is not the dominant mechanism for the heat transfer and the 
convection has to be included. The critical tem perature gradient for 
the onset of convection is giving by equation (2.6). The convection 
heat transfer equation can be w ritten as (2.7) where Fconv represents 
the convective flux for a mixture of a perfect classical, totally ionized 
gas with radiation. The logarithmic gradients in inequality (2.5) are 
given by [6], [7], [8], [52]
/  d ln T  \  =  2 (4 -  3/g ) (2 9)
Va \ 8 ln P )  S 32 -  24/% -  3//J ’ ( ' 1
(  d ln T  \  d ln ^ moi =  /  d ln ^ moi (2 1 0 )
M \ d l n PS d ln P  1 — 3 /g d ln  P  ’
=  d ln T  =  KLr (211)
rad d ln P  16ncGm(1 — / g)
In these equations / g =  Pg/ P  is the ratio of the gas pressure to the 
to tal pressure and the equation (2. 10) includes changes in the molecu­
lar weight ^moi.
Numerical solutions of the stellar structure equations are indispens­
able for obtaining a model of each type of star and for constructing
Table 2.1: The proton-proton chains, Q (MeV) denotes the energy released by the 
reaction
ppI PPII
Reaction Q Reaction Q
1H +  1H ^  2H +  e+ +  v 1.442 3 He +  4 He ^  7 Be +  y 1.586
2H +  1H ^  3He +  y 5.493 7Be +  e-  ^  7Li +  v 0.861
3He +  3He ^  4He +  2 1H 12.859 7Li +  1H ^  4He +  4He 17.347
P PIII
Reaction Q Reaction Q
7B e+  1H ^  8B +  y 0.135 8B ^  2 4He +  e+ +  v 18.074
evolutionary tracks on the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram for different 
stellar types. There are several, distinctive stellar evolutionary stages. 
The longest phase in the s ta r’s existence is the state where hydrogen 
converts into helium, and the giant and supergiant phases correspond­
ing to evolved stars with hot, dense helium or carbon core surrounded 
by extended, hydrogen rich envelope. W hite dwarfs and neutron stars 
are stars with completed evolution and cooling due to radiation.
Stars being in therm al and hydrostatic equilibrium with central hy­
drogen burning represent the longest phase of stellar evolution. On 
the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram they are located on a particular broad 
band known as the main sequence. Models of stars of homogenous com­
position in which hydrogen burning is initiated define the very begin­
ning of this phase and represent the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). 
Hydrogen burning can proceed by two distinct types of reactions. Main 
sequence stars with masses comparable with the solar mass fuse hydro­
gen to helium via the proton-proton (pp) chains [6] which are shown 
in Table 2.1.
The pp chains account for hydrogen burning in main sequence 
stars with masses of the order of 1 M©. For more massive main se­
quence stars hydrogen burning predominantly proceeds via the carbon- 
nitrogen cycle. For sufficiently high tem perature, in the presence of 
12C and heavier elements hydrogen burning takes place through vari­
ous chains of reactions in which the heavy elements serve as catalysts. 
The lowest tem perature cycle CN proceeds in the following form [6 , 7]:
12c  , p . 13n i y (2.12)
15
C , p — 13n  +  y ,
13n — 13C +  e+ +  v,
C , p — 14n  +  y ,
C , p — 15o  +  y ,
15o — 15N +  e+ +  v,
N , p — 12C +  4He.
The high Coulomb barriers involved in these reactions imply the 
energy production rate which increases very rapidly with tem pera­
ture. The pp chains dominate at low tem peratures T  <  15 x 106 K.
Following hydrogen depletion in the core of a star, the star con­
tracts and its tem perature increases. The star develops isothermal 
helium core surrounded by a hydrogen-rich envelope. Depending on 
the stellar masses their post-main sequence evolution proceeds in a 
qualitatively different way. For a given tem perature a limiting value of 
mass have been estimated. For stars more massive then 2.25 MQ [53] 
central helium burning sets in directly after hydrogen depletion. Stars 
with sufficiently small masses have isothermal helium cores partially 
supported by degeneracy pressure with masses less than  the ignition 
mass for helium burning. In this case hydrogen burning starts in the 
surrounding shell. More massive stars proceed directly to a stage of 
core helium burning and shell hydrogen burning. The contraction of 
the core is accompanied by an expansion of the hydrogen-rich enve­
lope outside the shell source. The star is in the red-giant region of the 
Hertzsprung-Russel diagram.
Table 2.2 presents in outline main thermonuclear burning stages in 
stars. Stages after helium burning are dominated by neutrino cooling, 
not by the photon diffusion [6].
The helium burning phase consists of two competing processes 
namely the carbon producing triple-alpha process:
4He +  4He ^  8Be, (2.13)
4He +  8 Be ^  12C*,
12C* ^  12C +  (2y o r(e+  +  e- )), 
and the carbon-consuming oxygen production process
4He +  12C ^  16O +  y . (2.14)
Table 2.2: Thermonuclear burning stages, q is the energy released upon consump­
tion of a unit mass of fuel by the process in question (Taken from [6])
Fuel T/109 (K) Ashes q(erg/g) Cooling
1H 0.02 4He,14N (5 -  8) x 1018 photons
4 He 0.2 12C,16O,22Ne 7 x 1017 photons
12C 0.8 20Ne,24Mg,16 O 
23Na, 25’26Mg
5 x 1017 neutrinos
neutrinos
20Ne 1.5 16O,24Mg,28Si 1.1 x 1017 neutrinos
16O 2 28Si, 32S ,... 5 x 1017 neutrinos
28 Si 3.5 56Ni, A «  56nuclei (0 -  3) x 1017 neutrinos
56Ni 6 -  10 n,4H e,1H - 8  x 1018 neutrinos
A «  56 
nuclei
depends on 
P
photodisintegration 
and neutronization
The net effect of sequence (2.13) is:
4He +  4He +  4He ^  12C ( Q 3a =  + 7 .2 7 4 MeV). (2.15)
The reaction 12C (a, 7 )16O is considered as very im portant reaction 
in nuclear astrophysics [54]. This process determines the abundance 
of 12C and 16O in stars and through this has profound consequences 
for the stellar evolution from the helium burning phase to the late ex­
plosive phases. In the case of massive stars the 12C (a, 7 )16O reaction 
affects the production of heavier elements (up to the iron group). It 
also influences the composition of CO white dwarfs [55] whose pro­
genitors are intermediate and low mass stars. The 12C /16O ratio is 
determined by two factors, the triple-alpha rate which for tem perature 
T  — 108 K is known with a precision of about 10% and a  capture on 
12C [6]. However, there is a lack of adequate precision in the deter­
mination of the 12C (a ,Y )16O rate for construction of reliable stellar 
models. The experimental efforts carried out for the determ ination of 
the 12C (a ,Y )16O rate still require improvements. Kunz et al. in their
paper [56] presented a new astrophysical reaction rate of this process 
for tem peratures of T  =  (0.04 — 10) x 109 K.
Further stellar evolution depends on the mass of the star. In the 
more massive stars there is a sequence of nuclear burning stages as 
the tem perature and density at the center of the star progressively 
increase. The advance burning stages involving heavy nuclei proceed 
through the following processes [7, 8]:
• At the tem perature T — (5 — 10) x 108 K the reactions of carbon 
burning set in
12C +  12C ^  20Ne +  4He, (2.16)
12C +  12C ^  23Na +  p, (2.17)
12C +  12C ^  23Mg +  n. (2.18)
The end products are mainly neon, sodium and magnesium.
• For the tem perature T — 109 K the process of neon photodisin­
tegration occurs
Y +  20Ne ^  16O +  4He. (2.19) 
The 4He nuclei react with the 20Ne nuclei and form 24Mg
4He +  20Ne ^  24Mg +  y - (2.20)
• Oxygen burning occurs when the tem perature approaches 
2 -  109 K
16O +  16O ^  28Si +  4He. (2.21)
The reactions of photodisintegration are very im portant in oxy­
gen burning and later phases of stellar evolution. The released a  
particles in the photodisintegration of 28Si
Y +  28Si ^  24Mg +  4He (2.22)
lead to a sequence of reactions which produces sulphur, argon, 
calcium, etc.
• W hen the oxygen burning ceases at tem perature T >  3 x 109 K 
silicon burning occurs through a series of reactions th a t produce 
nuclei near the iron peak.
The transition from one evolutionary stellar model to another is con­
nected with the change in the chemical composition of the star. This 
fact makes it necessary to have differential equations which have to be 
added to equations (2.1 -  2.8). For example equations describing the 
processes which take place during the phases of hydrogen, helium and 
carbon burning have the form [7, 8]
d X »  _  - 4 m J + Q p )  , (2.23)
\ Q CNO Qpp J
d X a   4m ( ^CNO +  £pp | 3m a£3a m a£12Ca
\  Q cNO QppJ Q 3 a Ql2Ca
dX l2 c  3m a£3a mi2c £12Ca (2.25)
Q3 a Ql2Ca
_  £pp +  £3a +  £l2Ca- (2.26)
In the above equations Xj, where i _  H ,a , 12C, denotes the mass 
fraction of the element with atomic number i, epp,e3a ,eCNO and ei2C 
are the rates of energy release and Qpp,Q 3a ,Q CNO and Qi2C are the 
released energies per reaction.
The determ ination of the static structure of a star can be obtained 
if the above set of differential equations is supplemented by the EOS, 
the function th a t describes the opacity of stellar material and the en­
ergy generation rate. The calculations also require the specification of 
boundary conditions.
The strong gravitational field of a neutron star is described by the 
Einstein field equations [2], [9]
R,.v -  1 V -R  _  ■ (2.27)
where R uv is the Ricci tensor, guv is the metric tensor, R  is the Ricci 
scalar, Tuv is the energy momentum tensor given by
Tpv _  —Pg^v +  (P  +  p)upuv, (2.28)
where p denotes the m atter density and P  -  pressure, uu is the local 
fluid four-velocity, which in the case of a static star yields
uu _  0 fo r^  _  0, uo _  ,__ . (2.29)
Vgoo
For a static mass distribution T°  =  pc2, and T ) ,T 2 ,T 33 =  — P . The 
gravitational field outside a spherically symmetric mass distribution 
has a spherical symmetry, for such fields the components of the metric 
tensor are functions of the radial coordinate r and time t. The solution 
of the field equations (2.27) needs the specification of the line element 
ds which in spherical coordinates has the form
ds2 =  g^v dx^dxv =  ev c2dt2 — eAdr2 — r 2(dd2 +  s in 2'dd^2). (2.30)
Under the assumption of spherical symmetry and in the static limit 
equations (2.27) can be w ritten as
—A 'A' 1 \  1 =  8nG
~r J +  =  c2 p ’ (2.31)
—A
2
—A
'2
V  + 1
v ' — A'
r
1 8nG
2
P,
r
v 'A' 8nG
2
P,
(2.32)
(2.33)
where primes denote radial derivatives.
Having obtained the energy-momentum tensor, which specifies the 
EOS, the differential equations for the structure of a static, spherically 
symmetric, relativistic star are given by
m(r) 4n r2p(r)dr, (2.34)
dP _  G m  (  P  \ (  4nr3P \  f
dr r 2 P 1 +  pc2)  1 +  m c 2 )  V
2 G m y
rc2
(2.35)
The first equation (2.34) is the mass equation whereas the second (2.35) 
is the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation [52], [57], [58].
4c
1 1
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C hapter 3
Therm odynam ic properties 
of stellar m atter
The macroscopic thermodynamic properties of gas can be specified by 
its tem perature T , its pressure P  and its chemical potential ^. When 
thermodynamic equilibrium is established these param eters (T , P  and 
^), which are related by the EOS, determine the equilibrium distribu­
tion of particles in the quantum  state. The particle number density, 
internal energy density and pressure can be calculated by integrating 
over the momentum space [8], [59], [60]:
4n r<^
n  =  gs h3  Jo f  (P)p2dP ’ (3 A)
4n r ^
U =  gs Jq f  ^ M P ^ P ’ (3.2)
4n r ^  / 1 \
P  =  g s / q ( 3 v(p)pj f  (p )p 2dp, (3.3)
with 2
v(P) =  7 2 2P+  2 4 • (3.4)VP2c2 +  m 2c4
In these integrals h is Planck constant, gs is the statistical weight 
of a particle whereas e(p) =  \Jp2c2 +  m 2c4 is its total energy. The 
distribution function f  (p) has the form
f  (P) =  1 ±  g(e(p)-^)/fcB T • (3.5)
The upper sign is for Fermi-Dirac and the lower for Bose-Einstein
statistics. The factor v(p)p/3 in the pressure integral is the net mo­
m entum  flux through a plane for a perfect gas. The entropy can be 
calculated from the expression
*  -  T  / ;  ( - « -  • + v!f ) j *  “ ■■>
3.1 P h oton  gas
Photons also provide a source of pressure in stellar interiors. In this 
case a gas of zero mass bosons is considered. The number of photons 
is not conserved (the chemical potential equals zero). Taking these 
assumptions into account (m — 0 , p — 0 and e — pc), using the di- 
mensionless integration variable x — p c /k BT  and taking gs — 2 (there 
are two linearly independent states of polarization for electromagnetic 
waves), the integrals (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6), for Bose-Einstein 
statistics, can be expressed in the following form
■ -  ( ¥ ) ' f t - X f  " >
p — 3 — S T — ( "h - T f ixy . »■*>
The calculations give the results for the pressure, energy density and
entropy:
T  4
P  — , (T9)
u — a T 4 , (3.10)
T '
S  — 4aV — , (3.11)
3
where a — *n5k -/1 5 (h c ) ' is the radiation energy density constant.
3.2 Ferm ion gas
The definitions of particle number density, internal energy density and 
pressure of fermion gas show th a t these quantities are functions of kBT , 
p and mc2 energies. Thus there are four limiting regimes for the func­
tions which have to be considered. The relativistic limit occurs if the
conditions kBT / m c 2 ^  1 and p / m c 2 ^  1 are satisfied. Whereas the 
limit of large mc2 (kBT /m c 2 ^  1 and ^ /m c 2 ^  1) corresponds to the 
non-relativistic case [6]. Quantum  effects (degenerate gas) dominate 
for high density and low tem perature and the non-degenerate limit oc­
curs if exp ((e(p) — p ) / k BT ) ^  1. Introducing dimensionless variables 
(subscript f  denotes fermions):
x =
pc
a  =
m f  c
P
hf
kBT  kBT  kBT
equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6) can be w ritten as follows
(3.12)
in (3.13)
' kB T ' 
ch kB T i E-  ;
(3.14)
Pf =  4 ^  ( P Q  kB T ip  -3 ch
(3.15)
where
Sf =  4ngskB
kB T N 
ch ( iE- — P in- +  o i P-  p3
x 2dx
E-
i P- =
J o 1 +  exp(\J x 2 +  a 2 — P ) ’
r O V x2 +  a 2x2dx
•to 1 +  exp(\J x 2 +  a 2 — P ) ’
x4dx
V x2 +  a 2 [1 +  exp(\J x 2 +  a 2 — P )]
(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
In thermodynamic equilibrium, for sufficiently high tem peratures an­
tiparticles also must be included. This condition is satisfied if kBT  > 
0.1 m f c2. Thermodynamic functions for antiparticles can be calculated 
with the aid of equations (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) but in the 
integrals (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) P should be substituted with —p.
3
3
3
DO
n
o
3 .2 .1  C o m p lete ly  d egen erate  ferm ion  gas
In order to calculate the number density, energy density and pressure 
of sufficiently dense fermion gas quantum  effects have to be included. 
In the case of a cold fermion gas, fermions are in a quantum  state with 
the lowest possible energy. Their to tal number density is related to the 
maximum momentum (the Fermi momentum pF) by the relation
4n
n f  =  gs 3h3PF• (3-20)
The energy of the most energetic fermions in a cold degenerate gas 
is called the Fermi energy. Using the zero tem perature limit of the 
distribution function f  (p) for which f  (p) =  1 for p <  p F and f  (p) =  0 
for p > p F the pressure and internal energy density integrals are given
by
p _  4n [pf p4dp f 5^
f  9‘ 3h3 L  ^  +  m.2c4 9‘ 3h3 f { y ) ' ^  1
4n {'P f i m^4 c5n
u f  =  gs h ^  J0 y p 2 c2 +  m2 c4p 2 dp =  g^~6 hr  g (y)’ (3.22)
where the functions f  (y) and g(y) are defined for the new variable
y  =  p F/ m f  c which measures the importance of relativistic effects for 
fermions with the highest momentum:
f  (y) =  y(2y2 -  3V y2 +  1 +  3 sin h - 1 y , (3.23)
g (y) =  3y(2y2 +  1V y2 +  1 -  3 sin h - 1 y , (3.24)
and
g(y) +  f  (y) =  8y V y 2 +  1• (3.25)
The small y limit (y ^  1) corresponds to non-relativistic fermions, 
whereas y ^  1 to the relativistic particles. The asymptotic behavior 
of the functions f  (y) and g(y) are given by the relations:
y <  1 : f  (y) ^  g y5 -  14y2)  , g (y) ^  8y3 +  y y5 -  28y2)  •
(3.26)
Using (3.26) the energy density and pressure in the non-relativistic 
limit can be obtained
2 4nm 4fc5 5 /  5 2\  .
uf  =  n f m f c +  9s 10hf3 y ^  -  28y j  > (3.27)
4nm / C5 ~5 (  5 ~2
p f =  g ' T # "  yT  - 14 ? ) ■  <3'28)
Retaining only the lowest order terms in the approximate forms of 
the function f  (y) the pressure of the completely degenerate, non- 
relativistic fermion gas can be obtained from the relation
Pf  =  T Z r \  I T  (3.29)
h 2 (  3 3  2/3 5/3 
5m f  U J  n f  '
The internal energy density of non-relativistic fermions and pressure 
are related by
2
Pf  =  3  u f . (3.30)
The extreme relativistic limit y ^  1 of the functions f  (y) and g(y) is 
given by the equation
y >  1 : f  (y) ~  2y4 ( 1 -  , g (y) ~  6y4 y 1 +  ) . (3.31)
The energy density and pressure obtained from this approximate form 
of the functions f  (y) and g(y) (3.31) are given by
m 4f c5n 4 (  1 \  /
Uf =  y- + , (3.32)
m 4fc5n 4 (  1 \
p f  =  g‘ ~ 3 r y  I1 -  f ) ' p l33)
The EOS can be w ritten in the polytropic form
Pf  =  K f  n r , (3.34)
where r  is the adiabatic exponent of the gas defined as
^  ( d  ln P \
=  ( a w )  s (3'35)
and K f  is a constant, the index f  =  e, n denotes electrons or neutrons,
n is the particle number density.
The two limiting cases (non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic) can 
be w ritten as follows:
non-relativistic electrons
1 /  3 \ 2/3 h2
20 W /  m e
(3.36)
non-relativistic neutrons
1 /  3 \ 2/3 h2
r _ ^ , Kn _ — -  —
20 W /  mn
(3.37)
ultra-relativistic electrons
r _ 4 , K e _ ^ 1/3hc
3 n j  8
(3.38)
ultra-relativistic neutrons
4
r
3 Kn
3 \  1/3 hc 
n )  8
(3.39)
3 .2 .2  P artia lly  d egen era te  ferm ion  gas
In the non-relativistic case the both param eters a  and fl ^  1 [8]. The 
pressure, internal energy density, particle number density and entropy 
defined previously by equations (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) take 
the following forms:
2n
n f  _  g s ( 2m f k s T )3/ 2F i/2(fl — a), (3.40)
2n
uf _  g s ( 2 m f k B T )3/ 2[kBT F 3/2(fl — a ) +  m fc2F i/2(fl — a)], (3.41)
4n
Pf _  gs3^ (2m f k B T )3/ 2k B T ^ f l  — a), (3.42)
2n
Se _  gs h i  (2m f kB T  ) 3/2kB
5
3  F 3/ 2(fl — a ) — (fl — a )F i /2 (fl — a)
(3.43)
These expressions are given in terms of Fermi-Dirac integrals Fv (£) 
which are defined by [8], [61]
Fv (£) _  fo
y v dy
 1 +  exp(y — f ) ’
(3.44)
where
x 2 p2
y  =  2 -  =  2— T T ’ € =  P — a - (3.45)2a  2m f  kB T
If P — a  ^  1 , f  (p) ^  1 , the degeneracy is negligible and the equations 
(3.41), (3.42), (3.43) take the form:
O 3 (  a 3/2y 3\
u f  =  n f m f c +  2 kB T n f  ( 1 +  ) ’ (3.46)
3 (  a 3/2y 3 \
Pf  =  o kB T n f  1 +  — P  , (3.47)
2 "  1 \  12y/n J
S f  =  kB n f
5 l /  l~2 a 3/ 2y3\  +  a 3/ 2y 3
2 \ \ n 3 I 2 4 ^ ^
(3.48)
In the limit of strong degeneracy P — a  ^  1. Fermi integrals in this 
approximation have the form
2 n 2
F 1/ 2(P — a ) =  5 (p  -  a ) 3/2 +  I5 ^ , (3.49)
2
F3/2(P — a) =  5 (P — a ) 5/ 2 +  ~ 4 (P — a ) 1/ 2. (3.50)
Using equations (3.40), (3.41), (3.42) and (3.43) and the relation
P — a  =  I t  0 — S y )  ’ (3.51)
the fermion number density, energy density, pressure and entropy can 
be calculated.
The same analysis can be performed for the limit of ultra-relativistic
particles. Neglecting the param eter a  in the integrals (3.13), (3.14),
(3.15) and (3.16) they reduce to the form:
V  =  F2(±P), Ip± =  Ie± =  F3 (± P ). (3.52)
Using the properties of Fermi integrals with an integer subscript
=  vFv—1(x), Fo(x) =  / ~  1 +  dV( r =  ln (1 +  ex),
dx Jo 1 +  exp(y — x)
Fo(x) — F0(—x) =  x, (3.53)
and employing the relation 
/*oo xv 1dx
F (0) = — —  =  (1 -  21-v )r(v )Z (v), v >  0 (3.54)
jq 1 +  ex
the thermodynamic functions can be w ritten as
3
3 \ hcnf  =  U- lU- )  <3 '! +  n 2^ ) ’ (3-55)
Uf- +  Uf + =  gsn f “hc~) +  2n2P2 +  T. (3.56)
P f- +  Pf + =  ^ ( t T )  034 +  2n 2^ 2 +  7 5 )fcBT’ (3.57)
S f- +  Sf + =  (n23 2 +  3 t ) k B • (3.58)
In the case of strong degeneracy 3  ^  a  and 3  ^  1, and the param ­
eter 3  takes the form
3  =  ay  0  -  w )  • (3'59)
Using equation (3.59) and neglecting the contributions of antipar­
ticles the energy density, pressure and entropy can be calculated from
equations (3.56), (3.57) and (3.58).
W hen the density of the ultra-relativistic fermion gas is very low 
the limiting form of 3
3  =  ^  t 1 -  l O 6)  ’ (3*60)
allows one to calculate the thermodynamic functions from equations 
(3.56), (3.57) and (3.58).
3 .2 .3  N eu tr in o  gas
Assuming the rest mass of the neutrino is zero (mv =  0), the therm o­
dynamical properties of the neutrino gas, namely the neutrino number
density n v, neutrino energy density u v and neutrino pressure Pv are 
given by the following equations:
■v — 4 n g ^ / - T )  (F2(fl) -  F2( - f l ) ) — gs Y ^ b T ) 1 (^ '  +  n 2p ^
u v 3Pv 4ngs
*ngs
' k - T N 
ch ,
' k - T N 
ch
(F '( fl) +  F '( - f l )) (3.61)
( V  +  2n 2fl2 +  Tj-5n4^ k -T ,
for neutrino gs — 1 .
The asymptotic behavior of the neutrino gas pressure concerns the 
case of extreme degeneracy when fl ^  1 , then the neutrino pressure 
reduces to the following form
Pv hc (  A  ^  1/ 3 n4/'4 \ 4 n )  v ,
where neutrino number density is given by the relation
, ( k - T \ '
■v 4 H k - T ] F 2(fl).
hc
(3.62)
(3.63)
In the case of weak degeneracy the neutrino gas pressure is given by
“ '"
Pv
■v kB T
3 1 +
■v hc
12*n \ k BT
(3.64)
If the neutrino chemical potential equals zero (fl — 0) the neutrino 
energy density and pressure can be simplified to give
uv
where
3Pv — a T 4, 
7n5k -
(3.65)
(3.66)
30h 'c ' ’
The obtained result (3.65) is the neutrino analogue of the Stefan- 
Boltzmann (3.10) law. Comparing equations (3.10) and (3.65) one 
can see th a t the difference between photon and neutrino statistics is 
reflected in the factor 7/16.
'
'

C hapter 4
Equation of state of stellar 
m atter
The analysis of theoretical models which describe the different stages of 
stellar evolution, commences with the phase of a contracting protostar 
through the exhaustion of subsequent nuclear fuel, to final extinction 
and can be conducted by means of the EOS which changes gradually 
with the tem perature and density.
4.1 T he ideal classical gas
The longest phase in the life of a star is a state in which stellar m atter 
can be characterized by a high tem perature and a relatively low density 
and can be modelled based on a non-relativistic, non-degenerate perfect 
gas approximation with the EOS having the following form [6], [8]
3ft
P  =  nkB T  = ------pT, (4.1)
h mol
where n is the number of particles per unit volume, p mol is the molec­
ular weight, the density of m atter equals p =  npmolrnu, kB is the 
Boltzmann constant, m u -  the atomic mass unit and ^  =  kB/ m u -  the 
universal gas constant.
In the central regions of stars all atoms are almost fully ionized and 
deep inside a star there is a mixture of two gases: the free electron gas 
and the gas of nuclei. The chemical composition can be specified by
the weight fractions of nuclei of type i and characterized by the molec­
ular weight —moli and the charge number Zj. The number of nuclei per 
unit volume ni equals
n  _ J pX- . (4.2)
m —moli
The gas pressure P  is the sum of partial pressures
Pgas _  Pe +  ^  Pi _  ^ (1 +  Zi)nikBT  (4.3)
i i
and can be w ritten as
P  _  ^  £  X i(1 +  Z i)pT =  — pT, (4.4)
i —moli —mol
with the mean molecular weight
/ V  X i(1 +  Z J \ -1
—mol _  I 2 ^ ------------------ ■ <4'5)\  i —moli )
which allows one to consider a mixture of ideal gases as a uniform ideal
gas.
The equation (4.5) is valid for a gas of fully ionized atoms. For the 
case of a neutral gas it takes the form
—mol _  “ “ ^ 1  . (4.6)
\  i —moli)
In general, a star consists of m atter and radiation in thermodynamic 
equilibrium and the to tal pressure is the sum of the gas pressure and 
the radiation pressure
P  _  Pgas +  Prad _   pT +  3 T 4. (4.7)
—mol 3
The radiation pressure although very small for low massive stars, can­
not be neglected in stars more massive than  the Sun. For densities 
lower than  the limiting density pph given by
pph _  3.0 x 10-23—molT3gcm-3 , (4.8)
where —mol denotes the mean molecular weight, the pressure of photon 
gas dominates the pressure of the classical perfect gas.
4.2 T he degenerate gas
The mass of a star is a key factor in determining the stellar evolution. 
Low-mass stars developing a degenerate core can evolve to the white 
dwarf stage whereas evolutionary models of massive stars, with the 
main sequence mass exceeding 8 M0 , show th a t their evolution pro­
ceeds through sequences of consecutive stages of nuclear burning until 
the iron core is formed. The interior composition of a massive star in 
a very advanced stage of evolution prior to core collapse reveals a shell 
structure. Each shell has a different chemical composition of gradually 
heavier elements. The formation of 56Fe nuclei, with the maximum 
binding energy per nucleus, indicates the beginning of the end of a 
massive star as a normal star [6].
As a star contracts and its density increases, electrons which initially 
form a dilute, classical gas become more relativistic and they start to 
form dense, degenerate quantum  gas. During the later stages of stellar 
evolution or in supernova explosion, the calculation of thermodynamic 
functions requires the full relativistic expression for the electron en­
ergy and momentum. It becomes necessary to take into account the 
Pauli exclusion principle. Electron degeneracy occurs in the advanced 
phases of stellar evolution, under particular circumstances. In this case 
the pressure in the stellar interior is provided by the classical perfect 
ion gas and degenerate electron gas. The stronger the degeneracy of 
the electron gas, the smaller the contribution of the ion gas to the 
total pressure. In many cases the partially degenerate electron gas is 
approximated by a completely degenerate gas. Numerical calculations 
show th a t the pressure of completely degenerate electron gas exceeds 
the non-degenerate electron gas pressure for densities higher than  the 
critical density pcrit, given by [7]
pCrit =  2.4 x 10- 8T 3/2h w egcm-3 , (4.9)
where hmole is the mean molecular weight per electron, for higher den­
sities the electron gas is completely degenerate.
For almost all classes of stars degeneracy in the electron gas sets 
in at a sufficiently low tem perature so th a t electrons are mostly non- 
relativistic. Densities must be higher than  106 gcm-3  for a degenerate 
gas to be relativistic. In most stars relativistic degeneracy becomes im­
portant only for such high densities th a t the degeneracy of the electron 
gas is complete. The pressure of the degenerate electron gas does not
depend on tem perature. This has considerable consequences for stellar 
structure at certain stages of stellar evolution. W hen the tem perature 
in the stellar interior exceeds 109 K electron gas is relativistic and only 
partially degenerate.
4.2 .1  W h ite  dwarfs
In the case of a white dwarf the electrons are fully degenerate [9]. They 
dominate the pressure of the star while non-relativistic classical ions 
provide its mass. Depending on the degree of relativity the EOS takes 
different forms.
For non-relativistic and degenerate electron gas the EOS can be 
w ritten as follows (3.36)
h2 ( 3 N 2/3
P  = -------( - )  n5/3. (4.10)
20m e W J  e V '
W hen the electrons are predominantly ultra-relativistic the EOS has 
the form (3.38)
hc2 ( o N 1/3
P  =  ^  3 )  n4/3. (4.11)
8 V n )  e
Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are for ideal, degenerate electron gas. More 
realistic model of a white dwarf requires taking into consideration cor­
rections. The corrections to be applied are mainly due to electrostatic 
interactions. For very high densities the effects of weak interaction (in­
verse decay) and the possibility of pycnonuclear reactions also have 
to be included [9].
4 .2 .2  P ro to -n eu tro n  stars
After the nuclear fuel is exhausted in a star, nuclear fusion in the 
central part of the star can no longer supply enough energy to sustain a 
high therm al pressure. The obtained theoretical models of the evolved 
massive stars indicate th a t they develop central iron cores of mass 
— 1.5 Mq . Both the ideal non-degenerate electron gas pressure and 
the pressure of degenerate electrons attem pt to support the core and 
determine the following EOS of the innermost region of the star
[9], [62]
P  ^  +  K r Y V - 1. (4.12)
P m s
In this equation Ye =  ne/ n b is the relative electron concentration, p 
is the m atter density, nb is the baryon number density and r  is the 
adiabatic exponent of the gas given by equation (3.35). W hen r  is 
close to the critical value 4/3 the core becomes dynamically unstable.
The collapse of the core is accelerated by the combination of two 
mechanisms [62]: reactions of electron capture and, when the tem per­
ature exceeds 5 x 109 K, photodisintegration of iron-peak nuclei into a  
particles. For densities Yep ^  106 gcm -3  electrons are relativistic and 
their Fermi energy is given by
,<e k  11.0 MeV(YePlo)1,73, (4-13)
where Ye =  (ne- -  ne+ ) / n b is the electron fraction per baryon and 
p10 =  p / 1010gcm-3 .
For such high energy electron capture is favorable even though it 
produces nuclei th a t are unstable to / decay in the laboratory. For 
nuclei in the iron-peak the threshold Q for electron capture is roughly 
[6] Q k  190MeV(0.45 -  Ye).
Electron capture will occur until the threshold rises to Q =  p e. 
Diminishing of the electron concentration leads to a deficit in the pres­
sure and in consequence to the contraction of the core. In the case of 
extremely relativistic electrons the pressure is given by the relation
Pe
hc
T G D M  m / ) 4/ 3 •
Considering the adiabatic exponent r  [9], [62]
r
dln P  
d ln p
d ln Ye
S,Ye d ln p
d ln P  
S d ln Ye
4  ( 1 +  dln Ye 
3 I d ln p
(4.14)
(4.15)
one can see th a t as the electron capture proceeds the value of the 
derivative (dln Ye/d ln p )S become negative and r  reduces below 4/3.
The photodissociation of nuclei also brings the adiabatic index of 
the stellar m atter below the value 4/3 and triggers the collapse. At 
sufficiently high tem perature and density the endothermic process
Y +  26Fe ^  13a +  4n (4.16)
which requires 124.4 MeV occurs.
The energy needed for this process comes from the kinetic energy of
S
S
nuclei and electrons. The resulting therm al pressure deficit is compen­
sated by a further contraction of the core. However, the pressure does 
not increase to the value which is indispensable to stop the collapse.
Dynamical conditions in the central region of the star split the core 
into two separate parts: the homologously collapsing inner core and 
the free falling outer one. In the first region the sound velocity exceeds 
the infall velocity and the motion is subsonic. M atter contained inside 
the inner core collapsing as a whole retains its density profile and the 
infall velocity is proportional to the radius v(r, t) =  a (t)r . M atter in 
the outer core is accelerated inward by the change in the pressure gra­
dient, and the velocity is nearly th a t of free-fall v V v ^ .
Theoretically the dual nature of the core has been confirmed by Gol- 
dreich and Weber [63] and Yahil and Lattim er [64, 65]. They presented 
the model of adiabatic collapse of cores with a constant adiabatic ex­
ponent. The solution of the problem of the dynamical stability of stars 
requires analysis of radial perturbations. Stars with r  <  4/3 are un­
stable to radial perturbations and the fastest growing eigen mode is 
the fundamental mode with a velocity profile given by the equation 
v(r, t) =  a (t)r. Additionally it has been shown th a t for stars with 
r  =  4/3 at the edge of the homologous core the pressure vanishes. 
Electron captures during the collapse decrease and reduce the value 
of the Chandrasekhar mass MCh. The collapse of the homologous core 
progresses until the nuclear densities are reached, then nuclear forces 
are expected to resist compression and stop the further collapse. The 
innermost shell of m atter is expected to rebound and set up a pressure 
wave out through the homologous core. Due to the fact th a t the sound 
speed is in excess of the infall speed this wave travels faster than  the 
infalling m atter. The innermost shell is followed by the subsequent 
layers of m atter. The resulting pressure waves collect at the boundary 
between the inner core and the supersonically falling outer core [62]. 
W hen this point reaches the nuclear density and comes to rest, pres­
sure waves which originate from the center become a shock wave and 
start to propagate through the outer core. The bounced inner core 
settles into a hydrostatic configuration in the dynamical time scale of 
milliseconds. The adiabatic exponent of the m atter becomes greater 
than  the critical value 4/3.
The outgoing shock wave which travels into the outer core through 
the material th a t is falling towards the center dissociates the iron nu­
clei into protons and neutrons. The shocked region attains high tem ­
perature at relatively low densities. Under these conditions electron 
degeneracy is not high and relativistic positrons are created thermally. 
The therm al energy is carried out by neutrinos which are produced in 
the following reactions e+ +  e-  ^  v +  v, e+ +  ■ ^  v +  p [9]. Electron 
neutrinos produced via e-  +  p ^  ve +  ■ carry out electron-type lepton 
number. Deleptonization in the outer envelope proceeds faster than  
tha t in the inner core. After stellar collapse the electron neutrinos are 
trapped inside the m atter. This leads to large ve chemical potential.
4 .2 .3  N eu tro n  stars
Properties of neutron star m atter must be calculated within a very 
broad density span ranging from 104 gcm- '  at the outer crust to ~  
1015 gcm- '  in the inner core. The very outer part of a neutron star is 
an atmosphere of non-degenerate m atter composed mostly of hydrogen, 
helium and other light elements. The composition of the atmosphere 
determines the surface photon luminosity of a neutron star. Neutron 
stars in binary systems can accrete m atter from their companions. In 
the case of newly accreted m atter neutron star crust is supplemented 
with hydrogen and helium rich m atter. The subsequent stages of the 
crust evolution include the explosive burning of the helium layer and 
formation of 51Ni nuclei which transform  into 56Fe [66]. Detailed anal­
ysis of the crust evolution [66, 67, 6*] predicts th a t the growing layer 
of the accreted m atter replaces the original outer crust in 105 yr.
The more general case of the crust structure can be considered un­
der the assumption th a t the crust is built of cold catalyzed m atter. 
Below the surface there is a solid crust which contains mainly Fe nu­
clei. These nuclei form a lattice. The crust splits into two parts: the 
outer and the inner crust. The outer crust ranges up to the density 
pdrip ~  4.3 x 1011 gcm- '  and includes only iron nuclei and a degenerate 
electron gas. The increasing density leads to increasing neutronization 
by electron captures and at the density pdrip the neutron rich nuclei 
begin to release free neutrons. At the onset of the neutron drip the 
pressure of degenerate electron gas dominates [9]. Thus the m atter 
of the inner crust consists of nuclei, still arranged in a lattice, free 
electrons and free neutrons. Nuclei in the inner crust are neutron rich 
isotopes of Zr and Sn. In this region the m atter consists of neutrons, 
electrons and nuclei. The properties of m atter in the inner crust have
been described with the use of the Baym -Bethe-Pethick EOS [69]. 
This EOS has been constructed basing on the compressible liquid drop 
model of the nuclei [9] and is given by the relation
e(A ,Z , nN ,n„, VN) _  nN(W n +  W l) +  (1 — Vn u n )£n (n„) +  £e(ne),
(4.17)
where n N, nn and ne denote the number densities of nuclei, neutrons 
and electrons, 1 — VNn N is the fraction of the volume occupied by 
neutron gas, Wl is the lattice energy per nucleus and Wn is the energy 
of nucleus.
The energy of nucleus being a sum of the surface energy Ws, the 
Coulomb energy Wc and the energy per nucleon of the bulk nuclear 
m atter W (k, x)
Wn  _  [(1 — x)m nc2 +  xm pc2 +  W (k,x)]A  +  Ws +  Wc . (4.18)
In equation (4.18) m n and mp are neutron and proton masses, x de­
notes the fractional concentration of protons. The bulk nuclear energy 
W (k, x) includes the effects of NN interactions but does not include the 
surface effects and Coulomb interactions. The consistent description 
of the inner crust m atter requires the following form of the neutron gas 
energy density [9]
nn W (kn , 0) +  m nc2 . (4.19)
In equation (4.19) the function W (kn, 0) is given for the proton fraction 
x _  0 and for the neutron number density defined as nn _  2kn/3n2. 
The param eters in the function W (k ,x) are determined by fitting to 
nuclear data. The density of the lower boundary of the inner crust 
estim ated by Baym et al. [69] is close to the normal nuclear density 
pnucl _  2.4 x 1014 gcm-3 . However, recent calculations of the density at 
the inner edge of the crust give much lower inner crust-core transition 
density p ~  1.5 x 1014 gcm-3 . This value has been obtained with the 
use of Skyrme SLy effective NN interactions [68]. The results obtained 
with the use of the SLy EOS indicate th a t the crust core transition 
takes place as a weak first order phase transition [68], [70]. The EOS 
of Pandharipande and Ravenhall [71] leads to the crust-core transition 
through a sequence of phase transitions with the changes of nuclear 
shapes [70], [72]. Contrary to this situation in the model calculated 
with the SLy EOS spherical nuclei persist to the crust bottom  [70]. For
n
higher densities nuclei merge and dissolve forming a degenerate gas of 
neutrons with a small admixture of protons and electrons. As the neu­
tron concentration increases the neutron pressure dominates and the 
neutron gas considered as ideal degenerate can be a rough approxima­
tion to the true EOS. Like the electron gas, the degenerate neutron gas 
occurs in the non-relativistic and relativistic limit. The requirements 
of charge neutrality and -equilibrium demands the presence of elec­
trons and muons. They form a relativistic, completely degenerate gas. 
The changing values of density and tem perature in the stellar m atter 
entails the consequential alteration of the form of the EOS. The ap­
proximate boundary lines which divide the pT plane into the separated 
regions are given by the equations [7]:
• The pressure due to a ideal non-degenerate gas equals the pres­
sure due to radiation when
^ mol denotes the mean molecular weight of all free particles in 
the stellar m atter. The pressure is dominated by the photon gas 
when the following condition is satisfied p <  3.0 x 10- 23^ T 3.
• The condition th a t the pressure of the non-degenerate gas (4.1) 
equals th a t of the completely degenerate electron gas, in terms of 
the density p and the mean molecular weight per electron ^ mole, 
is given by [7]
Thus if the inequality p /^ mole >  2.4 x 10-8 T 3/2 is satisfied the 
completely degenerate electron pressure exceeds the non-degenera­
te electron pressure. These conditions prevail in white dwarf 
interiors.
•  The increasing electron density leads to the condition when elec­
trons have to be considered as relativistic particles. In terms of 
the density p and the mean molecular weight per electron ^ mole 
the density has to exceed the value p /^ mole =  7.3 x 106 gcm-3  for 
a degenerate gas to be relativistic.
(4.20)
NokB ^  h2 5/3
 p t  =  ™—^ mole 20me
(4.21)

C hapter 5
The nuclear equation of state
Nuclear m atter can be defined as an infinite system of nucleons with a 
fixed ratio of neutron to proton numbers and no Coulomb interaction. 
Our understanding of the form of the equation of state of asymmetric 
nuclear m atter is still inadequate to correctly solve essential problems 
in both nuclear physics and astrophysics. In general the nuclear m atter 
equation of state, th a t is the energy per particle, of asymmetric infinite 
nuclear m atter e(nb, f a) [73, 74, 75]
£(nb j a ) = —  (5.1)nb
is a function of baryon number density nb and the relative neutron 
excess fa defined as
fa =  ^  , (5.2)
nn +  np
where nn and np denote the neutron and proton number densities re­
spectively, the sum nn +  np =  nb stands for the to tal baryon number 
density. Neutron and proton number densities n B , B  =  n ,p  are related 
to their Fermi momentum kF by the relation
n B =  "3^ 2 kF ‘ (5.3)
— in equation (5.1) denotes the total energy of the nuclear system.
The properties of asymmetric nuclear m atter can be studied with 
the use of the empirical parabolic approximation which allows one to 
expand the energy per particle of asymmetric nuclear m atter in a Tay­
lor series in f a [12], [13], [69], [76], [77], [78]
e(n6, fa) =  e(nb, 0) +  S 2(nb) f l  +  S 4(nb) f 4 +  . . .  (5.4)
The factor f a makes the quartic S4(nb) term  contribution negligible. 
Also the analysis performed with the use of realistic interactions indi­
cates the dominant role of the S2(nb) term  not only in the vicinity of 
the saturation point but even at higher densities [12], [16], [79].
The expansion given in equation (5.4) enables the analysis of the 
function e(nb, f a) in terms of the energy of symmetric nuclear m atter 
e(nb, 0) and the symmetry energy S2(nb). Subsequently expanding the 
function e(nb, f a) around the equilibrium density n 0 in a Taylor series 
in nb, the following expressions for the two successive terms e(nb, 0) 
and S2(nb) can be obtained:
1 d 2e
e(nb, 0) =  e(n0) +  2 ( n  -  n0)2^  + (5.5)
S 2(nb) =  S 2(n 0) +  (nb — n 0)dnb  +  2 (nb — n 0)2 Qw? +  " " " (5.6)
with all derivatives evaluated at the point (n0, 0).
This very point denotes the position of the state defined as the equi­
librium state of symmetric nuclear m atter e(n0, 0) with minimum en­
ergy per nucleon and is characterized by the condition de(nb, 0 ) / d n b =  
P (n 0, 0) =  0. Thus, the linear term  in the Taylor expansion (5.5) van­
ishes.
Gathering altogether the terms of the expansion in nb and in f a the 
approximated form of the EOS can be w ritten as [73], [75]
e(nb,fa) = e(n0) +  - ( K 0 +  K f 2) ( n — ^  +  J  +  -  )
18 V n0 /  3 V n 0 J
(5.7)
The above formula is parameterized by the following coefficients: 
n0, e(n0), K 0 , J , K s, L  which determine the density dependence of 
the equation of state e (nb, fa). Thus, having obtained the equation 
of state, each individual term  th a t enters the formula (5.7) can be 
calculated. Comparison of equations (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) gives the 
definition of the above stated coefficients.
5.1 C om pressib ility  o f nuclear m atter
The definition of the compressibility x is given by [80]
=  _ !  dV  =  1  ( d L \ -1  (58)
x V d P  n \ d n j  ’ ( . )
where n is the particle number density. The pressure P  is related to 
the energy per baryon E(nb, / o) /n b by:
f ) =  _  d (E (nb,/ a) /n b) =  n 2 (5 9)
P  (nb ’/o) d (1/nb) n  d n  ' (5.9)
In nuclear physics the incompressibility factor is defined
K  (n6, / a ) =  9 (5.10)
dnb
which is equivalent to
K  (nb,/o) =  9
n 2 dM nb,/o ) . 2n 5e(nb,/ o)
nb n 2 + 2nb na n  dnb
(5.11)
At the saturation density n0 the condition P (n 0. 0) =  0 prevails and 
one can specify the compression modulus K 0
K 0 =  9n ,
d2e(nb, 0)2 ______
0 Sn2
(5.12)
no
which is defined only at the saturation density n0. The importance of 
determining the compression modulus stems from its impact on both 
nuclear structure and supernova explosion and on the physics of neu­
tron stars [81]. In order to obtain information on the value of the 
incompressibility the phenomenology of the compressional modes in fi­
nite nuclei has to be used . The discovery of Isoscalar Giant Monopole 
Resonance (ISGMR) in nuclei (the nuclear breathing-mode) is consid­
ered to be the most accurate source of information on nuclear m atter 
incompressibility [82, 83]. The first experimental data came from the 
1970s. These data  have been significantly improved especially by the 
(a, a ')  inelastic scattering experiments [84]. In light nuclei this res­
onance is rather fragmented, while in medium-heavy nuclei it corre­
sponds to a single peak of energy E is g m r  80A -1/3 MeV [85].
Nucleus Exp Nucleus Exp
90Zr 17.89 ±  0.2 116Sn 16.07 ±  0.12
144 Sm 15.39 ±  0.28 208 Pb 14.17 ±  0.28
The data derived from the measurements of 90Zr, 116Sn, 144Sm and 
208Pb [86] increased the knowledge of the ISGMR properties. The 
obtained results which indicate the position of the giant monopole res­
onance in the above mentioned nuclei are given in Table 5.1 [87].
Theoretical calculations indicate th a t there exists a discrepancy be­
tween relativistic and non-relativistic models in the prediction of the 
compression modulus of nuclear m atter. In the paper by Blaizot [88] 
the expression which shows the connection between the finite nucleus 
incompressibility K A and the energy E is g m r  measured in the labora­
tory has been formulated
E is gm r  =  \  A ; (5.13)
V m  < r 2 >
where m  denotes the nucleon mass and <  r 2 >  the ground state mean 
square radius.
Non-relativistic calculations tha t reproduce the distribution of isosca­
lar monopole strength using Hartree-Fock plus random-phase approx­
imation (RPA) approaches with the Skyrme and Gogny interactions 
give the estim ated value of the compression modulus in the range of 
K  =  210 -  220 MeV [88], whereas relativistic models which successfully 
reproduce the excitation energy of the ISGMR indicate a larger value 
of K  ~  275 MeV [41] [89]. Piekarewicz in his paper [90] and Agrawal 
et al. [87] suggest th a t these differences can partly result in the still 
incomplete knowledge of the density dependence of the symmetry en­
ergy in the considered models.
The compression modulus K 0 of symmetric nuclear m atter is an es­
sential characteristic of the EOS. It specifies the curvature of the EOS 
around the saturation density n0. However, the second term  in equa­
tion (5.11) gives sizeable contributions to K (nb, f a) at densities n ^  n 0 
and the information about the incompressibility of nuclear m atter will
be imprinted in the high density behavior of the EOS, namely in the 
property known as the stiffness of the equation of state which char­
acterizes its behavior with increasing asymmetry and baryon number 
density. The incompressibility of asymmetric nuclear m atter can be 
approximated by the following expression
K ( n b, fa) — K 0(nh) +  Kasym(nh) f f ,  (5.14)
where Kasym(nh) is given by
K asym(nh) — K sym(nh) +  6L(nh)- (5.15)
The param eters L and K sym are related to the curvature and slope 
in the density dependence of the symmetry energy and are defined as 
follows
L 3 (  d 'e (nh, f aA
L — 2 ( nh ~ a f )  _  <5' 16)
and
K  9 2 ^ 4e(■h, f a) 
Ks — -  n,
S 2 lh dn 2d f 2a
nr  1 d2K—6L +  -
b=n0 ,fa= 0 Ja2 d fa
. (5.17)
nb=no,fa=0
Baron, Cooperstein and Kahana [91] have found th a t the explana­
tion of the prom pt type II supernova model demands a softening of 
the EOS for asymmetric nuclear m atter at high density. The analysis 
of nuclear m atter incompressibility has been made within the non- 
relativistic Hartree-Fock approach for the density dependant versions 
of the Reid and Paris potentials [92]. The obtained results show th a t 
with the increasing value of the neutron-proton asymmetry the in­
compressibility at saturation K 0 becomes smaller. The density depen­
dence of the incompressibility of asymmetric nuclear m atter studied for 
different values of the asymmetry param eter fa shows th a t the more 
asymmetric m atter leads to a stiffer EOS for the model which gives a 
K 0 value smaller than  200 MeV. This result is consistent with the one 
obtained within the relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock model.
W hen the value of K 0 is larger than  200 MeV the more asymmetric 
m atter is stiffer than  the symmetric one for densities up to 1.5 n0. For 
higher densities the more asymmetric m atter becomes softer than  the 
corresponding symmetric nuclear m atter. Kolehmeinen et al. [93] in 
their paper perform an analysis of the isospin dependence of the nuclear
incompressibility and density at saturation using the Skyrme-type in­
teraction in the extended Thomas-Fermi approach. They found tha t 
the isospin dependence can be parameterized as a quadratic function 
of the asymmetry param eter f a
Ko(fa) =  Ko(0)(1 -  f 2), (5.18)
where a is a parameter.
The form of the functional dependence of the compression modu­
lus on the asymmetry param eter has been confirmed by the calcula­
tions performed for other nuclear models. For example, Bombaci and 
Lombardo obtained similar results for the non-relativistic Brueckner- 
Bethe-Goldstone model with the Paris interaction [16] or W iringa et 
al. [13] using the variational many body approach with the Argonne 
and Urbana two-body potential av14 and uv14 supplemented with the 
Urbana three-body potential UVII. In the case of relativistic mod­
els, the tendency of decreasing compression modulus with increasing 
isospin asymmetry has also been found. This was of special impor­
tance for the construction of supernova explosion models for which the 
assumption about the softening of the EOS for more asymmetric m at­
ter nuclear m atter has been essential in order to generate a successful 
prom pt explosion. However, those earlier models of supernova failed 
to predict the expected prom pt explosion.
5.2 N uclear sym m etry  energy
The correct form of the EOS for asymmetric nuclear m atter is of pri­
mary importance not only for understanding the structure of radioac­
tive nuclei but also would have im portant consequences for the proper­
ties and structure of neutron stars, especially for their cooling history 
[76], [96], [97]. Theoretical calculations of the symmetry energy and 
its density dependence, like the analysis of other properties of nuclear 
systems, are based on different approaches which can be grouped into 
two main categories: microscopic and phenomenological.
Each of them  can be subdivided into relativistic and non-relativistic. 
The first category incorporates methods which use the various realistic 
models of the NN interaction which are adjusted to describe NN scat­
tering phase shifts. These methods fall into two main groups: in the 
first calculations have been performed in the framework of the varia­
tional approach and in the second Brueckner-type approximation has
been employed [16], [17]. The version of the Argonne potential av14 or 
Urbana uv14 used in the variational calculations did not reproduce sat­
isfactory saturation properties of nuclear m atter. The phenomenologi­
cal three-nucleon interaction with parameters well adjusted to obtain, 
together with the two-nucleon interaction, the correct value of the nu­
clear m atter saturation properties, has to be introduced. Calculations 
performed with the use of variational chain summation m ethod and the 
Argonne av18 [98] potential give satisfactory fit to the NN scattering 
data. This m ethod has been incorporated to investigate properties of 
nuclear m atter and the structure of neutron stars. The non-relativistic 
case of the Brueckner-type calculations, the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
(BHF) [16] m ethod which incorporates the realistic two-nucleon po­
tentials (for example the Bonn or Paris potential) does not saturate 
at empirical density. The relativistic D irac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
(DBHF) approach provides a better description of the nuclear satura­
tion properties of symmetric nuclear m atter [18], [20], [94]. In the phe­
nomenological approach the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock and Fermi 
calculations which employed the Skyrme-type effective NN interactions 
satisfactorily reproduce various properties of nuclei [23, 95].
According to the approximation presented by equation (5.4) the 
analysis of the density dependence of the symmetry energy can be 
performed with the use of the empirical parabolic law
e(n6, fa) _  e(n6, 0) +  S2(n6) / 2  (5.19)
where e(nb, 0) is the energy per particle of symmetric nuclear m atter 
and S2(n6) =  £sym(n6) given by
E W n * ) -  1 S2t(nb ' / a)
2 d/a2
(5.20)
fa =0
is the bulk symmetry energy. Both relativistic and non-relativistic 
calculations confirm the validity of this empirical parabolic law for 
the equation of state of asymmetric nuclear m atter not only for small 
isospin asymmetries but also when / a ~  1 [16], [79]. This has been 
presented in Fig. 5.1 where the binding energy as a function of the 
asymmetry param eter / a2 for the chosen values of densities has been 
plotted. Calculations have been done for the TM1 param eter set sup­
plemented with the 6 meson.
Relation (5.19) allows one to calculate the symmetry energy as a dif­
ference between the energy per particle for two extreme cases, pure
Figure 5.1: The binding energy per nucleon as a function of /  calculated for the 
chosen value of the nucleon density
neutron m atter with f a =  1 and symmetric nuclear m atter with f a =  0
Esym(nb) =  e(nb, 1) -  e(nb, 0). (5.21)
The density dependence of the symmetry energy has been analyzed 
with the use of different models and approaches. All the obtained 
results give the value of the symmetry energy around the saturation 
density, known as the symmetry energy coefficient E sym(n0) = J , in 
the range of 27-38 MeV which is in reasonable agreement with the 
empirical values in the range of 30 ±  4 MeV [22], [23], [95]. However, 
the high density predictions for the symmetry energy which are rele­
vant to both radioactive nuclei and neutron stars are different. In the 
relativistic mean field approach there is a linear density dependence of 
the symmetry energy [99], [100], [102], [103], [104] whereas the B ethe- 
Goldstone theory predicts a n /^3 dependence.
Calculations based on variational many-body theory performed by 
W iringa et al. [13] with the use of the Argonne two body poten­
tial av14 or Urbana uv14 supplemented with the three-body potential 
UVII or TNI lead to the form of the symmetry energy which initially 
increases with density and after reaching a maximum decreases with 
density. Moreover the addition of the three-body interactions causes
the symmetry energy to vanish at high density. In all calculations the 
kinetic contribution to the symmetry energy is almost the same. So 
the reason for the discrepancy between different model predictions is 
the isospin-dependent potential term  in the symmetry energy. In the 
relativistic mean field theory this potential term  is always repulsive 
and increases linearly with density. W hen the isovector sector includes 
only the p meson the symmetry energy coefficient E sym(n0) is given by 
the relation
Esym(n0) =  ( m p )  1 2 ^  +  6 (k02 +°m2)1/2 ’ (5.22)
where k0 denotes the Fermi energy at saturation of symmetric nuclear 
m atter k0 =  (3n2n0/2 )1/3.
For comparison, the density dependence of the symmetry energy cal­
culated with the variational many-body approach for the uv14 poten­
tial supplemented by TNI interaction shows th a t the isospin-dependent 
potential which is repulsive for lower densities becomes attractive when 
the density increases.
Engvik et al. [105] have made an attem pt to find the explanation 
for the differences in the density dependence of the symmetry energy. 
These differences may be caused either by the m ethod used to solve 
the many body problem or by the employed particular form of the 
nucleon-nucleon potentials. However, in order to eliminate the influ­
ence of the different solutions of the many body problem all calcula­
tions have been done within the non-relativistic Brueckner-H artree- 
Fock approach. The earlier predictions for the high density behavior 
of the symmetry energy based on calculations done for various realistic 
models of the NN potentials th a t have been fitted to describe the NN 
scattering phase shifts lead to different results, which can be summa­
rized as follows: the Argonne av14 potential [106] gives the symmetry 
energy nearly constant for densities over twice th a t of nuclear satu­
ration density n 0, the Reid potential [107] gives at high densities an 
even lower value of the symmetry energy, whereas the symmetry en­
ergy calculated with the use of the Paris potential [108] almost linearly 
increases with density.
All used potentials were adjusted to describe NN scattering phase 
shifts but they do not predict exactly the same NN phase and they do 
not agree accurately with the modern phase shift analysis. New poten­
tials like the CD-Bonn [109], Argonne av18 [110] or the new Nijmegen
[111] have been constructed. They fit with high precision the data for 
pp and np scattering below 350 MeV and they predict the same NN 
phases. All these new potentials have been used to analyze the density 
dependence of the symmetry energy. The obtained results show tha t 
there is no saturation of the symmetry energy for any of the consid­
ered models and the differences between the individual cases are much 
smaller than  those between the older versions of the NN potential. The 
differences in the density dependence of the symmetry energy lead to 
variations in the proton fraction. The condition of fl-equilibrium in 
terms of the symmetry energy can be given by the following relation
^asym =  ^n ^p — ~QY — 4E sym(nb)(1  Yp (5.23)
where ^ asym denotes the difference between nucleon chemical poten­
tials.
C hapter 6
R elativistic mean field m odel
6.1 W alecka m odel and its extensions
The relativistic quantum  field theory of interacting many-body sys­
tems based on hadronic degrees of freedom is known as the quantum  
hadrodynamic (QHD) [24], [27], [28], [29], [30]. This model is very suc­
cessful in describing the bulk and single particle properties of nuclear 
m atter and finite nuclei [25, 31].
The original renormalizable model (QHD-I) contains nucleons inter­
acting through the exchange of isoscalar, Lorentz scalar a and vector 
u  mesons [112]. This model leads to a very large, unrealistic value 
of the compression modulus K 0 =  545 MeV. In order to improve the 
incompressibility and finite nuclei results the QHD-I model has been 
supplemented with additional cubic and quartic scalar self-interaction 
terms (the non-linear a — u  model). As a result a reduced value of the 
compression modulus, consistent with the isoscalar giant monopole 
resonance in 208Pb has been obtained [30]. The u  meson quartic self­
interaction term  has been considered by Bodmer [34] to obtain the 
positive value of the quartic scalar self-interaction coefficient as its neg­
ative value may mean th a t the energy spectrum  has no lower bound. 
The inclusion of this vector meson quartic self-interaction term  leads 
to a softening of the EOS at high density and has profound conse­
quences for neutron star masses. Models th a t take into account this 
term  give the maximum mass of a neutron star as 1.8 MQ, while the 
maximum mass of a neutron star predicted by models tha t exclude the 
non-linear vector meson term  is in the order of 2.8 MQ. This very high 
value of neutron star mass has been obtained even if the considered
models give good descriptions of the giant monopole resonance. The 
reason for this discrepancy can be explained by the fact th a t the giant 
monopole resonance in nuclei providing direct information on the com­
pressibility of nuclear m atter at and in the vicinity of the saturation 
density leaves its high-density behavior undetermined. Gmuca [113] 
used the quartic u  meson self-interaction term  in a non-linear a  — u  
model for parameterizing D irac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculations 
of nuclear m atter and Toki et al [100] applied it to study finite nuclei 
and neutron stars.
The Lagrangian of nuclear m atter constructed on the basis of the 
original Walecka model and extended by the inclusion of nonlinear 
scalar and vector self-interaction terms can be presented in the follow­
ing form [2], [112]
-  in „ „  fi°v -  1 RO,, Ra°v +  2 m l u „u °  +  2
1
—U (a) +  4! c3(uou ° )2 +
m ppaopa° — (6 .1)
Z (pOpao )2,
where
-0 N t p
t n
is the spinor of nucleon field, D O denotes the covariant derivative de­
fined as
Do =  do +  igiN Uo +  igpN I 3N t  opO. (6.2)
and the scalar potential function U(a) possesses a well-known polyno­
mial form 1 . . 1 1
(6.3)U (a) =  2  'n l  a 2 +  3  93a 3 +  j  g ja 4-
The nucleon mass is denoted by m N (N  =  n .p) whereas m^ (i =  a, u , p) 
are masses assigned to the meson fields. The field tensors R aOv and QOV 
have the following forms
R v  =  dop0 — pO +  gpN fobcp„pV,
R v  =  doUv — dv Uo-
(6.4)
(6.5)
The param eters th a t enter the Lagrangian function (6.1), which 
includes besides the Lagrangian of free nucleons and mesons the La- 
grangian describing the interaction between nucleons and the meson
6
fields, are determined by fitting to the bulk properties of nuclear m at­
ter [2].
The Euler-Lagrange equations in the presence of the interactions 
can be w ritten as
(dfdf  +  m CT)a(x) +  g3^ (x) +  g4^ (x) _  gaNVn(x)Vn(x), (6 .6)
1 
6 (
5 v ( x )  +  m^wM(x) +  6 c3(wM(x)wM(x )V v(x) _  g^NVn(x)ymVn(x),
1 (6.7)
dvR “ (x) +  m pp»(x) _  ogpNVn(x)7 ^Ta^N (x), (6.8)f^VV^ / 1 " v rp\~/ 2
1
2 gpN Y^T“g f^ ( i d f  — g^NWM(x) — p N ^ p ^ (x ))  — (mN — gaN^(x) Vn(x) _  0.
(6.9)
The equation (6 .6) is the Klein-Gordon equation with a scalar source 
term  and nonlinear self-interactions. The second equation (6.7) is 
the equation for the massive vector field with the conserved baryon 
current J f  _  VNYf VN =  (nb, Ja), (df J f  _  0), its time component 
J° =  nb _  v/NY0VN is the baryon density. The equation of motion of 
the p meson field (6 .8) is similar to equation (6.7). The difference is 
connected with the isovector character of the p meson field. The con­
served isospin current for nucleons has the form J fa _  1/2VnYf TaVN. 
Its 3-component can be w ritten as J f 3 _  1/2VNYf T3VN and for the t 3 
representation
T3 _ ( 0 - 0
the isospin density has the following form J° _  1/2(VpVp — VnVn).
Solutions of the equations of motion can be found in the relativis- 
tic mean field approximation for which meson fields are separated into 
classical mean field values and quantum  fluctuations which are not in­
cluded in the ground state
a(x) _  cr(x) +  so wM(x) _  wM(x)+  <  Wf >
pf(x) _  pf (x) +  <  r f  >  63a.
In the relativistic mean field approach the equations of motion now 
have the following form
maSo +  g3S^  +  g4s0 _  gaN <  VnVn > , (6.10)
m l  <  Wo >  +C3 <  Wo >  =  g^N <  WnY Wn  > , (6.11)
m l  < w k >  +C3 <  wk > 3=  g^N <  WnYkWn > , (6.12)
1 
2  
1 
2
In the momentum space the Dirac equation has the following form
mp <  ro > = 2 gpN <  WnYo^3^n > , (6.13)
mp < rk > =  ^gpN <  WnYkt ^ n  >  • (6.14)
YM(kM -  giN <  wM > - 1  gpNT3 <  r M >) -  (mN -  g^NSo) Wn (k) =  0.
(6.15)
The system which is considered, is assumed to be the isotropic, infi­
nite m atter in its ground state. For infinite isotropic m atter the space 
components of <  >  and <  pM > vanish (<  > = <  pM > =  0 for
p =  0). The classical mean field values can be w ritten as <  > =
wo^^o =  0 and <  pM > =  rodMo.
The resulting field equations for this approximation have a reduced, 
simpler form
mpso +  g3so +  g4so =  gpN < WnWn  >  (6.16)
m l wo +  C3wp =  giN <  Wn y V n  >  (6.17)
mpro =  1  gpN < W nY^W n > •  (6.18)
For infinite, isotropic m atter the energy eigenvalues are given by the 
following relation
e±(k) =  (giN wo +  1  gpN ro) ±  (k2 +  (mN -  gpN so) 2) 1/2, (6.19)
where the effective nucleon mass m e// ,N is defined as
meff,N =  mN -  gpN so. (6.20)
The ground state expectation values of the baryon density <  WNyoWN >, 
scalar density <  WNWN > and isospin density <  WNyot 3^ n  >  are given 
by the following relations
  ^ /  i ^ 1 f  ^Fn m N -  gpNso i 2ji (r 01 \Ps = <  WnWn  > =  V  ^  k dk, (6.21)
N=n,p n2 ^  ^ k 2 +  (mN -  gpN So) 2
nh S <  i-N■?<!>„ >— Y .  4  f  Fn k2dk — Y  k r f , (6.22)
at n 2 J0 AT 3n2N =n,p N =n,p
n kF k3
P3 =< T3pN > — 3^2 -  3^2 ’ (6.23)
where kF -  the upper limit in the momentum integrals is the Fermi
momentum.
The nucleon Fermi energy p N — e(k) and thus the effective nucleon 
chemical potential can be defined as
vn  — Pn  — 9^n  wo +  I 3N 9pN r o- (6.24)
In order to calculate the energy density and pressure of the nuclear 
m atter the energy-momentum tensor T^v which is given by the relation
8C
T ^v =  d (dp& ) dV^  -  L  (6.25)
have to be used. In equation (6.25) ^  denotes boson and fermion 
fields.
The energy density e equals <  T00 >  whereas the pressure P  is re­
lated to the statistical average of the trace of the spatial component T j  
of the energy-momentum tensor. Calculations done for the considered 
model lead to the following explicit formula for the energy density and 
pressure:
1 3 1
e — 2  m  w0 +  4 C3W4 +  2  mpr2 +  U (so) +  eN (6.26)
with eN given by
2 rkF,N „ /---------------------------
eN — ^ 2  2 J k dk \Jk2 +  (ton -  9°n So)2, (6.27)
N=n,p n  0
P  — 2 mpr^ +  2 +  4 C3W4 -  U(so) +  Pn , (6.28)
P n — £  P ' N , k4dk . (6.29)
N=n,p 3n ^  y  (k2 +  mN -  9aNSo)2
The obtained form of the EOS [47], [101] determines the physical 
state and composition of m atter at high densities. In order to construct 
the neutron star model through the entire density span it is necessary
to add the EOS, characteristic for the inner and outer core, relevant to 
lower densities. Thus, a more complete and more realistic description 
of a neutron star requires taking into consideration not only the interior 
region of a neutron star, but also its remaining layers. In these calcu­
lations the composite EOS for the entire neutron star density span was 
constructed by joining together the equation of state of the neutron 
rich m atter region, the Negele-Vautherin EOS [50] and Bonn [49] for 
the relevant density range between 1014 and 5 x 1010 gcm- 3 and the 
Haensel-Pichon EOS [114] for the density region 9.6 x 1010 gcm- 3 to 
3.3 x 107 gcm- 3. Since the density drops steeply near the surface of a 
neutron star, these layers do not contribute significantly to the total 
mass of a neutron star. The inner neutron rich region up to density 
p ~  1013 gcm- 3 influences decisively the neutron star structure and 
evolution.
6.2 M odel w ith  nonlinear
isoscalar-isovector in teraction  term s
Neutron star structure is determined by the EOS of highly asymmet­
ric m atter in ^-equilibrium. This EOS contains the symmetry energy 
term , whose density dependence is still poorly known. The inclusion 
of the mixed nonlinear isoscalar-isovector couplings A4, Ay [46], [47], 
[115], [116] provides the additional possibility of modifying the high 
density components of the symmetry energy. The presence of the 
A 4a 2p2 and Ay u 2p2 terms in the Lagrangian function (6.1) requires 
the adjustm ent of the gpN coupling constant to keep the same value 
of the symmetry energy at saturation. The remaining ground state 
properties are left unchanged. W ith these two additional terms the 
field equations (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) have been modified and take 
the following forms [47], [119]
m l  so +  g3«2 +  g4s0 +  2A4 (gaN gpN )2sor2 =  gaN < ^ n  >, (6.30)
m l  wo +  C3W3 +  2Ay (g^N gpN )2Wo^ =  g^N <  $ n  y V n  > , (6.31)
m 2pro +  2(A4(giNgpN)2s0 +  Ay(giNgpN)2w2)ro =  ^gpN <  V’n Y°t3^n  > ■
(6.32)
The expression for the symmetry energy coefficient E sym(n0) is now 
given by the equation
E sy m M  n 0
8 m 2/ gpN +  2(AV (9pNg^N)2w0 +  ^ 4 (9aN9pN)2s0) 
k2
+  , F =, (6.33)
6\J k2F +  m0
where where k0 and m 0 are the Fermi momentum and nucleon effective 
mass of symmetric nuclear m atter at saturation. The first term  in this 
equation coming from the explicit coupling between the nucleon isospin 
and the p meson whereas the second quantity is the relativistic kinetic 
energy contribution. The influence of the nonlinear couplings can also 
be considered in terms of effective u  and p meson masses [117] which 
can be defined by the following relation
m °f f>u =  m l  +  2Ay (gpN g^N ) 2 r°, (6.34)
=  m° +  2 (A y (gPNgiN)2w° +  A4(gCTNgpN)2s°) . (6.35)
In this interpretation this is the p meson mass modification th a t 
influences the density dependence of the symmetry energy. The pres­
ence of the nonlinear couplings Ay and A4 between the isoscalar and 
isovector mesons also adds extra terms to the to tal pressure of the 
system.
6.3 M odel w ith  5 m eson
Further extension of the isovector channel has been done by the in­
clusion of the isovector-scalar meson 5 [118], [119]. The contributions 
coming from the presence of the 5 meson field should be significant in 
the case of dense m atter with high asymmetry.
This meson field has been included in a minimal type and the La- 
grangian function has the following form
1 
2
The nonvanishing component of the 5 meson field is 53 (5a =  5a +  
d053a) and the equation of motion has the following form
L  = - ( 8 p5a8^5a — m25a5a) +  U n  gsN 5ar a,]jN ^ n  . (6.36)
»J<d> =  - 1  £  gm  13n T "  , m e f fN kFdk. (6.37)
n N=n,p j0 \ j k 2 +  m \ ffN
A very im portant aspect of the inclusion of 8 meson is the nucleon 
mass splitting. The effective neutron and proton mass is given by the 
relation
m effN =  m N — 9aN s0 — I 3N dSN d0- (6.38)
The 8 meson contributes to the energy density and pressure of the 
considered model by adding the following terms to the energy density 
of the uniform nuclear m atter
OS 1 2 j 22 m S d0- (6.39)
The isovector sector now includes p and 8 meson fields. The presence 
of the 8 meson and its contribution to the symmetry energy E sym 
imposes the constrains on gpN and gSN coupling constants. The explicit 
expression for the symmetry energy E sym(n0) can be expressed by [118], 
[120]
E sym(n0) a
k02
\ / k0 +
+  1  2 n 0 2 _____
m 2 S 9pNml  9SN 2^Jk0 +  m 2(m 2 +  g52NA)
2
n 0m 0
where A is specified by
A
6
k0 +  m l
m 0(k0 — ln
k0 ^  k0 +  m 0 .
m 0
)
k3
+  3
(6.40)
(6.41)
The param eters gpN and gSN in the equation (6.40) are adjusted to 
get the experimental value of the symmetry energy E sym(n0) coefficient 
which is equal 32 ±  4 MeV. The param eters gpN and gSN are correlated. 
Kubis and Kutschera in the paper [120] considered a range of values of 
the param eter gSN corresponding to the Bonn potentials A, B and C 
[20]. For the analysis performed in this paper the param eter gSN =  8.0 
which corresponds to the Bonn potential C has been chosen.
6.4 M odel w ith  nonzero tem perature
The generalization of the theory to the finite tem perature case requires 
the definition of a thermodynamic potential Q and the grand partition 
function Z . The thermodynamic potential of a system at specified 
chemical potential ^ , volume V  and tem perature T  is given by [112]
Q(^, V, T ) =  —k s T ln Z, (6.42)
where Z  is the grand partition function Z  which in the limit of rela­
tivistic mean field approach is given by the relation (h =  c =  1)
'n Z  =
+
+
where E N =  y  k2 +  m2//,N is the nucleon energy and vN denotes the 
nucleon effective chemical potential given by equation (6.24). Con­
tributions from therm al excitation of real mesons can be neglected. 
Having obtained the partition function Z  and using the standard ther­
modynamic relations the pressure, baryon number density, isospin den­
sity, energy density and the entropy density can be calculated. The 
thermodynamic functions are obtained by integrating over the momen­
tum  space taking the statistical weight gs =  2.
The pressure equals P  =  kBT /V  ln Z  and the energy density is given
by
k^ V  ( - m l s2 +  -  +  4 +  -  m 2d2 (6.43)
1  m l w2 -  1  c3wo -  - m pr 2 -  A4(gigp)2s2r 0 -  A y(gwgP)2w2r 2)
V E f j f  7 0 3 ln  ( 1 +  e - (E" - vn)/kBT) +
N \ Jo (2n)3
^  d3k
i  (fsk ? 'n  ( 1 +  e-(EN +V" )/kB T)
e =  -  m i  s0 +  -  s3 +  4 s4 +  -  m2 (6.44)
+  -  m l  w0 +  -  c3w4 +  -  m pr2 +  As(gi gp)2s2r2 +  A V (gw gp)2w20
+  j  T-—)3 ln ( l  +  e(-EN-VN)/kBT) +  ln ( l  +  e(-EN+VN)/kBT) j  .
The entropy density equals s =  (e +  P  — ^ N p.Nn N)/k BT . The meson 
fields can be obtained by minimization of the thermodynamic potential, 
which leads to the equations [121]
m l so +  g3s0 +  gos0 +  2Ao(giN gPN ) 2 SorO =  (6.45)
(  f  ^  ^ k m eff’N 1 |
=  2 _^  /„ ToTVs p .. n  i „-(£n - vn)/kRt \  +
+
N
d3k m e//iN
o (2n) 3 E n  (1 +  e-(EN-VN )/kB T)
/o (2n ) 3 E n  (1 +  e-(EN+vn )/kB T ) y
1
m l Wo +  C3W3 +  2Ay (giN gpN )2Wor0 =  giN n BN > (6.46)
N=n,p
mpro +  2(A4 (giNgpN)2s2 +  Ay (giNgpN)2w0)ro =  J 3  gpNI3Nn s N,
N=n,p
(6.47)
where
2 Lr +  1 _
nBN =  ^ / 0 k2d k (f  (cn) -  f  (cn )), (6.48)
J N and 13N are the spin and isospin projection of nucleons. The func­
tions f  (eN) and / ( cn ) are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for 
particles and anti-particles, respectively. They are given by
f  (eN) =  1 + ------ ^ > (6.49)1 +  exp (cn -  v n ) / k bT
/  (cn ) =  1 + -(—  V/kTT ■ (6.50)
1 +  exp (cn +  VN)/kBT
6.5 Leptons
Neutron star m atter is constrained by the charge neutrality and /3- 
equilibrium. Thus realistic neutron star models describe electrically 
neutral high density m atter being in 3-equilibrium. These two condi­
tions imply the presence of electrons. After electron chemical potential 
reaches the value equal to the muon mass, muons start to appear. 
Equilibrium with respect to the reaction
e-  ^  +  Ve +  (6.51)
is assured when
=  ^e +  ■ (6.52)
The appearance of muons in neutron star m atter reduces number 
of electrons and affects also the proton fraction. Neutrinos have to be 
considered due to their very im portant role during the supernova ex­
plosion and in the very early stage of proto-neutron star evolution. In 
these cases the assumption th a t the m atter is opaque to neutrinos can 
be made, neutrinos are trapped and the lepton fraction is kept con­
stant. Neutron star m atter is transparent to neutrinos, thus setting 
^ve =  =  0 the condition (6.52) reduces to
=  ^e- (6.53)
The presence of leptons can be expressed by adding the Lagrangian of 
free leptons L l to the Lagrangian function (6.1)
L L _  Y  H ^ f ^ L f  + Y  V/ Rf*Yfd f VRf — Y  gHfVLfH ^R f,
f=e,f f=e,f f=e,f
(6.54)
and for the Higgs vacuum expectation value v the following condition is 
satisfied v2 _  1/ \[2  GF ~  (250 GeV)2. In the case of neutron star m at­
ter only two lepton families have been considered. The set of doublets 
and singlets is given by
Introducing the fields e _  eL +  eR and ^  _  ^ L +  the Lagrangian
(6.54) takes the form
L l _  e(*Yf )dfe — m e/e +  /(*Yf )d f^  — m ^  +
+  -eL (*Yf )dfVeL +  / f L ^  )df VfL, (6.56)
where the fermion masses (electrons and muons) are given by m f _  
gHfv/v^2 , neutrinos are considered to be massless (mv _  0).
The characteristic of a neutrino gas has to be given for two limiting 
cases and for both of them  neutrinos are consider to be massless par­
ticles (mv _  0). The first one takes into account neutrinos trapped in 
the neutron star m atter, their chemical potential _  0 , whereas the 
second examines the influence of neutrinos with zero chemical poten­
tial _  0. In the case of cold neutron star neutrinos are neglected 
since they leak out from the star, whose energy diminishes at the same 
time.
where

C hapter 7
Strange nuclear m atter
The analysis of the experimental data concerning the binding energies 
of A’s bound in single particle orbitals in hypernuclei over an extensive 
range of mass numbers makes it possible to determine the potential 
depth of a single A in nuclear m atter at the value of
U(AN} ~  27 — 30 MeV (7.1)
which corresponds to ~  1/2 of the nucleon well depth UNN .^ Calcula­
tions done within the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock [122] approach as well as 
those performed with the use of relativistic mean field models [123, 124, 
125, 126, 127, 128] satisfactorily reproduce the single particle energy 
for various hypernuclei. As an example the result of calculations within 
the relativistic mean field model for hypernucleus A7O is presented in 
Fig. 7.1 [129]. In this figure the Coulomb, A and nucleon potentials are 
presented together with the single particle levels. A very characteristic 
feature of this figure is the location of the 1p states of the A which are 
very close to each other. This fact explains the weak spin-orbit force of 
the A-nucleon interaction [122]. There is still considerable uncertainty 
about the experimental status of X-nucleus potential. The calculations 
of X hypernuclei have been based on analysis of X-  atomic data. Phe­
nomenological analysis of level shifts and widths in X-  atoms made by 
Batty et al. [130, 131] indicates tha t the X potential is attractive only 
at the nuclear surface, becoming repulsive for increasing density. The 
small attractive component of this potential is not sufficient to form 
bound X-hypernuclei. Balberg et al. in their paper [132] show th a t the 
system which includes X, A hyperons and nucleons will be unstable 
with respect to strong reactions X +  N  ^  A +  N , X +  X ^  A +  A, 
X +  A ^  5  +  N , X +  5  ^  A +  5  [133]. In order to study hyperon
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Figure 7.1: The potentials and the single particle levels for the hypernucleus \ 7O 
(Taken from [129])
rich neutron star m atter, the knowledge of the multi-strange system is 
necessary. D ata on AA hypernuclei are scarce. Observation of double- 
strange hypernuclei AA provide information about the AA interaction. 
Several events have been identified which indicate an attractive AA in­
teraction. The analysis of the data allows one to estim ate the binding 
energies of AAHe, AA.Be and Aa_B. The experimental data concerning 
the double-A hypernuclei gives information on the sum of the bind­
ing energy of the two A hyperons B aa and the AA interaction energy 
A B AA. These two quantities can be defined as
B aa(AaZ )
A B aa(AaZ )
B a (Aa Z  ) +  Ba(A- 1Z ), 
Ba(AaZ) -  Ba(A- 1Z ).
(7.2)
Table 7.1 collects experimental values of the two above mentioned ob­
servables [136, 137, 138, 139]. The obtained values of A B AA indicate
Table 7.1: The value of ABaa and Baa of the double A-hypernuclei (Taken from 
[129])
Hypernucleus Baa [MeV] ABAA[MeV]
6 u „  a a h 10.9 ±  0.6 4.7 ±  0.6
10 BpAABp 17.7 ±  0.4 4.3 ±  0.4
13 R 
aab 27.5 ±  0.7 4.8 ±  0.7
tha t the AA interaction is attractive and rather strong. For comparison 
the value of A B NN equals 6-7 MeV. Following the estimation made 
by Schaffner et al. [134] it is possible to determine approximately the 
ratio of the A well depth in A m atter and nucleon well depth in nuclear 
m atter
UaA) 1
UNN) 4-
(7.3)
For U$  — 80 MeV the estim ated value of UA potential is — 20 MeV.
However, recent data analysis of double hypernucleus AAHe done by 
Takahashi et al. [135] gives the following value of the AA interaction 
energy A B AA =  1.01 ±  O.2O- 0;)8 MeV which indicates th a t the interac­
tion is much weaker. The potential well depth evaluated for this data 
has the value uAA) — 5 MeV. Using the meson exchange potentials for 
hyperon-hyperon interactions from Nijmegen Model D Schaffner et al. 
[134] made a rough estimate:
U# «  U# «  2UA «  2U f. (7.4)
A theoretical description of strange hadronic m atter requires the 
extension of the relativistic mean field model by the inclusion of all 
baryons of the lowest SU(3) baryon octet. In order to describe the 
strongly attractive AA interaction two additional meson fields, the 
scalar meson / 0(975) denoted as a* and the vector meson 0(1020) have 
to be introduced.
The Lagrangian function for the system can be w ritten as a sum 
of a baryonic part including the full octet of baryons together with 
baryon-meson interaction terms, a mesonic part containing additional 
interactions between mesons which mathematically express themselves
as supplementary, nonlinear terms in the Lagrangian function, and a 
free leptonic part
L — L b m  +  L m  +  L l - (7.5)
L BM represents the Lagrangian density of interacting baryons and has 
the following form
L b m  — Y1 $ b - Y 1  m ef f , s  i s  i s , (7.6)
B B
where the spinor ^B  — ( i N , i A , i s , i s )  is composed of the following 
isomultiplets [2]:
^ n — , ^ a — iA ,
( £ ) • * — C )
D p being the covariant derivative is defined as
D p dp +  iguiB^p +  i94>B0p +  igpBI 3BT p p- (7.7)
The meson sector of the Lagrangian (6.1) has to be supplemented by 
L m  — 2 (d pa*dpa* -  m l * a*2) -  4 0pV 0pV +  1  m f y p j f ,  (7.8)
where the field tensor is given by 0pv — dp0 v -  dv0p.
W hen the two additional mesons are included the field equations at 
the mean field level are given by:
vSo +  93s0 +  94s0 — J 2 9 i B m l f f  B S (m ef f ts , kF, s ), (7.9)
B
m l  wo +  C3W3 — Y l  9iB n s , (7.10)
B
mpro — ^ 2  9pBI3B n s , (7.11)
B
m 2 do — 9sb I 3B S  (meff,B , k F,B), (7.12)
B
m l * so — ^ 2  9i*B m lff,B S  (meff,B ), (7.13)
B
m f 0 = Y ^  g^B n B , (7.14)
B
where s0 and f 0 are the classical mean field values of the field a* and
0P.
The function S (m ef f ,B , kF>B) is expressed with the use of an integral
CV 1 \ 2JB +  1 f kFB m eff, B , 2^, ^ 1^
S (meff,B j kF,B) =  0 2 , = = k d k , (7.15)
2n2 h  \ j k 2 +  meff,B
where JB and 13B are the spin and isospin projection of baryon B, kF,B 
is the Fermi momentum of species B , n B denotes the baryon number 
density given by equation (5.3).
The presence of the a* and 0 meson fields provides new potential 
terms to the Dirac equation (6.15) which now takes the form
( * Y ^  — meff,B — g^Bl°^0 — gPBI3BY0T3r 0 — g ^ B l ° f0 Y h  =  0 (7.16)
with meff,B being the effective baryon mass generated by the baryon 
and scalar fields interaction and defined as
m eff,B =  m B — (gaB s0 +  ^3B gS d0 +  ga*B s0)- (7.17)
In the case of finite nuclei the performed calculations in the relativis- 
tic mean field approach leads to results comparable with those obtained 
in the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock model. In Fig. 7.2 the experimental val­
ues of single particle energy for different hypernuclei are presented. 
For comparison the results obtained for the relativistic mean field and 
Skyrme-Hartree-Fock model are included. Neglecting the spin-orbit 
splitting the particular shells are labelled by s-shell, p-shell... All lev­
els converge at a point which crosses the y-axis at the energy of about 
~  27 — 28 MeV. Bulk m atter corresponds to this point and the A po­
tential depth in nuclear m atter is of about 28 MeV.
The scalar gaB and vector g^B coupling constants are strongly corre­
lated by the potentials felt by a single A, X and 5  in saturated nuclear 
m atter (p0 ~  2.5 1014 gcm-3). The general form of this potential is 
given by the following relation:
U ^  =  gay  S0 — g^yW0, (7.18)
where Y stands for A, X and 5  hyperons respectively. In the scalar
sector the scalar coupling of the A, X and 5  hyperons requires con­
straining in order to reproduce the estim ated values of the potential
Figure 7.2: The single particle energy of several hypernuclei in comparison with the
relativistic mean field calculations and with the results obtained in the Skyrme-
Hartree-Fock model (Taken from [129])
felt by a single A and a single S in saturated nuclear m atter
U |N}(Po) =  giAso(po) -  giAWo(po) — - (2 7  -  30) MeV (7.19)
UyN)(po) =  gisso(po) -  giswo(po) — + 3 0 MeV
US )(po) =  g is so(po) -  g is wo(po) — - ( 1 8  -  20) MeV-
Assuming the SU(6) symmetry for the vector coupling constants
1 1 1
2  giA =  2  g is  =  g is  =  3  giN (7.20)
2  gps =  gps =  gpN; gpA =  0
2 ^ 2
2g^A =  2g^s =  g^s =  ——  giN
and determining the scalar coupling constants from the potential depths, 
the hyperon-meson couplings can be fixed.
The strength of hyperon coupling to strange meson a* is restricted 
through the following relation [140]
uSS) «  uAS) ~  2uSA) «  2uAA). (7.21)
which together with the estim ated value of hyperon potential depths in 
hyperon m atter provides effective constraints on scalar coupling con­
stants to the a* meson [141].
7.1 T he effective field th eoretica l m odel
The relativistic mean field models have been very successful in describ­
ing properties of finite nuclei with relatively high precision. Extrapo­
lation of the relativistic mean field models to the high density regime 
predicts stiffer equation of state compared to the results of the D irac- 
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock theory. The chiral effective Lagrangian pro­
posed by Furnstahl, Serot and Tang (FST) [36, 37] constructed on 
the basis of the effective field theory and density functional theory for 
hadrons gave in the result the extension of the standard relativistic 
mean field theory and introduced additional non-linear scalar-vector 
and vector-vector meson self-interactions. This Lagrangian in general 
includes all non-renormalizable couplings consistent with the underly­
ing symmetries of QCD. Applying the dimensional analysis of Georgi 
and Manohar [38, 39] and the concept of naturalness one can expand 
the nonlinear Lagrangian and organize it in increasing powers of the 
fields and their derivatives and truncate at a given level of accuracy 
[25]. From the paper [142, 143, 144] one can see th a t the effective 
relativistic mean field models containing terms up to the quartic or­
der give satisfactory results when applied to study the properties of 
finite nuclei. Thus if the truncated Lagrangian includes terms up to 
the fourth order it can be w ritten in the following form
L =  VtB(*y"D "  -  +  giBa +  gCT*Ba*)^B +  (7.22)"
B
,.2 _2
1  d „ad"a  -  a g  1  +  K3  ^  +  Ki g lB g  +  i ,
2 " l  V 2 3! M  4! M M  2
1  m l  a *2 +  1  m > „ g "  -  4 -  4 "v«"v -  \  f l " , +  
+  2 ( 1 +  n. gM a  + 1  ^  m ^  +
+  l 1 +  np 1  m pp"p“" +  24 b K  ^ " )2, (7-23)
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where ^B  =  C0N, ^ a ,^ s ,^ s ) .  The covariant derivative D M is given 
by (7.7), whereas R“v, and are the field tensors. m B denotes 
baryon mass whereas mj (i =  a, u , p, a*, 0 ) are masses assigned to the 
meson fields, M  is the nucleon mass. Due to the fact th a t the expec­
tation  value of the p meson field is an order of m agnitude smaller than  
th a t of u  meson field, the Lagrangian function (6.1) does not include 
the quartic p meson term. In addition, as this paper deals with the 
problem of infinite nuclear m atter the terms in the Lagrangian function 
in the paper [36] involving tensor couplings and meson field gradients 
have been excluded.
The derived equations of motion constitute a set of coupled equa­
tions which have been solved in the mean field approximation. Deriva­
tive terms are neglected and only time-like components of the vector 
mesons will survive if one assumes homogenous and isotropic infinite 
m atter. The field equations derived from the Lagrange function at the 
mean field level are [145]
2 . yo&' »o 2 i j o b  "4 3 1 2 %ob . JoB \ 2
m ° \ 3“ +  ~2^ So +  ~6M 2s° )  -  2 m " ( n iW  +  n2M 2 S,j  W° -
- 1  m pnp|7 r 0 =  2  9oBm \ff,B S ( m eff.B ) . (7-24)
B
2 (-! I Vlgo V29a 2^  , 1 f  2 o (<-7 ok^
m  V1 +  ~M~S° +  2W  sy  Wo +  6 Z°g^Bw° =  ^  9<^b n B, (7.25)
m p2 l 1 +  9W PS°)  r ° =  ^  9pBJ 0Bn B, (7.26)
m 0*s* =  13  9o*Bm lff ,BS ( m eff,B) , (7.27)
B
m / ° =  ^  9^Bn B. (7.28)
B
The function S(m eff,B) is expressed with the use of integral (7.15) 
whereas n B is given by equation (5.3).
C hapter 8
Properties of nuclear m atter
8.1 Infin ite sym m etric nuclear m atter
For symmetric nuclear m atter there is no isospin dependence, and thus 
no contributions coming from the p meson field. The analysis has 
been performed for the standard nonlinear a — u  model, for which 
only isoscalar non-linear self-interaction terms are present. The inter­
acting Lagrangian includes the Yukawa couplings of the nucleon field 
to isoscalar scalar a and vector u  meson fields. In addition there are 
nonlinear scalar self-interaction terms and the quartic meson coupling 
term. The last one is absent in the case of NL3 [41] parameterization.
In the FST model there is also the mixed isoscalar scalar-vector 
a — u  coupling term  (the param eter p1 =  0 and n2 =  0).
The saturation properties of nuclear m atter related to the selected 
param eter sets are shown in Table 8.1. These standard nuclear m atter 
properties are: the saturation density n0, binding energy Eb0 at satu­
ration density, compression modulus K0 and the value of the effective 
nucleon mass me/ / N / m N at the saturation density.
The presented parameterizations (Table 8.2 and 8.3) have been 
used to calculate binding energies for symmetric nuclear m atter as 
a function of baryon density. As the D irac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 
(DBHF) approach provides a very good description of nuclear m atter 
properties it is interesting to relate the obtained results with those cal­
culated within the DBHF approach. For comparison the equation of 
state obtained with the use of Dirac-Brueckner T-m atrix calculations 
has been chosen [146, 147].
Parameter set
CO1o Eb (MeV) K0 (MeV) J(MeV) me / / N  /  m N
G2 0.153 -16.07 215.0 36.4 0.664
TM1* 0.145 -16.30 281.1 36.9 0.634
TM1 0.145 -16.30 281.1 36.9 0.634
NL3 0.148 -16.24 271.5 37.4 0.595
Table 8.2: TM1 parameter set and its extensions
Parameter set m a (MeV) 9<rN g^N gpN
TM1 511.198 10.029 12.614 9.264
TM 1 +£ 511.198 10.029 12.614 14.752
TM1+AV 511.198 10.029 12.614 10.029
TM1+A4 511.198 10.029 12.614 11.442
Parameter set 9sn C3 Av A4
TM1 0 . 0 71.308 0 . 0 0 . 0
TM 1 +£ 8 . 0 71.308 0 . 0 0 . 0
TM1+AV 0 . 0 71.308 0 . 0 1 0 . 0
TM1+A4 0 . 0 71.308 0 . 0 0 . 0 1
Parameter set m a (MeV) gaN g^N gpN C3
G2 520.255 10.496 12.762 9.484 71.015
TM1* 511.198 1 1 . 2 2 2 14.979 10.003 134.624
Parameter set K3 K4 m n2 n
G2 3.247 0.632 0.650 0 . 1 1 0 0.390
TM1* 2.513 8.970 1 . 1 0 . 1 0.45
Table 8.4: Strange scalar sector parameters
Parameter set Y-Y coupling gaA garE ga* A [I]b
TM1 weak 6.227 3.201 4.072 11.517
strong 6.227 3.201 8.138 12.602
TM1* weak 6.971 3.583 5.526 13.449
strong 6.971 3.583 9.158 14.394
G2 weak 6.410 3.337 3.890 11.644
strong 6.410 3.337 8.025 12.460
Table 8.5: Strange scalar sector parameters obtained for different values of the 
potential ) felt by a single A in saturated nuclear matter. Calculations have 
been done for ) =  -27, -28, -30  MeV
u (N )UA -2 7  MeV -28  MeV -30  MeV
gaA 6.872 6.905 6.971
ga*A 9.203 9.158 9.054
nb(fm -3)
Figure 8.1: Binding energy as a function of the baryon density for symmetric 
nuclear matter
From Fig. 8.1 one can see th a t at low densities there is a good 
correlation between the relativistic mean field and DBHF results. The 
NL3 param eter set gives the stiffest equation of state, which in conse­
quence leads to an unrealistically high value of the maximum neutron 
star mass. The G2 and TM1* param eter sets give the best agreement 
with the DBHF results at the high density region.
8.2 Infin ite sym m etric strange hadronic 
m atter
For symmetric strange hadronic m atter there is still no isospin de­
pendence. There are only two conserved charges: the baryon number 
nb =  n N +  nA +  n s where n B =  YB / 6n 2, B  =  N, A, S and yb  stands 
for the spin-isospin degeneracy factor which equals 4 for nucleons and 
S hyperons and 2 for A, and the strangeness number n S =  nA +  2ns . 
These two quantities allow one to define the param eter which specifies 
the strangeness content in the system and is strictly connected to the
appearance of particular hyperon species in the model
/., =  ^ A - + ^ . (8 .1)
n6
In a multi-strange system, for sufficient number density of A hyperons, 
the process A +  A ^  S +  N , where N  stands for nucleon, becomes 
energetically allowed. Thus, apart from nucleons and A hyperons, S ­
and S 0 hyperons also have to contribute to the composition of strange 
hadronic m atter. In general, the chemical equilibrium conditions for 
the processes A +  A ^  n +  S 0 and A +  A ^  p +  S 0 are established by 
the following relations between chemical potentials
2pA =  Pn +  ^so 2^a  =  Pp +  P s- . (8 .2)
These relations for symmetric m atter can be rewritten as 2pA =  
p N +  p s . The chemical potential p B (B =  N, A, S) is related to the 
Fermi energy of each baryon in the following way
Pb =  \J m | ;e// +  fc^B +  giB wo +  g^B /o (8.3)
and the binding energy of the system can be obtained from the relation
Eb =  — (e -  Yn » n  -  YaTOa -  Ysms), (8.4)
n6
where YB (B =  N, A, S) denotes relative concentrations of particular 
baryons.
The density dependence of the binding energies of multi-strange 
system involving nucleons, A and S hyperons for TM1 and TM1* pa­
ram eter sets are presented in Fig. 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5.
For each param eterization the strong and weak Y -  Y coupling are 
considered (Table 8.4). Individual lines represent the binding energies 
obtained for different values of the strangeness fraction / s. In all cases 
the value / s =  0 corresponds to the state when only nucleons are 
present in the system and the EOS characteristic to nuclear m atter 
is reproduced. For both parameterizations (TM1 and TM1*), in the 
case of strong Y -  Y interaction the increasing value of / s leads to a 
more bound system with the minimum shifted towards higher densities. 
Contrary to this situation the increasing value of strangeness content in 
hyperon m atter characterized by weak Y -  Y interaction gives shallower 
minima in the result. Increasing the value of the param eter / s, which
nb( fm '3 )
Figure 8.2: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1 parameter set, 
for different values of strangeness fraction f s. The results have been obtained for 
the strong Y  — Y  coupling model
nb( f m 3)
Figure 8.3: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1 parameter set, 
for different values of strangeness fraction f s. The results have been obtained for 
the weak Y — Y interaction model
Figure 8.4: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1* parameter set 
obtained for different values of strangeness content f s . The results for the strong
Y  — Y  interaction are presented
is equivalent to the increasing value of the strangeness content in the 
m atter, the binding energy for each fixed value of the param eter f s has 
been calculated. The minimum values of binding energies for the fixed 
values of f s have been determined and the results are plotted in Fig. 
8.6 and 8.7.
The equilibrium density n0 can be calculated by minimizing the 
binding energy with respect to the baryon number density nb. In Fig. 
8.8 the equilibrium density n 0 as a function of the strangeness content 
for the two above mentioned cases is presented.
Results are depicted for TM1 param etrization. In the weak model 
the saturation density depends weakly on the strangeness ratio, while 
in the strong model this dependence is much stronger. Relative concen­
trations of A and S hyperons in the case of symmetric strange hadronic 
m atter are presented in Fig. 8.9 and 8.10. In both cases the onset of 
A hyperons is followed by the onset of S hyperons. The populations of 
A hyperons obtained with the use of TM1 and TM1*- weak param eter 
sets are reduced in comparison with those calculated for the strong Y -
Y interaction models. Concentrations of S hyperons are higher for the 
weak TM1 and TM1* models. In the case of weak Y -  Y interaction 
model the S hyperon thresholds are shifted towards lower strangeness
nb(fm -3)
Figure 8.5: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1* parameter set 
supplemented with the weak Y -  Y  interaction obtained for different values of 
strangeness content f s
f
Figure 8 .6 : The minimized energy per baryon for TM1 parameter set calculated 
for the strong and weak Y  -  Y  interaction models
fs
Figure 8.7: The minimized energy per baryon for TM1* parameter set calculated 
for the strong and weak Y  -  Y  interaction models
f
Figure 8 .8 : The equilibrium density n 0 as a function of the strangeness content f s
fs
Figure 8.9: Relative concentrations of A and s  hyperons in strange hyperon matter 
for TM1 parameter set
f
S
Figure 8.10: Relative concentrations of A and s  hyperons in strange hyperon matter 
for TM1* parameter set
fractions. This influences the properties of neutron star m atter. The 
population of S hyperons in the TM1* model is reduced in comparison 
with th a t obtained within the TM1 model for both strong and weak 
hyperon-hyperon couplings [141].
8.3 A sym m etric nuclear m atter
The properties of isospin asymmetric nuclear m atter have been ex­
tensively analyzed with the use of many different methods based on: 
the non-relativistic Brueckner approach, the relativistic Brueckner ap­
proach, the variational many-body approach, relativistic mean field 
theory, relativistic and non-relativistic Hartree-Fock and Thom as- 
Fermi approximation and the chiral sigma model. In the relativistic 
mean field approach the nuclear system is characterized by baryonic 
fields surrounded by a background of classical mesonic fields with dif­
ferent Lorentz properties. The isoscalar part describes the symmetric 
m atter but the description of asymmetric nuclear m atter requires the 
inclusion of the isovector sector. This can be introduced in a mini­
mal fashion with only the isovector p meson included. However, more 
detailed analysis can be done when the model is supplemented by ad­
ditional mixed isoscalar-isovector couplings AV and A4 or by the inclu­
sion of the virtual 8 (a0 (980)) meson. The isovector sector contains 
the isovector-vector part -  the p“ meson and the isovector-scalar part 
-  the 8“ meson. Using the asymmetry param eter / a which specifies 
the relative neutron excess in the system the EOS for differen isospin 
asymmetry can be obtained. Increasing the value of the param eter / a , 
which is equivalent to the increasing number of neutrons in the m atter, 
the binding energy for each fixed value of the param eter / “ has been 
calculated. In Fig. 8.11 and 8.12 the density dependence of binding 
energies for different values of asymmetry param eters / “ are presented. 
Calculations have been performed for TM1 and TM1* param eter sets.
Analyzing forms of the of asymmetric nuclear m atter obtained for 
the chosen parameterizations one can conclude tha t the characteristic 
common feature for all considered cases is th a t the asymmetric nuclear 
m atter is less bound and less stiff at saturation. Increasing the isospin 
asymmetry adds more repulsion to the system. The minimum values 
of binding energies for the fixed values of / “ have been determined and 
the results are plotted in Fig. 8.13 and 8.14.
nb(fm'3)
Figure 8.11: Binding energy as a function of baryon density nb for different values 
of the asymmetry parameter f a for TM1 parameter set
nb(fm 3)
Figure 8.12: Binding energy as a function of baryon density nb for different values 
of the asymmetry parameter f a for TM1* parameter set
Figure 8.13: The minimized energy per baryon as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for TM1 parameter sets and its extensions
Fig. 8.13 compares the results obtained for TM1 param eter set and 
for its extensions. The variant forms of the standard TM1 parame­
ter set are characterized by the inclusion of isospin dependent terms 
namely: the mixed u  — p and a — p meson interaction terms with 
the param eters A V and A4 respectively and the model with the inclu­
sion of 8 meson. The binding energy at saturation depends weakly 
on the isospin asymmetry for low values of the f a param eter. The 
dependence is stronger for more neutron rich m atter. The presence 
of AV and A4 terms leads to a less bound system, whereas inclusion 
of 8 meson leads to the lowest energy at saturation. A similar anal­
ysis has been performed for the TM1* and G2 param eter sets. The 
results are presented in Fig. 8.14. G2 param eterization gives the less 
bound m atter at saturation and for TM1* param eter set calculations 
indicates the lowest value of the minimum binding energy. In all of 
the presented models there is a strong dependence of the saturation 
density on the isospin asymmetry. For more asymmetric m atter the 
equilibrium density is shifted to lower densities (Fig. 8.15 and 8.16). 
For example, calculations performed within the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock 
approach indicate only a slight influence of the isospin asymmetry on
fFigure 8.14: The minimized energy per baryon as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets
f
Figure 8.15: The equilibrium density n0 as a function of the isospin asymmetry for 
TM1 parameter sets and its extensions
fFigure 8.16: The equilibrium density n 0 as a function of the isospin asymmetry for 
TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets
the saturation density. The isospin dependence of the nuclear com­
pressibility at saturation is presented in Fig. 8.17 and 8.18. A basic 
feature which is common to all the considered models is the decrease of 
the compressibility with the increasing isospin asymmetry f a. Similar 
results have been obtained for the Dirac-Hartree-Fock approach using 
isoscalar (a ,u)  mesons and both isoscalar and isovector mesons (n, 
p) and in the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock approach with the Skyrme 
SIII interaction. The rate of decrease varies among models. The 
model with the 8 meson appears to give the stiffest equation of state, 
whereas inclusion of A V and A4 terms results in softer equations of 
state. The comparison between the compressibility at saturation for 
TM1, TM1* and G2 models with respect to isospin effects indicates 
tha t the system described with G2 param eterization has the smallest 
incompressibility at saturation density and TM1* gives the higher val­
ues of K 0 at equilibrium. The softening of the equation of state due 
to the isospin asymmetry is of particular importance in astrophysi- 
cal applications, especially for the models of supernova explosion and 
proto-neutron and neutron star structure. Another effect connected 
with the inclusion of 8 meson is the neutron and proton effective mass 
splitting. Depending on the sign of the third component of the isospin
fFigure 8.17: The compressibility at saturation as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a obtained for TM1 parameter sets and its extensions
f
Figure 8.18: The compressibility at saturation as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets
fa
Figure 8.19: The effective nucleon mass at saturation as a function of the asym­
metry parameter f a for TM1 parameter sets
the 8 meson interaction increases the proton and decreases the neutron 
effective masses. In Fig. 8.19 and 8.20 the influence of isospin asym­
metry on the effective nucleon mass at saturation is presented. The 
effective mass at saturation increases w ith the increasing asymmetry.
The presence of 8 meson field and its contribution to the symmetry 
energy E sym imposes constraints on gpN and g$N coupling constants. 
W ith the use of the equation (6.40) the explicit expression for the sym­
metry energy E sym can be obtained. Param eters gpN and gsN in the 
equation (6.40) are adjusted to get the experimental value of the sym­
metry energy coefficient E sym(n0).
The obtained results namely the symmetry energy as a function of 
density are presented in Fig. 8.21 and 8.22. The symmetry energies 
for TM1 model and its extensions are presented in Fig. 8.21. The 
inclusion of 8 meson in all the presented models increases the stiffness 
of the symmetry energy especially at high densities, whereas the non­
linear terms make the symmetry energy softer. Comparing the results 
obtained with the use of TM1, TM1* and G2 parameterizations it is 
obvious th a t G2 param eter set gives the softer symmetry energy and 
TM1 the stiffest one. The presence of nonlinearities leads to rather 
soft symmetry energy.
fFigure 8.20: The effective nucleon mass at saturation as a function of the asym­
metry parameter f a for TM1, TM1* and for G2 parameter sets
nb(fm -3)
Figure 8.21: The density dependence of the symmetry energy for TM1 parameter 
set and its extensions
nb( fm'3)
Figure 8.22: The density dependence of the symmetry energy for TM1, TM1* and 
G2 parameter sets. The effect of the inclusion of 6  meson is shown
8.4 A sym m etric strangeness-rich  m atter
The formation of strange m atter during the evaporation process which 
follows central collisions of heavy ions leads either to the creation of 
small lumps of strange quark m atter (strangelets) or strange hadronic 
m atter (M etastable Exotic Multihypernuclear Objects -  MEMOs) [148], 
[149]. Depending on the lifetime of the strange m atter system it can be 
considered as stable against weak hadronic decay for long-lived m atter 
and stable against strong decay for the short-lived one. Only the short­
lived strange m atter system is taken into account in this analysis which 
is equivalent to the time scale, during which the system is observed. It 
has to be short enough so th a t the weak decays of the strange baryons 
can be neglected. As has been shown certain classes of MEMOs ex­
ist [148]. In this analysis the Pauli blocked system consisting of p, 
n, A, 5° and S -  has been considered. The system is characterized 
by the conservation of baryon, isospin and strangeness numbers. In 
order to study the properties of asymmetric strangeness-rich m atter, 
two param eters are incorporated one th a t defines the strangeness of the 
system f s =  nf  / nb where n f  is the strangeness density and the another 
which is connected with the to tal isospin of the system and is defined
as the ratio of the isospin density to the baryon density f 3 = n | / n b. 
The isospin density is given by the relation
^  (8-5) 
b
The quantity f 3 can be related to the asymmetry param eter f a, now 
extended to the case when S 0 and S -  hyperons are also included lead­
ing to the relation f a =  — 2f3. In consecutive figures (Fig. 8.23, 8.24, 
8.25, 8.26, 8.27, 8.28, 8.29 and 8.30) the binding energies of the system 
as a function of baryon number density are presented. Two parameter- 
izations have been used, TM1 and TM1*. For both parameterizations 
the strong and weak Y -  Y interactions are considered.
nb(fm 3)
Figure 8.23: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1 parameter set 
for different values of strangeness contents f s, for the strong Y  — Y  interaction
(fa =  0 .2 )
These figures have been constructed for two different values of the 
asymmetry parameters fa =  0. 2 and fa =  0. 6. Thus each figure in­
cludes curves obtained for various strangeness ratios at a fixed value 
of the isospin asymmetry param eter f a. In the case of strong Y -  Y 
interaction when the asymmetry is low ( fa =  0 .2) the increasing value
nb(fm'3)
Figure 8.24: Density dependence of the binding energy Eb for TM1 parameter set 
for different values of strangeness fraction f s, for the weak Y  — Y  interaction model
(fa =  0 .2 )
of strangeness ratios leads to a more bound system with the minima 
shifted to higher densities. In Fig. 8.24 the same analysis has been 
done for the weak model. The m atter is less bound for the increasing 
value of the strangeness fraction. When the asymmetry of the system 
is significantly increased ( f a =  0.6) in the case of strong Y -  Y in­
teraction models (for TM1 and TM1* param eter sets) the increasing 
value of strangeness gives only slight differences in the binding energy 
at saturation density. Contrary to this situation the increasing value of 
strangeness contents in hyperon m atter characterized by weak Y -  Y 
interaction gives shallower minima in the result. The more asymmetric 
system is less bound and there are only minor changes of the saturation 
densities when compared with the more symmetric ( f a =  0 .2) system. 
These results are shown in Fig. 8.26. For comparison the results for 
TM1* param eterization are shown in Fig. 8.27 and 8.30.
Results for TM1* param eterization for strong and weak Y -  Y in­
teractions for the more asymmetric m atter are presented in Fig. 8.29 
and 8.30. The minimum values of binding energies as functions of the 
asymmetry param eter f a for fixed values of f s have been determined 
and the results are plotted in Fig. 8.31 and 8.32 for TM1 and TM1* 
param eter sets, for the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction, whereas in
Figure 8.25: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1 parameter set 
for different values of strangeness contents f s, for the strong Y  — Y  interaction
(fa =  0 .6 )
Fig. 8.33 and 8.34 the same results for the weak models are shown. In 
Fig. 8.35 and 8.36 and 8.37 and 8.38 the minimum values of binding 
energies as functions of the strangeness ratio f s for the fixed values 
of the isospin asymmetry f a have been shown. The strong and weak 
param eter sets have been considered.
Analyzing the case of high asymmetry and high strangeness contents 
in the system for strong Y -  Y interaction one can see th a t when the 
isospin asymmetry of the system is sufficiently high the increasing value 
of strangeness content leads to less bound m atter.
This can be seen also in Fig. 8.39 and 8.40 where the saturation 
energy as a function of the param eter fs is plotted. Two separate 
cases are considered: the first for f a =  0.4 and the second for f a =  0.6. 
The la tter one depicts the behavior of the saturation energy for the 
strong model when the asymmetry of the m atter is high and the m atter 
becomes less bound for the higher value of the strangeness fraction f s.
A similar analysis has been performed for the behavior of the com­
pression modulus K 0 of the strange, asymmetric nuclear m atter. Cal­
culations performed for TM1 and TM1* param eter sets with the weak 
hyperon-hyperon interaction lead to the similar results as in the case of 
non-strange asymmetric nuclear m atter. However, value of K 0 shows
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Figure 8.26: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1 parameter 
set for different values of the parameter f s, for the weak Y  — Y  coupling model
(fa =  0 .6 )
significant variations in the case of TM1* param eter set with the strong 
hyperon-hyperon interactions. Fig. 8.41 shows the changes of K 0 with 
the increasing value of the strangeness contents f s. Calculations have 
been done for fixed values of the asymmetry param eter f a. For the 
low value of the asymmetry param eter (fa =  0 .2) the increasing value 
of strangeness contents only slightly influences the value of K 0. When 
the nuclear m atter becomes more asymmetric the compression mod­
ulus decreases for low values of the fs param eter and after reaching 
the minimal value increases for nuclear m atter with high strangeness 
content. Fig. 8.42 presents the values of the compression modulus K 0 
as a function of the asymmetry param eter fa for the selected values 
of the strangeness content f s. Although the compression modulus K 0 
is not always a reliable param eter th a t specifies the stiffness of the 
EOS, however, in this case it indicates variations of the stiffness of the 
EOS. Fig. 8.43 and 8.44 illustrate the variation of the baryon effective 
masses m e/ / B at saturation with the increasing value of the f a and f s 
parameters.
nb(fm'3)
Figure 8.27: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1* parameter set 
for different values of strangeness contents, for the strong Y  — Y  coupling (fa =  0.2)
nb (fm-3)
Figure 8.28: The same as in Fig. 8.27 for the weak Y — Y coupling model ( f a =  0.2)
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Figure 8.29: Density dependence of the binding energy E b for TM1* parameter 
set with the strong Y  — Y  coupling for different values of strangeness contents f s
(fa =  0 .6 )
n. ( f m ' )
Figure 8.30: The same as in Fig. 8.29 for the weak Y — Y coupling model (fa =  0.6)
fFigure 8.31: The binding energy at saturation as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for fixed values of strangeness contents f s, for TM1 parameter set 
with the strong Y  — Y  interactions
fa
fFigure 8.33: The binding energy at saturation as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for fixed values of strangeness contents f s, for the weak Y —Y coupling 
for TM1 parameter set
f
Figure 8.34: The binding energy at saturation as a function of the asymmetry 
parameter f a for fixed values of strangeness content f s, for the weak Y —Y coupling, 
for the TM1* parameter set
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
f
S
Figure 8.35: The binding energy at saturation as a function of the parameter f s 
for fixed values of the isospin asymmetry f a, for the strong Y  — Y  coupling, for 
TM1 parameter set
f
fFigure 8.37: The binding energy at saturation as a function of the parameter f s 
for fixed values of the isospin asymmetry f a, for the weak Y — Y coupling, for TM1 
parameter set
f
fFigure 8.39: The minimized energy per baryon as a function of the strangeness 
content for TM1* parameter set, for the asymmetry parameter f a =  0.4
f
S
fFigure 8.41: The value of the compression modulus K 0 as a function of the 
strangeness fraction f s for TM1* parameter set with the strong Y — Y coupling 
model, for the fixed values of the asymmetry f a
f
Figure 8.42: The value of the compression modulus K 0 as a function of the asym­
metry parameter f a for fixed values of the strangeness fraction, for TM1* parameter 
set with the strong Y  — Y  interaction
fFigure 8.43: The effective baryon mass as a function of the strangeness content fs 
for TM1* parameter set with the strong Y — Y coupling, for the selected values of 
the asymmetry parameter: f a =  0.2 -  solid lines, f a =  0.4 -  dashed lines, f a =  0.6 
-  dotted lines
For the fixed value of the asymmetry param eter, the higher value of 
the param eter f s , the lower is the baryon effective mass, whereas for 
the fixed value of the strangeness content the higher value of the asym­
metry param eter f a leads to a bigger effective baryon mass.
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N eutron star m atter
9.1 T he equilibrium  conditions
and com position  o f stellar m atter
The analysis of the role of strangeness in nuclear structure in the con­
text of multi-strange systems is of great importance for neutron star 
m atter. An imperfect knowledge of the neutron star m atter EOS, 
especially in the presence of hyperons causes many uncertainties in 
determining neutron star structure. The comparison between weak 
interaction time scales (10-10 s) and a time scale connected with the 
lifetime of a relevant star has been drawn. It indicates th a t there is a 
difference between the neutron star m atter constrained by charge neu­
trality  and generalized ^-equilibrium and the m atter in high energy 
collisions; the second system is constrained by isospin symmetry and 
strangeness conservation [150]. Since the dynamical time scale of neu­
tron star evolution is much longer than  the weak decay time scale of 
baryons (including strangeness conservation breaking processes), neu­
tron star m atter is considered as a system with the conserved baryon 
number nb = Y^B n B (B =  n, p, A, S - , S 0) and electric charge in chem­
ical equilibrium with respect to weak decays. Considering the most 
general case of neutrino-trapped, strangeness-rich m atter the chemical 
equilibrium is characterized by the correlations between chemical po­
tentials, which in the case of the process p +  e-  ^  n +  ve leads to the 
following relation
p asym — pn pp p e p ve. (9.1)
The similar weak process ^  +  ve ^  e +  vm leads to
^ 1i ^e ^ve  +  ^asym +  • (9.2)
Assuming th a t the muon neutrinos are not trapped inside the neutron 
star m atter ( ^  =  0) these relations involve three independent chemi­
cal potentials ^ n , ^ e and ^ Ve corresponding to baryon number, electric 
charge and lepton number conservation. In general, weak processes for 
baryons can be w ritten in the following form [151]
B i  +  l ^  B 2 +  V , (9.3)
where B 1 and B 2 are baryons, and l and vl denote lepton and neu­
trino of the corresponding flavor, respectively. Provided th a t the weak 
processes stated above take place in thermodynamic equilibrium the 
following relation between chemical potentials can be established
^B =  QB^n — qeB (^e — )• (9.4)
In this equation ^ B denotes the chemical potential of baryon B  with 
the baryon number qB and the electric charge qeB .
Using the relation (9.4) for A, E and S hyperons the following results 
can be obtained
^A =  ^ S0 =  ^ 30 =  ^n, ^S - =  ^3 - =  ^n +  (^e — ),
^p =  ^S+ =  ^n — (^e — ) . (9.5)
Muons start to appear in neutron star m atter in the process
e-  ^  +  Ve (9.6)
after ^  has reached a value equal to the muon mass. The appearance 
of muons not only reduces the number of electrons but also affects the 
proton fraction. Numerical models of the collapsing inner core have 
shown th a t there are no muon neutrinos (^Vm =  0) and only electron 
neutrinos are trapped in the m atter [9], [151]. Thermally produced ^  
and t neutrino pairs are also trapped but the following condition has 
to be satisfied ^ , where i =  ^ , t . After deleptonization of
proto-neutron star m atter there are no trapped neutrinos and ^ Ve =  0. 
In this case the number of independent chemical potentials reduces to 
two (^n and ^ e). Thus the ground state of cold non-strange neutron
star m atter is thought to be a question of equilibrium dependence on 
baryon and electric-charge conservation.
Neutrons are the principal components of a neutron star when the 
density of m atter is comparable with the nuclear density. For higher 
densities it is the equilibrium of the process
p +  e-  ^  n (9.7)
which establishes the relation between chemical potentials
pp +  p e pn - (9-8)
Thus, realistic neutron star models describe electrically neutral high 
density m atter in ft equilibrium.
9.2 N eutron  star m atter w ith  zero  
strangeness
The high density EOS has a decisive role in determining neutron star 
global param eters (the mass and radius) and thereby in relating the 
star central density and its mass and radius. The mass-central density 
relation can be established for a mass sequence obtained for the speci­
fied EOS. The value of the maximum mass given by the EOS is one of 
the most im portant parameters which imposes im portant constraints 
on the equation of state. The calculated forms of the EOS for the ob­
tained param eter sets are presented in Fig. 9.1 and 9.2. The stiffness
of the EOS shows variations. W hen the 8 meson is included all models
lead to stiffer equations of state, whereas nonlinearities soften the EOS. 
At densities in the vicinity of the saturation density the differences be­
tween particular equations of state are negligible. The influence of 
both the 8 meson and nonlinearities on the EOS becomes visible at 
higher densities, however, it is not too strong. Similar analysis can be 
done comparing the results obtained with the use of the standard TM1 
param eter set [197], TM1* and G2. The G2 model gives the softest 
EOS.
After obtaining the EOS, the mass and radius of the star can be 
calculated for a given value of the central density. This can be done 
by integrating the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations:
s(M ev/fm3)
Figure 9.1: The equations of state for TM1 parameter set and its extensions
s(MeV/fm )
R(km)
Figure 9.3: The mass-radius relations calculated for TM1 parameter sets
P(r)wi | 4nr3P(r) -
dP  (r) =  G m (r)e(r)(1  +  )(1 +  )
dr r 2 1 2Gm(r) :
r
(9.9)
dm(r)
dr
4 n r 2 e(r),
where e is the energy density, and P  is the pressure.
By varying the central density it is possible to obtain a sequence 
of masses and radii predicted for the given equation of state. For 
subnuclear densities the equations of state of Negele-Vautherin (NV) 
and Bonn have been used. As a result the mass-radius relation can be 
drawn. It is presented in Fig. 9.3 and 9.4.
The resulting mass-central density relations are presented in Fig. 
9.5 and 9.6 whereas, radius-central density relations are given in Fig. 
9.7 and 9.8.
The inclusion of the 6 meson permits the biggest masses and radii for 
each parameterization. The smallest masses and radii can be obtained 
for the G2 param eter set. Neutron star param eters for the maximum 
mass configurations calculated for the considered models are collected 
in Table 9.1.
Relative concentrations of protons in neutron star m atter are of
R(km)
Figure 9.4: The mass-radius relations calculated for TM1, TM1* and G2 equations 
of state
P/Po
Figure 9.5: Neutron star masses as a function of central density pc for TM1 pa­
rameter sets
p/Po
Figure 9.6: The M  — pc curves for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameterizations
P</Po
Figure 9.7: Neutron star radii as a function of central density pc The results have 
been obtained for TM1 parameter sets
pjp0
Figure 9.8: Neutron star radii as a function of central density pc for TM1, TM1* 
and G2 parameterizations
Table 9.1: Neutron star parameters
Parameter set M m a x ( M 0 ) M b (Mm a x )(M0 ) R(Mm a x )(km) Pc  (g/cm3)
TM1 2.17 2.51 12.21 7.64
TM1+£ 2.21 2.54 12.66 7.12
TM1+AV 2.14 2.52 11.91 7.80
TM1+A4 2.13 2.47 11.88 7.92
TM1* 2.01 2.30 11.60 8.52
TM1*+£ 2.06 2.35 12.11 7.92
G2 1.94 2.23 11.04 9.60
G2+£ 2.03 2.37 11.81 8.32
special interest as it has been shown th a t if the proton concentration 
in neutron star m atter exceeds the critical value Ypcrit, direct URCA 
processes can occur [9], [76], [151], [152], [154]. Thus proton concentra­
tion in neutron star m atter affects the therm al evolution of a neutron 
star. Direct URCA processes are possible if the Fermi momenta of 
neutrons, protons and electrons fulfill the so-called triangle inequality 
kFn  A kFp +  kFe . This condition, together with the requirement of 
charge neutrality allows one to estimate the threshold proton fraction 
for the direct URCA process (Yprit) which is given by the following 
relation
Yr ‘ =  — 1 1/3 (9 .10)
p 1 +  ( 1 + y 1 /3)3
where Yel is defined as Yet =  ne/ ( n e +  nM).
The critical proton concentration is within the range whose lower 
limit is obtained for the m atter without muons (kFe < m M). In this 
case the proton fraction at the onset of the direct URCA process is 
Ypcrit =  0.111 -  the muon free threshold [152]. Including the effect of 
muons the upper limit of the proton fraction at the level YpTlt =  0.148 
-  massless muon threshold -  can be obtained. The threshold proton 
concentration Ypcrit occurs at a given density denoted as pcrit and de­
termines the value of a critical neutron star mass M crit in which proton 
concentration reaches the level sufficient for the onset of direct URCA 
process. Results for the considered parameterizations are collected in 
Table 9.2. For each case the value of density for the threshold proton 
concentration (Table 9.2) is lower than  the maximal central density for 
the stable stellar configuration. In Fig. 9.9 the relative proton concen­
trations for TM1 param eterization and its extensions are presented. 
Whereas the results for G2, TM1 and TM1* are given in Fig. 9.10.
Horizontal lines indicate the position of the critical proton fractions. 
The presence of the 6 meson shifts the onset of the direct URCA pro­
cess to very low density and thus for very low value of the critical mass 
Mcrit. Models with nonlinear couplings Ay  and A4 lead to the highest 
value of the pcrit. The same result is obtained for G2 param eter set. 
K lahna et al. [152] present the result of the analysis, which is based 
on the population synthesis and the mass measurement of binary radio 
pulsars, it sets the limit for the critical mass M crit > 1.35MQ. If the 
onset of the direct URCA process occurs at low densities this process 
will also be allowed for neutron stars with masses smaller than  1.35 M0 
and the star will be cooled very efficiently. All the considered models
nb(fm '3)
Figure 9.9: Relative concentrations of protons in neutron star matter for the TM1 
parameterizations (left panel) and TM1* and G2 parameter sets (right panel)
Figure 9.10: Relative concentrations of protons in neutron star matter for the TM1 
parameterizations (left panel) and TM1* and G2 parameter sets (right panel)
perm it the direct URCA processes. As was pointed out in the paper by 
Horowitz and Piekarewicz [153] X-ray observations of the neutron star 
in 3C58 [155], Vela [156] and Geminga [157] as well as the low quies­
cent luminosity in the transiently accreting binaries KS 1731-260 [158] 
and Cen X-4 [159], indicate low surface tem perature. This may result 
in enhanced cooling and in the necessity of the direct URCA process 
occurring. However, there are examples of neutron stars, such as RX 
J0822-4300 [153], with high surface tem perature and thus with cooling 
mechanisms well described by the modified URCA process. Due to the 
anisotropy of neutron star surface tem peratures their measurements 
are very difficult. The obtained results also crucially depend on the 
model of the atmosphere employed.
The threshold proton fraction is determined by the symmetry en­
ergy of the considered model. The density dependence of the symmetry 
energy is still unconstrained and the extrapolation of proton fraction 
to higher densities is very difficult. Horowitz and Piekarewicz [153] 
have shown th a t the predictions for the neutron radius in 208Pb are 
correlated to the proton fraction in ^-equilibrated neutron star m at­
ter. Analyzing a wide range of relativistic effective field theory mod­
els they found th a t models which predict a neutron skin in 208Pb of 
R n — R p < 0.20 fm lead to a small proton fraction below the lim it­
ing value which permits the direct URCA process in 1.4 M0 neutron 
stars. For Rn — Rp >  0.25 fm all considered models predict the en­
hanced cooling of a 1.4 M0 neutron star. Calculations performed for 
the non-relativistic equation of state of Friedman and Pandharipande 
[160] give too small a proton fraction for URCA cooling to be possi­
ble. This equation of state also leads to the neutron skin in 208Pb of 
Rn — Rp =  0.16± 0.02 fm. These two facts-the equilibrium proton frac­
tion and the value of the neutron skin-confirmed the result obtained 
for the relativistic effective field theory models. As the Parity Radius 
Experiment at the Jefferson Laboratory uses model independent parity 
violating electron scattering to measure the neutron radius in 208Pb, 
the measurement of the neutron radius in 208Pb may be decisive for a 
given model to perm it the direct URCA processes [153].
Analyzing the density dependence of the symmetry energy (Fig. 
8.21, Fig. 8.22) and the density dependence of the proton concentra­
tions Yp in neutron star m atter Fig. 9.9 and 9.10 the tendency for a 
more rapid increase of the proton fraction for models with the stiffest 
symmetry energy becomes evident. This can also be analyzed by the
nb(fm'3)
Figure 9.11: The asymmetry parameter f a for neutron star matter for TM1 pa­
rameter set and its extensions
density dependence of the isospin asymmetry param eter f a in neu­
tron star m atter. This param eter is related to the proton fraction Yp 
through the relation f a =  1 — 2 Y . Results are depicted in Fig. 9.11 
and 9.12. The param eter f a takes the lowest value when the 5 meson 
is included.
The equilibrium proton fraction Yp is directly connected with the 
electron concentrations Ye. Fig. 9.13 and 9.14 presents the electron 
concentrations for the considered model. Calculations performed with 
the 5 meson give a relatively high electron fraction, whereas G2 pa­
ram eterization and the presence of nonlinear couplings A V and A4 lead 
to models with reduced electron concentrations.
For the sake of completeness the result obtained by Engvik [105] et. 
al. should be presented. As was shown in their paper using various 
new nucleon-nucleon potentials they obtained the symmetry energy 
which increases with density. This influences the proton fraction in 
-stable m atter. For the CD-Bonn potential the direct URCA process 
can occur at a density of 0.88 fm-3 , for the Nijm I it starts at 1.25 
fm-3 , for the Reid93 the critical density is reached at 1.36 fm-3 . The 
Argonne potential allows the direct URCA process at a density of 1.05 
fm-3 . For the Nijm II the onset of this process is shifted to a very high 
density above 1.5 fm-3 .
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Figure 9.12: The asymmetry parameter f a for neutron star matter for TM1, TM1* 
and G2 parameter sets. For comparison the influence of 6 meson is also presented
nb(fm -3)
Figure 9.13: Relative concentrations of electrons for TM1 parameter sets
nb(fm 3)
Figure 9.14: Relative concentrations of electrons for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter 
sets
Table 9.2: Neutron star parameters for the threshold proton concentrations
Parameter set n b (URCA)(fm-3 ) pc /po(URCA) M(URCA)(M0 )
TM1 0.235 1.65 0.99
TM1+£ 0.207 3.65 2.01
TM1+AV 0.303 2.17 1.19
TM1+A4 0.314 2.29 1.24
TM1* 0.247 1.75 0.95
G2 0.273 1.95 0.91
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Strange neutron star m atter
The softening of the EOS with density strongly suggests the presence 
of the exotic high density phase - the strange m atter. Analysis of the 
properties of neutron star m atter with hyperons has been performed 
for the same selected param eter sets as in the previous section. Thus 
there are TM1 param eter set, supplemented with the nonlinear terms 
AV and A4, and G2 and TM1* parameterizations. The param eters of 
the considered models now are extended by the hyperon-meson cou­
pling constants. Param eters are collected in Table 8.4 and 8.5. In the 
scalar sector the scalar coupling of the A and 5  hyperons requires con­
straining in order to reproduce the estim ated values of the potential 
felt by a single A and a single 5  in saturated nuclear m atter. The 
influence of the strength of the hyperon coupling constants has been 
investigated twofold by analyzing the change of the chemical composi­
tion and by comparing the hydrostatic structure of neutron stars. The 
appearance of hyperons significantly affects the equilibrium composi­
tion of neutron star m atter. The analysis of the neutron stars chemical 
compositions starts from the presentation of proton concentrations for 
the chosen models which is a decisive factor in creating the neutron star 
cooling rate. The results are depicted in Fig. 10.1 and 10.2. The con­
sidered models lead to very similar proton fractions for lower densities. 
The onset of hyperons changes this situation. The TM1, TM1* and 
G2 models with strong hyperon-hyperon interaction give rather high 
concentrations of protons. The inclusion of the nonlinear meson terms 
AV and A4 in both cases very efficiently reduces proton concentration 
(Fig. 10.1). The dotted lines indicate the values of the critical proton 
concentrations. The obtained proton profiles in the case of TM1 para-
nb(fm -3)
Figure 10.1: The relative concentration of protons for TM1 parameter sets and 
for G2 and TM1* models. The straight, dotted lines show the threshold proton 
concentrations
nb(fm -3)
Figure 10.2: The relative proton concentrations for the strong and weak Y -  Y 
coupling for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets. The dashed lines represent the 
cases for the weak Y -  Y coupling. The straight, dotted lines show the threshold 
proton concentrations
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Figure 10.3: The relative concentration of neutrons for neutron star matter ob­
tained for TM1 parameter set and its extensions and for the G2 and TM1* models
meter sets with the nonlinear A V and A4 terms, for densities up to 
~  5p0 lie below the level of Ypcrit, which denotes the threshold pro­
ton concentration for the onset of the direct URCA process. It is also 
possible to make the comparison between the calculations made for 
the considered parameterizations taking into account the strong and 
weak hyperon-hyperon couplings. The results obtained for TM1 pa­
ram eter sets (strong and weak) and for G2 and TM1* are presented 
in Fig. 10.2. Models with weak hyperon-hyperon interactions lead to 
higher proton fractions. Among the models presented in this figure G2 
param eter set gives the lowest content of protons. Neutrons are the 
m ajor component in the presented models at low and moderate den­
sities. Neutron concentrations for the presented parameterizations are 
depicted in Fig. 10.3 and 10.4. There are parameterizations which 
at sufficiently high density lead to the situation when A hyperons are 
more abundant than  neutrons. This case is carried out for TM1 pa­
ram eter set with the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction. In Fig. 10.5 
the equilibrium composition for this param eterization is presented. For 
comparison the equilibrium baryon concentration for G2 param eter set 
is depicted in Fig. 10.6. In the case of G2 model the concentration of A 
hyperons is higher then neutron concentration for very high densities.
Figure 10.4: The relative concentration of neutrons in neutron star matter. This 
figure includes results for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets for strong and weak 
hyperon-hyperon interactions
The composition of hyperon star m atter as well as the the threshold 
density for hyperons, is altered when the strength of the hyperon- 
hyperon interaction is changed and when the nonlinear meson inter­
action terms are present. The appearance of hyperons follows from 
the chemical potential relations. Figures 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11 
and 10.12 show relative fractions of particular strange baryon species 
Y B i (i =  A, S - , S 0) as a function of baryon number density nb for the 
chosen parameterizations. All calculations have been done under the 
assumption th a t the repulsive £  interaction shifts the onset points of 
£  hyperons to very high densities and th a t they do not appear in the 
considered neutron star models. In the presented figures the results 
for TM1 param eter sets and for TM1* and G2 are given. For compar­
ison the analysis of the influence of the hyperon-hyperon interaction 
strength has been included. Dashed lines in Fig. 10.8, 10.9 and 10.12 
represent the concentrations of baryons for a weak Y -  Y interaction. 
In these cases there is a substantial reduction of the A hyperon popu­
lation in comparison with the case of a strong Y -  Y interaction. The 
appearance of nonlinear meson interaction terms also lowers the A con­
centration in neutron star m atter. A is the first strange baryon tha t
nb(fm -3)
Figure 10.5: The equilibrium baryon concentrations. Result obtained for TM1 
parameter set with the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction
nb(fm -3)
Figure 10.6: The equilibrium baryon concentrations for G2 parameter set with the 
strong hyperon-hyperon interaction
emerges in hyperon star m atter, it is followed by S -  and S 0 hyperons. 
The presence of nonlinearities very efficiently reduces the population 
of S -  hyperons in neutron star m atter. The TM1 param eterization 
w ithout nonlinearities for the strong Y -  Y interaction gives the high­
est fraction of S -  hyperons. Comparing the results for the strong and 
weak models one can see th a t weak models enhance the populations of 
S -  hyperons.
Nonlinear terms significantly affect the onset points of S0 hyperons 
shifting them  to lower densities. The population of S 0 hyperons is 
enhanced in this case. The result obtained with the use of TM1* pa­
ram eterization leads to neutron star m atter with substantially reduced 
S 0 hyperon fraction. The models with the weak Y -  Y interaction also 
give lower populations of S 0 hyperons.
In Fig. 10.13 and 10.14 the electron profiles in neutron star m atter 
are presented. From these figures it is evident th a t lepton populations 
are altered not only by the change of strength of hyperon coupling 
constants but also by the isospin dependent nonlinearities which de­
termine the symmetry energy of the system. A very special aspect of 
the existence of hyperons is the intrinsic deleptonization of neutron star 
m atter. First the appearance of A hyperons stops the increase in the 
lepton population and additionally when negatively charged S -  hyper- 
ons emerge further deleptonization occurs. Thus the charge neutrality 
can be guaranteed with the reduced lepton contribution.
The relative hadron-lepton compositions in the presented models 
can be also analyzed through the density dependence of the asymmetry 
param eter f a which describes the neutron excess in the system and the 
param eter f s =  (Na +  2NS- +  2NS0 ) / n b which is connected with the 
strangeness content. Fig. 10.15, 10.16, 10.17 and 10.18 present both 
param eters as functions of the baryon number density. As the density 
increases, the asymmetry of the m atter decreases and the strangeness 
contents f s increases for all the considered cases.
The values of electron chemical potentials are shown in Fig. 10.19 
and 10.20.
The calculated EOS for the chosen param eter sets are presented in 
Fig. 10.21 and 10.22. Fig. 10.21 compares the respective equations 
of state for TM1 param eter set, its extensions by the nonlinear me­
son interaction terms and TM1* and G2 parameterizations. All these 
EOS have been calculated for the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction. 
There are qualitative differences between the presented equations.
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Figure 10.7: The relative concentration of A hyperons for ^-equilibrated neutron 
star matter for TM1 parameter set and its extensions
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Figure 10.9: The relative concentration of S -  hyperons for neutron star matter. 
The results for TM1 parameter set and its extensions are presented. The dashed 
lines represent the cases for the weak Y  — Y  interaction
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Figure 10.10: The relative concentration of s  hyperons for neutron star matter 
for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets
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Figure 10.11: The relative concentration of s 0 for neutron star matter for TM1 
parameter set and its extensions are presented
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Figure 10.13: The relative concentration of electrons for neutron star matter for 
TM1 parameter set and its extensions
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Figure 10.15: The asymmetry parameter f a for neutron star matter the results for 
TM1 parameter set and its extensions
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Figure 10.17: The strangeness content f s for neutron star matter for TM1 param­
eter set and its extensions
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Figure 10.19: The electron chemical potentials for neutron star matter for TM1 
parameter set and its extensions are presented
e (MeV/fm3)
Figure 10.21: Equations of state for TM1 strong and weak models and TM1 models 
with nonlinear terms
As it is well known the main effect caused by the presence of hyper­
ons in neutron star m atter is the softening of the EOS. The EOS of 
the strong Y -  Y coupling model for TM1 param eterization without 
nonlinearities over some density ranges is stiffer than  those which in­
clude nonlinear terms. The EOS obtained for TM1* model has the 
same energy density dependence as those for TM 1+AV and TM 1+A4 
param eter sets till the energy density e reaches the value ~  500 MeV 
fm-3 . Starting from this point the equations TM 1+A4 and TM 1+AV 
become significantly stiffer than  TM1 and TM1* ones.
The equations of state presented in Fig. 10.22 have been obtained 
for the weak and strong TM1, TM1* and G2 parameterizations. The 
TM1* and G2 models give the softest equations of state. Thus one 
can conclude th a t the influence of the strength of hyperon-nucleon and 
hyperon-hyperon interactions is strongest for G2 and TM1* models.
Solutions of the Oppenheimer-Tolman-Volkoff equation for the con­
sidered equations of state are presented in Fig. 10.23 and 10.24.
The obtained mass-radius relations are constructed for neutron star 
m atter with hyperons and then compared with the mass-radius relation 
for non-strange m atter. The inclusion of nonlinear meson interaction 
terms only slightly lowers the values of the maximum mass, but signif­
icantly reduces the radii of the maximum mass configurations.
e (MeV/fm 3)
Figure 10.22: Equations of state for TM1, TM1* and G2 parametrizations. Dashed 
lines represent the cases for the weak Y — Y coupling
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Figure 10.23: The mass-radius relations for TM1 strong and weak models and the 
TM1 models with nonlinear terms
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Figure 10.24: The mass-radius relations for TM1, TM1* and G2 parametrizations. 
Dashed lines represent the cases for the weak Y  — Y  coupling
The key difference between TM1 and TM1* and G2 mass-radius dia­
grams is found in the results obtained for the strong hyperon-hyperon 
interaction. In the case of TM1* and G2 param eter sets apart from the 
ordinary stable neutron star branch there exists the additional stable 
branch of solutions which are characterized by a similar value of masses 
but with significantly reduced radii. The second stable sequence of so­
lutions is absent in the case of the weak hyperon-hyperon coupling. 
These param eter sets give larger maximum masses.
In Fig. 10.25 and 10.26 the mass-central density relations are shown, 
whereas Fig. 10.27 and 10.28 depict the radius as a function of central 
density for the model considered. The comparison of the maximum 
mass configurations obtained for the weak and strong Y -  Y couplings 
makes possible the estim ation of the role of the hyperon-hyperon inter­
action strength. The strong model in comparison with the non-strange 
solutions gives the reduced value of the maximum mass. The mass re­
duction is the most pronounced for G2 param eterization and is lower 
for the standard TM1 param eter set. The influence of the strength 
of the hyperon-nucleon couplings has been analyzed for a very limited 
range of the gaa param eter strictly connected with the value of the 
potential felt by a single A hyperon in saturated nuclear m atter.
Figure 10.25: The mass-central density relations for the TM1 strong and weak 
models and for the TM1 models with nonlinear terms
Figure 10.26: The mass-central density relations for the TM1, TM1* and G2 pa- 
rameterizations are presented. Dashed lines represent the results obtained for the 
weak Y — Y coupling
p/ps
Figure 10.27: The radius-central density relations for the TM1 strong and weak 
models and for the TM1 models with nonlinear terms
P/Ps
Figure 10.28: The radius-central density relations for the TM1, TM1* and G2 
parameterizations are presented. Dashed lines represent the results obtained for 
the weak Y  -  Y  coupling
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Figure 10.29: Equations of state for the TM1* strong model for different values of 
the  ^ potentials
The chosen values of this potential: - 2 7  MeV, -2 8  MeV, -3 0  MeV 
lead to the following gaa parameters: 9.203, 9.158, 9.054. The equa­
tions of state calculated for the selected values of the UA^ potentials 
for TM1* model are given in Fig. 10.29. In Fig. 10.30 the mass as a 
function of the central density for U{N  ^ =  -2 7 , -2 8  and -3 0  MeV is 
depicted. Particular curves are labelled by the three chosen values of 
the U |N) potential.
There are two maxima on each curve which correspond to the maxi­
mum masses of the two stable sequences of solutions on the mass-radius 
diagram. The height of each maximum depends on the value of U |N  ^
potential. The second maximum is higher than  the one which corre­
sponds to the ordinary neutron star for the weakest hyperon-nucleon 
interaction strength.
The conditions under which the quark m atter occurs in neutron 
star interiors, thus perm itting the formation of stable hybrid star con­
figuration, have been established in order to make the analysis more 
complete. Two phases of m atter have been compared: the strange 
hadronic m atter and quark m atter. The phase with the highest pres­
sure (lowest free energy) is favored.
Dashed curves show the quark m atter EOS for two fixed values of
p/po
Figure 10.30: The mass-central density relations for different values of the U ^ ^  
potential
the bag parameter: B 1/4 =  150 MeV and B 1/4 =  171 MeV (Bcrit). 
The influence of hyperons is considered for the weak and strong Y -
Y couplings. In Fig.10.31 apart from the EOS calculated for TM1 and 
TM1* param eter sets the EOS of the quark m atter, obtained with the 
use of the quark mean field model [161] with the direct coupling of the 
bag param eter to the scalar meson fields s0 and s0, is also included.
The results strongly depend on the value of the bag parameter. 
There exists the limiting value of B ^it =  171 MeV. For B  >  B crit 
there is no quark phase in the interior of a neutron star. The bag 
param eters B  <  B crit lead to the intersection of the quark m atter 
equation of state and th a t of hyperon star m atter with the strong Y -
Y interactions. Thus a hybrid star with a quark phase inside can be 
constructed.
For the purpose of this dissertation, A denotes the maximum mass 
configuration of the ordinary neutron star branch, whereas B, de­
notes the additional maximum. The obtained mass-radius relation 
for hybrid stars involving quark m atter is presented in Fig. 10.32 (for 
B 1/4 =  150 M eV  <  B l/t) .
The maximum hybrid star mass is of about 1.52 MQ and is greater 
than  the maximum mass of the very compact additional stable branch
J i i i i i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i i I i i i L
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Figure 10.31: The EOS calculated for TM1 and TM1* parameter sets. Dotted 
curves represent the results obtained for TM1 parameter set. The case of non- 
strange baryonic matter is marked by npe. Dashed curves show the quark matter 
equations of state
configurations (B). The radius of the hybrid star maximum mass con­
figuration is also greater than  th a t of the configuration marked as B.
This very brief analysis of the possible existence of the mixed quark- 
hadron phase inside a neutron star shows th a t due to remaining uncer­
tainties about the param eters of the quark star model, especially the 
bag constant, the construction of the equation of state of the quark 
phase introduces some freedom in interpreting the results. The ad­
ditional nonlinear meson-meson interaction terms together with the 
strong hyperon-hyperon coupling create the necessary conditions for 
the existence of the second branch of stable neutron star configura­
tions. The composition of hyperon star m atter as well as the threshold 
density for hyperons are altered when the hyperon-nucleon interaction 
strength is changed. Fig. 10.33 presents fractions of particular baryon 
species YB and leptons as a function of the density p for the strong 
model of TM1* param etrization. Extension of presented models to 
higher density required an extrapolation. This leads to some uncer­
tainties and suffers of several shortcomings.
The standard TM1 param eter set for high density range reveals an 
instability of neutron star m atter connected with the appearance of a
R(km)
Figure 10.32: The mass-radius relations for TM1* parametrization
P/P0
Figure 10.33: Baryon and lepton concentrations in neutron star matter as a func­
tion of the density p (e =  pc2 ) where e denotes the energy density, for TM1* 
parametrization
negative effective mass due to the presence of hyperons. The nonlinear 
models which are based on the effective field theory, for param eter 
sets G2 and TM1* exemplifies an alternative version of the Walecka 
model which improves the behavior of the baryon effective masses. It 
also influences the value of the incompressibility K  of neutron star 
m atter. The nonlinear meson interaction terms effectively introduces 
the density dependence of the scalar and vector coupling constants and 
makes possible to construct neutron star models for very high densities.

C hapter 11
Astrophysical constraints on  
the equation o f state
The attractiveness of neutron star observations consists in their offering 
solutions to certain fundamental problems of physics. These include 
information concerning strong gravitational fields and the equation of 
state of m atter at supranuclear densities. Another aspect of neutron 
star observations concerns the problem of thermonuclear burning and 
its propagation in degenerate m atter. This is closely connected with 
the phenomena of classical novae and Type Ia supernovae [165]. Obser­
vations of neutron stars which allow measurements of their parameters 
can provide constraints on the form of the equation of state and thereby 
improve our understanding of m atter at extreme pressure and density. 
As neutron star masses and radii are parameters which are in direct 
relation to the EOS, the knowledge of their values enables us to de­
termine the essential details concerning the constituents of a neutron 
star core.
The most general constraints on neutron star masses are imposed by 
theoretical models which describe the evolutionary progress of stars, 
especially their final phases. The standard scenario for a neutron stars 
predicts their formation in the type II supernova explosions. Thus, 
there exists a theoretical, very rough lim itation on neutron star masses 
arising from the fact th a t the mass of the collapsing core of a massive 
star has to be equal to the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 MQ which cor­
responds to the neutron star gravitational mass greater then about 1.2 
M0 [9]. Detailed calculations of massive pre-supernova models indicate 
tha t the value of their core masses are of the order of 1.3 - 1.8 M0 [10]. 
Rhoades and Ruffini in their paper [162] made some general assump­
tions concerning the problem of the maximum allowed mass of a neu­
tron star. These assumptions put certain limits on the value of the 
maximum masses and establish particular correlations between neu­
tron star masses and radii.
The first constraint is based on the correctness of general relativity 
as a theory of gravity. Buchdahl [163, 164] in his paper has pointed out 
the existence of the limiting value of G M /R c 2 for any static neutron 
star satisfying the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation of hydro­
static equilibrium. In this case the assumption about the finite value 
of the central pressure Pc leads to the well-known limit on neutron star 
param eters which is given by the relation G M /R c 2 < 4/9.
The second constraint is connected with the requirement of the sta­
bility of m atter against local spontaneous collapse (Le Chatelier’s prin­
ciple) [2]. This is satisfied when the equation of state fulfils the condi­
tion dP/dp  >  0. The causality condition dP/dp  <  c2 (that is the speed 
of sound is less than  the speed of light in neutron star m atter) also has 
to be satisfied imposing another lim itation on neutron star masses and 
radii [9].
The EOS which satisfies the above constraints has to m atch contin­
uously to the known low-density EOS which properly describes prop­
erties of nuclear m atter.
The general, theoretical assumptions connected with the existence 
of the maximum neutron star mass are the factors which limit the 
available nuclear equations of state. However, very large classes of 
equations of state are still allowed. O ther much tighter constraints 
have to be imposed on neutron star masses and radii in order to limit 
the equations of state more severely. These additional limitations are 
based on neutron star observations.
Our knowledge of neutron star param eters can be mainly inferred 
from observations of X-ray binaries, binary radio pulsar systems or 
quasi-periodic oscillations in luminosity in low-mass X-ray binaries 
[166].
In the case of binary radio pulsar systems some estimations of the 
masses stem from measurements of relativistic orbital effects, whereas 
the others are indirectly evaluated. As far as radio pulsars are con­
cerned, earlier mass measurements have been consistent with the value 
1.35 ±  0.04 Mq [180]. There is no evidence of the occurrence of exten­
sive mass accretion in these systems [167]. Recent observations have 
found neutron star masses in double neutron stars systems lie in the
range 1.18 to 1.44 MQ. Neutron stars in circular neutron star-white 
dwarf binaries may have larger masses but the uncertainties are larger 
[168].
X-ray pulsars are accretion powered neutron stars. The measured 
neutron star masses in such binary systems cover a much wider range 
1.1-1.5M© [167]. There is evidence for a few more massive neutron 
stars [168, 169].
According to the mass of the companion star (M ) X-ray binaries can 
be divided into two categories: low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB) for 
which the mass companion is M < 1 MQ and high-mass X-ray binaries 
with the companion of the mass M >  5M Q [170], [166]. For these two 
classes of binary systems, both the accretion and strength of magnetic 
field are different. There are different on neutron star parameters con­
straints which stem from observations of X-ray binaries. One of them 
is connected with the mass measurements from observations of radial 
velocity curves [166], [170]. The measurements of relativistic orbital ef­
fects in binary systems allow very precise determ ination of neutron star 
masses [166]. Through the Doppler effect the velocity variations of the 
members of binary systems are reflected as wavelength changes in the 
features of the combined spectrum  or periodic shifts of pulse frequency 
when the observed star is a pulsar. In the case of accreting binaries 
due to the compact nature of these systems motions transverse to the 
line of sight are undetectable and only the line of sight components of 
the motion can be observed. The measurements of Doppler shifts from 
one member of the binary allow one to reveal details about the nature 
of the stars and their orbits and to construct the mass function f  in 
the following form [166]
P v \  _  (m sin i)3 
f  =  (2nG) _  (M  +  m )2 ’ ( . )
where M  and m  are the masses of the two stars in the binary system, 
and i is the inclination of the orbit.
Observation of one star sets constrains on the mass of the second 
star in a binary system. Thus if the measured values are: the period P  
of the orbit and the velocity semiamplitude v\ of the star 1 with mass 
M , the mass function (11.1) indicates the lower limit of the mass of the 
star 2. W hen the mass of the companion is low (M  ^  m) the mass 
function can be w ritten in the approximated form f  «  m  sin i3 and 
the constraint imposed on the neutron star mass depends only on the
uncertainty in determining the value of the inclination. For high mass 
of the companion (M  ^  m) the mass function is low and this makes 
the problem of constraining the neutron star mass very difficult.
The mass measurements in the case of double neutron star sys­
tems are the most precise ones. The measured masses in these sys­
tems indicate a rather narrow range of neutron star masses between
1.33 — 1.45 M© with the maximum mass ~  1.5 M© [171]. The obtained 
results can be affected by very similar evolutionary stage of the selected 
systems. However there are some systems whose mass determination 
results in more massive neutron stars. Vela X-1 [172], [173] and Cygnus 
X-2 [174] are well known examples of neutron stars in X-ray binaries 
with estim ated masses 1.87— M© and 1.78—0;|3 M© respectively. The 
binary X-ray system Vela X-1 which includes a ~  20M© companion 
star (the mass ratio is M comp/M NS =  12.3) should be considered as a 
potential candidate for a double neutron star binary. In these systems 
the measured masses take the values ~  1.4 M©. Quaintrell et al. [173] 
made an attem pt to explain this inconsistency. They indicated tha t 
the radial velocity measurements of Vela X-1 optical companion after 
subtraction of the orbital motion show residuals. Quaintrell suggested 
th a t these residuals can be caused by tidally induced non-radial os­
cillations in the companion star. These oscillations might alter the 
observed radial velocity variations and in the result the estim ated neu­
tron star mass in this system could be reduced to the value consistent 
with 1.4 M©.
Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPO) [175] also provide a m ethod for 
determining masses and radii of neutron stars. The kilohertz quasi- 
periodic brightness oscillations have been discovered in the low mass 
X-ray binaries. Two quasi-periodic oscillation peaks in the range 300­
1300 Hz with almost constant frequency difference appear in the power 
spectra of the low mass X-ray binaries containing low magnetic field 
neutron star. The pair can be identify with the orbital frequency vorb 
of accreting m atter in Keplerian orbits and its beat frequency with the 
neutron star spin. Observations of quasi-periodic oscillations in low- 
mass X-ray binaries point to more massive neutron stars with masses 
around 2 M©.
Another constraints on neutron star param eters stem from the dis­
covery of iron resonance scattering lines in spectra of 28 thermonuclear 
X-ray bursts in the low-mass X-ray binary EXO 0748-676 [176]. The 
detected lines have been identified as resonance scattering line of Fe
XXV Ha, Fe XXV 2-3 and O VIII Lya.  The observed energies of all 
three lines give the gravitational redshift z ~  0.35 [177], [178]. The 
analysis of the profiles of the atomic lines formed at the surface of the 
neutron star indicates th a t the line profiles are influenced by various 
physical effects including the spin of the star, effects of special and gen­
eral relativity, rotational Doppler broadening and magnetic splitting. 
Ozel and Psaltis [177] proposed a m ethod which leads to the estimation 
of the compactness of the star. This m ethod is based on the following 
formula for the surface redshift zsurf  = E 0 / E gm -  1 where E 0 denotes 
the rest energy of the line and E gm =  \JE i E 2 is the geometric mean 
of the low-energy and high-energy edges of the observed lines. On ob­
taining the zsurf , the compactness of the star can be calculated with 
the Schwarzschild formula
G M  =  1 ( 1 _______1____
R c2 2 \  (1 +  Zsurf )2
The observation of highly coherent brightness oscillations during 
thermonuclear X-ray bursts from low-mass X-ray binaries [165], [179],
[183] has provided a new m ethod for studying the properties of m atter 
at supranuclear density. These brightness oscillations are thought to be 
produced by spin modulation of the X-ray burst flux from one or two 
hot spots on the stellar surface. The comparison of the observed light 
curve, produced by the hot spots, with the light curves calculated un­
der various physical assumptions may put constraints on neutron star 
structure. The emission and propagation of photons from the surface 
of rapidly rotating neutron stars are influenced by relativistic effects 
such as general relativistic light deflection or special relativistic beam ­
ing and aberration. For example, the amplitude of pulsation is affected 
by gravitational light deflection which depends on the compactness of 
the star whereas the shape of the pulse is influenced by the rotational 
velocity which in tu rn  depends on the stellar radius R  and the system 
inclination i. The most effective analysis of the lightcurve profiles can 
be done if the burst oscillations has some harmonic content. Thus, of 
special importance is the detection of the first harmonic component in 
the burst oscillations in the accreting millisecond pulsar XTE J1814- 
338. The harmonic content of the burst oscillations denotes the ratio 
of power at the first harmonic to th a t at the fundamental one and 
may constrain the neutron star radius. The high surface velocity of 
the pulsar (vsurf  ~  0.07c) and the high harmonic content indicate tha t
(11.2)
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Figure 11.1: The mass-radius relations for equations of state calculated for TM1 
parameter sets. The dotted, horizontal lines represent mass constraints coming 
from the following binary systems: 1.44 M0-PSR 1913+16 (the most certain re­
sult), 1.6 M 0 -PSR J0751+1807, 1.75 M0 -Vela X-1 (under the assumption that the 
measured radial velocities are purely orbital). The red dotted line indicates the 
constraint imposed by the surface redshift of z=0.35 measured for EXO 0748-676. 
The continous black line represents the constraint based on the analysis of the 
bolometric light curves of 22 bursts from XTE J1814-338
the radiation most likely occurs from two hot spots. The initial anal­
ysis of the burst from J1814-338 based on the calculated model of the 
lightcurve parameterized by the compactness, stellar spin frequency 
and emission parameters, results in the neutron s ta r’s compactness 
G M /R c 2 at the value of 0.238 at the 90% confidence level.
In the case of white dwarf-neutron star binaries the extensive mass 
accretion during the low-mass X-ray binary phases occur, so there is 
the possibility for the existence of relatively massive pulsars in these 
systems. Recent observations of four millisecond pulsars in pulsar- 
white dwarf binaries made with the Arecibo telescope have proved the 
correctness of this idea [180], [181], [182].
The presented astrophysical limitations on neutron star param e­
ters attem pt to put constraints on the high density behavior of neutron 
star m atter equation of state. The mass constraints connected with the
R(km)
Figure 11.2: The mass-radius relations for equations of state calculated for TM1 
parameter sets. This figure includes constraints from orbital frequencies. Dotted 
lines represent mass-radius limits for the two frequencies: the frequency measured 
for 4U 0614+091 (1330 Hz) and for the hypothetical 1500 Hz. Arrow indicate the 
results obtained for the millisecond pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658
reported masses of: PSR 1913+16-1.44 MQ [180], PSR J0751+1807-
I.6 M q [182] and Vela X1-1.75 MQ [172], [173] indicate a rather stiff 
equation of state. Considering the presented models only the equa­
tion of state for the G2 param eter set supplemented with the strong 
hyperon-hyperon interaction does not satisfy this limit.
The measurements of the gravitational redshift of spectral lines pro­
duced in the neutron star photosphere made possible to determine the 
mass to radius ratio of a neutron star providing the constrain on the 
mass radius diagram. The analysis of the spectra of 28 bursts of the 
low-mass X-ray binary EXO 0748-676 leads to identification of the iron 
resonance scattering lines with a redshift of z_0.35 [176]. The compar­
ison of this result with the theoretical mass-radius relations obtained 
for the considered param eter sets is presented in Fig. 11.1 and Fig.
II.3. This test only marginally indicates the pure nucleonic neutron 
star models and excludes the models with nonzero strangeness. The 
analysis of the light curves of 22 bursts from the accreting millisecond 
pulsar XTE J1814-338 [178] provides information on the compactness
Figure 11.3: The mass-radius relations obtained for the strangeness rich matter. 
The results for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets with strong Y  — Y  coupling are 
presented and compared with that for the weak Y — Y coupling. The lines which 
represent individual constraints, are the same as in Fig. 11.1
of this star Re2/G M  > 4.2, estim ating its value at the 90% confidence 
level. This constraint is marked on the theoretical mass-radius diagram 
with a black, solid, straight line in Fig. 11.1 and Fig. 11.3. Observa­
tions of the twin kilohertz quasi-periodic oscillations which result from 
the orbital motion in the inner accretion flow indicate the existence of 
the neutron star mass constraint. In Fig. 11.2 and Fig. 11.4 the re­
sults are presented for the highest detected frequency vqPO =  1330 Hz
[184] for 4U 0614+091 (black dotted lines), and for the hypothetical 
frequency vqPO =  1500 Hz (red dotted lines). The discovery of the 
accreting millisecond X-ray pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658 offers another 
possibility to estimate the compactness of the pulsar. Observations of 
SAX J1808-3658 show pulsations at 401 Hz. Li et al. in their paper
[185] proposed a m ethod which allows to determine neutron star pa­
rameters. Assuming th a t the accretion of m atter in this binary system 
is from the Keplerian accretion disc detection of X-ray pulsations leads 
to the following relation R  <  R0 < R c, where R 0 is the inner radius of 
the accretion flow, R  is the stellar radius and R c denotes the corotation 
radius defined as Rc =  (G M /(4n2) P 2)1/3, M  is the mass of the star
R(km)
Figure 11.4: The mass-radius relations obtained for the strangeness rich matter. 
The results for TM1, TM1* and G2 parameter sets with strong Y  — Y  interactions 
are presented and compared with that for the weak Y — Y interactions. The lines, 
which represent individual constraints, are the same as in Fig. 11.2
and P  is the pulse period. The inner disc radius R 0 is given in terms of 
the Alfven radius RA which denotes the radius at which the material 
and magnetic stresses balance R0 =  ( R A =  Z(B2R 6/M (2 G M )1/2)2/7, 
where B  is the surface magnetic field and M  is the mass accretion rate 
of the pulsar. Further assuming th a t the accretion rate Ad is propor­
tional to the flux F  and the magnetic field is primarily dipolar then 
R0 <x F -2/7 and the radius of the pulsar can be estim ated from the 
following condition [185]
R  <  27.6
F  \  -2/7 /  P  \  2/3 /  M  \  1/3 
—  ) — ^ )  —  km, (11.3)Fmin J V 2 .49m s/ \ M 0 )
where Fmax and Fmin denote the X-ray fluxes measured during X- 
ray high and low-state, respectively. In the paper [185] the value of 
~  100 has been adopted. The analysis based on data  collectedF m in
from observations of the pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658 lead to the follow­
ing result R  <  7.5 km. This result imposes very strong limitation on 
the available nuclear m atter equations of state. The constraint pro­
posed by Li et al. [185] which leads to very compact neutron stars
strongly indicates soft equations of state. In general a soft equation of 
state can be obtained for strange neutron star m atter. The theoretical 
mass-radius relations calculated within the chosen models presented 
in Fig. 11.4 show th a t the neutron star model constructed for the G2 
param eterization with the strong hyperon-hyperon coupling is able to 
sustain marginally the presented constraint. However, the idea pro­
posed by Li et al. [185] is very model-dependent. Enforcing this model 
is making rigorous demands on the accretion flow controlled by the 
magnetic field.
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Proto-neutron star model
Assuming the evolutionary scenarios presented by Suzuki [62] and 
Prakash et al.[151] the following stages in the life of a proto-neutron 
star have been selected:
• Stage 1: the post bounce phase -  the bounced inner core set­
tles into a hydrostatic configuration. Under the assumption of 
the very low kinetic energy of the m atter behind the shock, the 
structure of the outer envelope can also be approximated by 
hydrostatic equilibrium. Thus a proto-neutron star model im­
mediately after the collapse can be constructed basing on the 
following physical conditions: the low entropy core s =  1 (s de­
notes the entropy per baryon in kB units) with trapped neutrinos 
Yl =  0.4 is surrounded by a high entropy s =  2 -  5 outer layer 
also with trapped neutrinos. The energy is carried out from a 
proto-neutron star by neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors, 
whereas the lepton number is lost by the emission of electron 
neutrinos which are produced in the fl process e-  +  p ^  ve +  n. 
Deleptonization in the outer envelope proceeds faster than  tha t 
in the inner core.
•  Stage 2: deleptonization of the outer layer is completed. The 
physical conditions th a t characterized the whole system are as 
follows: the core with the entropy s =  2 and Yl  =  0.4 and the 
deleptonized outer envelop with s =  2 and Yv =  0.
•  Stage 3: during this stage the deleptonization of the core takes 
place, after which the core has neutrino-free, high entropy s =  2 
m atter. Thermally produced neutrino pairs of all flavors are
abundant, and they are em itted with very similar luminosities 
from the therm al bath  of the core.
• Stage 4: cold, catalyzed object.
12.1 N eutrino  opacities
Neutrinos, due to their frequent interactions with the surrounding 
m atter at sufficiently high density are trapped in the proto-neutron 
star m atter [9], [186], [187]. The to tal neutrino opacity includes con­
tributions from both scattering and absorption processes [9]. In a 
proto-neutron star environment ^  and t  neutrinos are thermally pro­
duced so their energies are of the order kBT  and the inequality kBT  < 
m ^c2,m Tc2 is satisfied. This means th a t the charged current reac­
tions for vM and vT neutrinos are kinematically suppressed. Thus only 
electron neutrinos and antineutrinos undergo charge current reactions, 
whereas neutral current reactions involve all flavors of neutrinos. Neu­
trino coupling to leptons in the same family is modified since the scat­
tering may proceed due to both W and Z  exchange.
Having obtained the proto-neutron star model, one can calculate 
the radial profile of the pressure, energy density, tem perature, nucleon 
and lepton number densities for the given proto-neutron star model. 
This is essential in determining the neutrino interaction rate with the 
surrounding medium as it depends on density and tem perature. Due 
to the physical conditions in proto-neutron star interiors and different 
neutrino processes which undergo in proto-neutron star m atter, several 
regions in the proto-neutron star can be selected. Deep inside the core 
of a proto-neutron star the pair creation processes occur [187], [188]:
• neutrino-pair annihilation veve ^  v^v^
•  electron-positron annihilation e+e-  ^  v^v^
•  nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung N N  ^  N N vM vM.
This allows for the energy exchange and for the creation and annihi­
lation of neutrino pairs and the concept of the so-called numbersphere 
has been introduced [189]. The numbersphere located at the radius 
R NS denotes the region of the star in which neutrinos of all flavors 
are kept in local therm al equilibrium. Thus the position of a number- 
sphere determines the neutrino flux. Exterior to this region there is
no neutrino pairs creation or annihilation. Neutrinos are no longer in 
therm al equilibrium. However, there are still effective processes which 
allow for the energy exchange. They are the scattering reactions:
e± +  ^  e± +  (12.1)
N  +  ^  N  +  Vu- (12.2)
The rate of these reactions depends on electron and nucleon concen­
trations in the considered proto-neutron star model. As the nucleon 
concentrations exceed th a t of electrons, scattering on nucleons is more 
frequent then scattering on electrons. However, in the la tter case there 
is a large energy transfer. The reaction (12.1) becomes ineffective in 
the energysphere [189] characterized by the radius R ES. Outside the 
energysphere the process (12.2) is still effective. The energy exchange 
in this reaction is very small. The ineffectiveness of the reaction (12.2) 
determines the radius of the transportsphere R TS. The surface of the 
transportsphere is at the same time the surface of the last scattering 
for neutrinos. All these processes also occur for the electron neutrinos 
and antineutrinos, however, the dominant source of their opacities is 
the charged current absorption processes
ve +  n ^  e-  +  p (12.3)
Ve +  p ^  e+ +  n. (12.4)
Due to the decreasing density there is a region in the star, indicated
as neutrinosphere, outside which these processes are no longer efficient
[190], [191]. The radius of the neutrinosphere R v defines the effective 
surface from which electron neutrinos and antineutrinos are emitted. 
Exterior to this radius, neutrinos stream  off freely and their spectrum 
is characterized by a tem perature which is the medium tem perature at 
the neutrinosphere. The concept of a neutrinosphere does not allow for 
its unique localization. The cross sections of the processes depend 
on neutrino energy and thus different energy neutrinos decouple en­
ergetically from the stellar background at different radii. The precise 
determ ination of a neutrinosphere position is not possible. It is energy 
dependent.
Different types of neutrino interactions with the surrounding m atter 
result in different types of neutrino behavior within the star. Neutrino
transport throughout a proto-neutron star can be presented schemati­
cally using the concept of the optical depth. The optical depth can be 
defined as [190]
where A-1 _  aVi(e )n  is the inverse mean free path  for a given inter­
action channel and aVi is the cross section for this particular process. 
Taking advantage of the concept of the optical depth one can deter­
mine the location of the point inside a star from which neutrinos can 
escape freely from their point of emission without undergoing any ab­
sorption and scattering reactions. This is equivalent to the condition 
t < 1. The depth at which t  _  2/3 is known as the thermalization 
depth and marks the point above which the assumption of local ther­
mal equilibrium is no longer valid.
Considering the scattering reactions two different mean free paths 
have to be defined: one for isoenergetic scattering on nucleons -  the 
transport mean free path  AT and the other one which is related to 
the scattering with large energy transfer-the mean free path  AE for 
inelastic scattering off electrons. The average distance between suc­
cessive energy exchange scattering events requires the definition of the 
effective mean free path
Assuming th a t neutrinos are in thermodynamical equilibrium with the 
proto-neutron star m atter until they decouple energetically at their 
corresponding energyspheres, neutrino spectra can be described by 
Fermi-Dirac distributions with tem peratures being equal to the local 
tem perature of the stellar m atter TVi _  T (R Vi) [190].
12.2 T he influence o f neutrino trapping  
on proto-neutron  star properties and  
evolu tion
As the core collapse continues neutrinos are generated by therm al emis­
sion and electron capture processes. Thermal emission processes are:
(12.5)
pair annihilation (e+ +  e-  ^  v +  v), photoannihilation (e-  +  y ^  e-  =  
v +  v), brem sstrahlung (e-  +  (Z, A) ^  (Z, A) +  e-  +  v +  v) and plas- 
mon decay ((plasma ex c ita tio n )^  v +  v) [9]. These reactions proceed 
by charge and neutral currents. This is also the case for the electron- 
positron annihilation when electron neutrino pairs are produced [192]. 
Muon and tau  neutrino pairs (vM, v^, vT, vT) are only produced by the 
exchange of the Z  vector meson. During the core collapse the charged 
current reactions of electron capture by nuclei
e-  +  (Z, A) ^  ve +  (Z -  1, A) (12.7)
and electron capture by free protons
e-  +  p ^  ve +  n (12.8)
are the dominant sources of electron neutrinos. In the case of high 
electron degeneracy the reaction of pair production which leads to the 
production of neutrinos via
Y +  Y #  e-  +  e+ ^  v* +  v* (12.9)
can be suppressed. Pair production is favored by high tem perature 
and low density [9]. In the very early stage of the collapse only elec­
tron neutrinos are produced by electron capture on nuclei and on free 
protons. The main opacity source for electron neutrinos is coherent 
scattering off nuclei. At the beginning of the collapse electron neutri­
nos can escape freely from the core. W hen the density of the m atter 
p exceeds the value 3 x 1010gcm-3 and the neutrino mean free path  
giving by the relation
^  ~  107cm ( p 1010£ ) " 5/3 ( £ ) -1 ( ^ ) - 2/3 (12.10)
is shorter than  the core radius, the core becomes opaque for neutrinos. 
The presented model of a nascent neutron star is constructed under the 
assumption th a t the star can be divided into two main parts: the dense 
core and the outer layer. As was stated above, at the very beginning of 
proto-neutron star evolution neutrinos are trapped on the dynamical 
time scale within the m atter both in the core and in the outer layer. 
The estim ated electron lepton fraction (Yl  =  Ye+YVe ) at trapping, with 
the value of ~  0.4 and the assumption of constant entropy, allows one
to specify the star characteristics at the conditions prevailing in the star 
interior. The outer region of a proto-neutron star is characterized by 
the following conditions: it is less dense and less massive than  the core, 
the assumptions of nearly complete disintegration of nuclei into free 
nucleons and ^-equilibrium have been made. The chemical potentials 
of the constituents of the m atter are evaluated by the requirement of 
charge neutrality and fl-equilibrium. The equation of state appropriate 
for the description of the m atter in the outermost layer of a nascent 
neutron star includes contributions coming from nucleons, electrons, 
photons and neutrinos
P  =  Pn  +  Pe +  Prad. (12.11)
At sufficiently low density, in the absence of interactions which alter 
the nucleon mass, nucleons are considered as non-relativistic and they 
form non-degenerate, non-relativistic gas which can be described by 
the equation
Pn =  kB T n b (12.12)
where nb is the baryon number density.
The theoretical model of the dense inner core can be constructed 
under the following assumptions: the m atter includes the full octet 
of baryons interacting through the exchange of meson fields, the com­
position is determined by the requirements of charge neutrality and 
generalized fl-equilibrium.
The loss of lepton number from the collapsed star proceeds in sep­
arate stages. First, the deleptonization of the surface layer takes place 
in a very short time in comparison with the Kelvin-Helmholtz neutrino 
cooling time. After th a t the deleptonization of the core proceeds by the 
emission of electron neutrinos which are produced efficiently via the fl- 
processes. The events between the two distinguished moments depend 
on the details of the considered models, especially on the equation of 
state. The initial moment t =  0 characterizes the stage with neutrinos 
trapped (YL =  0.4) both in the core and in the outer envelope. Intro­
ducing a param eter a, which determines the degree of deleptonization
of the proto-neutron star m atter, the moment t =  0 can be identified 
with a  =  1 whereas the final completely deleptonized stage (Yv =  0) 
is described by a  =  0. The density at the core-outer layer interface 
is time dependent. This dependence can be presented by comparing 
the inner core equation of state and the equations of state of the outer
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Figure 12.1: The density dependence of the interface between the inner core equa­
tion of state and the equations of state which have been obtained for different 
values of the parameter a in the outer layer of a proto-neutron star for the the 
strong hyperon-hyperon interaction for the G2 parameter set
layer which have been obtained for different values of the param eter a. 
Results obtained for the G2 param eter set are shown in Fig. 12.1 and 
Fig. 12.2. These figures have been constructed for weak and strong 
hyperon-hyperon interactions. The core-outer layer interface proceeds 
at higher densities for the weak model. The deleptonization leads to a 
substantial reduction in the extension of the proto-neutron star enve­
lope.
The analysis of proto-neutron star models with conserved electron 
lepton number has been done on the basis of the G2 model. The 
obtained forms of the equations of state for of the proto-neutron star 
m atter for the strong and weak Y  — Y  interactions are plotted in Fig. 
12.3 and 12.4.
Both models have yielded identical results up to a certain value of 
density: the hot, neutrino-trapped m atter is described by the stiffest 
equation of state whereas the hot, deleptonized and cold (T =  0) proto­
neutron star models result in softer equations of state. There are two 
kinks on the equation of state of cold, deleptonized neutron star m atter. 
The presence of these kinks has profound consequences for the existence
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Figure 12.2: The density dependence of the interface between the inner core equa­
tion of state and the equations of state which have been obtained for different 
values of the parameter a in the outer layer of a proto-neutron star for the weak 
Y  — Y  interaction for the G2 parameter set
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Figure 12.3: The equation of state of the proto-neutron star matter for the G2 
parameter set for the strong Y — Y interaction
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Figure 12.4: The equation of state of the proto-neutron star matter for the G2 
parameter set for the weak Y  — Y  interaction
of stable solutions on the mass-radius diagram. In general these two 
kinks m ark the limits for which there is a noticeable softening of the 
equation of state and are connected with the appearance of hyperons. 
The composition of hyperon star m atter as well as the the threshold 
density for hyperons are altered when the strength of the hyperon- 
nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions are changed. Fig. 12.5 and 
Fig. 12.6 present fractions of particular strange baryon species YB 
as a function of baryon number density nb for the weak and strong 
Y — Y interaction model of the G2 param eterization for the three 
selected evolutionary phases. All calculations have been done on the 
assumption th a t the repulsive £  interaction shifts the onset points 
of £  hyperons to very high densities and they do not appear in the 
considered proto-neutron and neutron star models.
The onset of S0 hyperons takes place at very high densities and 
they are not presented in Fig. 12.5 and Fig. 12.6. In the case of strong 
and weak Y -  Y interactions the onset of A hyperons is followed by the 
onset of S -  hyperons. In general, when A hyperons appear they replace 
protons and, in consequence, lower the energy of the system. This fact, 
through the requirement of charge neutrality of neutron star m atter, 
results in diminished electron chemical potential. The populations
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Figure 12.5: Relative concentrations of A and s  hyperons in hyperon star matter 
for the G2 parameter set in the case of the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction
nb(fm'3)
Figure 12.6: Relative concentrations of A and s  hyperons in hyperon star matter 
for the G2 parameter set for the weak hyperon-hyperon interaction
nb(fm'3)
Figure 12.7: Relative concentrations of electrons in hyperon star matter for the G2 
parameter set
of A hyperons obtained in the weak Y -  Y coupling models in the 
considered evolutionary stages are reduced in comparison with those 
calculated for the strong Y -  Y interaction models. The weak model 
with the reduced A hyperon population leads to the increased value of 
electron and proton concentrations. Results are presented in Fig. 12.7 
and Fig. 12.8 where relative concentrations of electrons and protons 
are depicted.
One can also compare the concentrations of neutrinos in the hot, 
neutrino trapped m atter. In Fig. 12.9 neutrino concentrations as a 
function of baryon number density nb for the two different models are 
shown.
The weak model leads to lower concentration of neutrinos. For com­
parison, results for non-strange proto-neutron star m atter are included. 
Once the equations of state have been calculated for each evolutionary 
phases, for the strong and weak models the corresponding hydrostatic 
models of proto-neutron stars have been obtained. Solutions of the 
Oppenheimer-Tolman-Volkoff equation for the considered param eter 
sets are presented in Fig. 12.10 and Fig. 12.11. In agreement with 
the introduced evolutionary stages of a proto-neutron star the obtained 
mass-radius relations include a sequence of models constructed for the
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Figure 12.8: Relative concentrations of protons in hyperon star matter for the G2 
parameter set
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Figure 12.9: Density dependence of neutrino concentrations for the G2 parameter 
set
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Figure 12.10: The mass-radius relations for subsequent stages of the proto-neutron 
star evolution for G2 parameterization with the strong Y  — Y  coupling. Dotted 
lines represent solutions obtained for non-strange baryonic matter
given equation of state calculated for a specific phase of a proto-neutron 
star evolution. In Fig. 12.10 the results for six equations of state have 
been plotted. The four mass-radius relations are constructed for the 
strangeness-rich baryonic m atter and they represent the evolution of a 
proto-neutron star starting from the moment when the proto-neutron 
star can be modelled as a low entropy core surrounded by a high en­
tropy outer layer. Neutrinos are trapped both in the core and in the 
outer layer. This very initial phase of a proto-neutron star is followed 
by two subsequent stages connected w ith the process of deleptoniza- 
tion of a proto-neutron star. The first, is when the deleptonization 
of the outer layer takes place, whereas in the core neutrinos are still 
trapped and the second one represents a hot deleptonized object with 
thermally produced neutrino pairs of all flavor abundant in the core 
and in the outer layer. The final case is exemplified by a solution ob­
tained for cold strangeness-rich neutron star m atter. For comparison 
the mass-radius relations for for the nonstrange baryonic m atter have 
been presented. A similar sequence of the mass-radius relations have 
been constructed for the G2 param eterization supplemented by the 
weak Y -  Y param eter set for the strange sector. The G2-strong pa­
rameterization leads to proto-neutron neutron stars with the reduced
R(krn)
Figure 12.11: The same as in Fig. 12.10 for weak Y  — Y  model
Table 12.1: Proto-neutron and neutron star parameters obtained for the maximum 
mass configurations for the G2 parameterization with the strong Y — Y interactions
P/Po R (km) M (M 0 ) M b (M0 )
T=0 A 5.00 12.73 1.298 1.407
B 21.76 8.22 1.320 1.634
s=2 8.76 13.528 1.673 1.855
Table 12.2: Proto-neutron and neutron star parameters obtained for the maximum 
mass configurations for the G2 parameterization with the weak Y  — Y  interactions
P/P0 R (km) M (M0 ) M b (M0 )
T=0 8.00 11.63 1.540 2.102
s=2 9.12 13.14 1.754 1.915
values of the maximum masses. For the strong hyperon-hyperon in­
teraction in the case of the cold neutron star model, apart from the 
ordinary neutron star branch, there exists an additional stable branch 
of solutions [198, 199, 201]. They distinguish themselves by the val­
ues of masses similar to those of ordinary neutron stars yet with radii 
tha t are significantly reduced. For the purpose of this analysis A de­
notes the maximum mass configuration of the ordinary neutron star 
branch and B the mass of the additional maximum. The additional 
stable solutions may be interpreted in terms of the th ird  family of 
stable compact stars. Proto-neutron and neutron star param eters are 
summarized in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 [145]. The presented results have 
been obtained for maximum mass configurations. Neutron stars are 
purely gravitationally bound objects. The to tal baryon number of the 
star defined as
N  =  4n f R dvr2 (1 — V 2 .„„(:) (,2.13)
Jo \  c2r J
allows one to calculate the baryon mass of the star Mb =  N bm B. 
After obtaining the baryon mass the gravitational binding energy of a 
relativistic star can be calculated
Eb,g =  (M b — M g)c2, (12.14)
where M g is the gravitational mass.
A numerical solution of the above equation has been found for the 
selected equations of state for the strong and weak Y -  Y interactions. 
The results are shown in Fig. 12.12 and Fig. 12.13 where the gravita­
tional mass a function of baryon mass is presented.
In both figures for comparison the solutions for non-strange proto­
neutron and neutron star models have been included.
m b(M0)
Figure 12.12: The gravitational mass versus baryon mass for the G2 parameter set 
for the strong Y  — Y  interaction
Mb(Mq)
Figure 12.13: The gravitational mass versus baryon mass for the G2 parameter set 
for the weak Y  Y  interaction
Fig. 12.14 presents the possibility of the existence of the neutron 
star twins [193, 194, 195, 196, 199]. This is connected w ith the existence 
of stars with comparable masses but with different radii. The twin star 
collapse corresponds to the transition from the configuration of higher 
gravitational mass to tha t of the lower mass. This phenomenon is not 
possible in the case of the TM1* solution. The influence of the the 
potential depth in nuclear m atter on neutron star param eters is 
presented in Fig. 10.30. This figure displays the neutron star mass 
as a function of the central density. The results have been obtained 
for different values of  ^ potential:  ^ =  -2 7 , -2 8  and -3 0  MeV.
The heights of the two subsequent maxima on the mass-central density 
relation depend on the potential .^ The maximum mass of the or­
dinary neutron star sequence (A) is greater then the maximum mass of 
the compact star B for the minimal value of the potential  ^ =  -2 7  
MeV. For  ^ =  -2 8  or -3 0  MeV the maximum mass configuration 
B exceeds the mass of the star A. The obtained mass-radius relations 
for the non-strange baryonic m atter confirm the well-known fact th a t 
in this case the maximum mass of a proto-neutron star with trapped 
neutrinos is lower than  th a t of cold deleptonized m atter. This has a 
consequence for the possibility of a black hole formation during the 
relatively long lasting phase of deleptonization [151]. In the case of 
non-strange m atter a proto-neutron star is not able to achieve the un­
stable configuration due to deleptonization. In general, neutrino trap ­
ping increases the value of the maximum mass for the strangeness rich 
baryonic m atter. In all evolutionary stages there are configurations 
which after deleptonization go to the unstable branch of proto-neutron 
and neutron stars. The obtained solutions of the structure equations 
allow one to carry out the analysis of the onset points, abundance and 
distributions of the individual baryon and of lepton species but now as 
functions of the star radius R. The analysis includes results obtained 
for two extreme evolutionary phases: the very beginning hot, neutrino- 
trapped m atter stage and for the cold, deleptonized one. Two char­
acteristic configurations have been considered for the T  =  0 solution. 
Namely, the one connected with the maximum mass configurations 
marked as A and the other for the B maximum mass configuration 
of the G2 strong parameterization. The compact hyperon core which 
emerges in the interior of the maximum mass configuration consists of 
A, S -  and S 0 hyperons. The hyperon population is reduced to A and 
S -  in the case of hot neutrino trapped m atter for the weak model. The
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Figure 12.14: The gravitational mass versus baryon mass for the G2 parameter 
set for the strong Y — Y interaction. The inner panel depicts the possibility of 
the transition from the ordinary neutron star configuration to the maximum mass 
configuration on the second stable sequence
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Figure 12.15: Relative concentrations nucleons in hyperon star matter as a function 
of stellar radius for the G2 parameter set for the strong and weak Y —Y  interactions. 
The results are presented for the maximum mass configuration
process of deleptonization and cooling diminishes the concentration of 
A hyperons and increases concentrations of S -  and S0 hyperons. The 
reduction of A hyperon population in the weak model is larger then 
tha t obtained for the strong Y -  Y interaction model. The relative 
fractions of hyperons in the core of the maximum mass configurations 
are presented in Fig. 12.16 and Fig. 12.17. Horizontal lines in the 
left panels of Fig. 12.16 and Fig. 12.17 correspond to the threshold 
density of individual hyperons in the considered model. The configu­
ration marked as A does not contain hyperons. The appearance of S -  
hyperons through the condition of charge neutrality affects the lepton 
fraction and causes a drop in their contents. Charge neutrality tends 
to be guaranteed with the reduced lepton contribution. Results are 
shown in Fig.12.15 and Fig.12.18. Stars of the first stable sequence are 
mainly composed of nucleons with a small admixture of A hyperons. 
Whereas stars of the second stable branch have developed very com­
pact hyperon core with approximately equal numbers of A, S -  and 
S0 hyperons and nucleons. The presence of the hyperon core can be 
interpreted in terms of the appearance of a new phase of m atter, the 
hyperon m atter which is characterized as being composed of nearly 
equal concentrations of hyperons and nucleons.
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Figure 12.16: The fraction of species i, Y in the maximum mass configuration as 
a function of star radius for the G2 strong parameter set (kF means the effective 
Fermi momentum which specifies the value of vb in equation (8.3)
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Figure 12.17: The fraction of species i, Yi in the maximum mass configuration as 
a function of star radius for the G2 weak parameter set
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Figure 12.18: Relative concentrations of electron and muons in hyperon star matter 
for the G2 parameter set for the strong and weak Y — Y interactions
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Figure 12.19: The parameter f a as a function of baryon number density n b for the 
strange and non-strange baryonic matter calculated for each specified evolutionary 
phases. The hot models with trapped neutrinos are marked as s =  2, whereas hot, 
deleptonized models as Yv =  0
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Figure 12.20: The parameter f a as a function of the stellar radius for the weak and 
strong models are presented
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Figure 12.21: The parameter f s as a function of the baryon number density nb 
for each specified evolutionary phases. The hot models with trapped neutrinos are 
marked as s =  2, whereas hot, deleptonized models as Yv = 0
R(km)
Figure 12.22: The parameter f s as a function of the stellar radius for the weak and 
strong models are presented
R(km)
Figure 12.23: Neutrino concentrations as a function of stellar radius R for the 
maximum mass configuration for the G2 parameter set
Fig. 12.18 presents a new feature of the second stable configuration re­
sults (configuration B) namely almost completely lack of leptons in the 
innermost compact hyperon core. This core is surrounded by a lepton- 
rich layer. The relative hadron-lepton composition in this model can 
also be analyzed through the density dependence of the asymmetry 
param eter f a which describes the neutron excess in the system and the 
param eter f s =  (Na +  2NS- +  2NS0 ) /n b which is connected with the 
strangeness contents. Fig.12.19 and 12.21 present both  parameters as 
functions of baryon number density nb whereas Fig.12.20 and 12.22 in­
clude the asymmetry of the maximum mass configuration and the the 
strangeness content as functions of the stellar radius R. As the density 
increases, the asymmetry of the m atter decreases and the param eter 
f s increases for all the considered cases. Deleptonization and cooling 
leads to stellar m atter which is less asymmetric and possesses substan­
tially enhanced strangeness content. The innermost stable core of the 
maximum mass configuration B contains almost symmetric strange nu­
clear m atter with the reduced lepton content. Fig. 12.22 shows the 
strangeness content in the neutron star m atter as a function of the 
stelar radius R . There is a substantially increased strangeness fraction 
in this core. This is mainly due to the enhanced concentration of S ­
and S0 hyperons. Fig. 12.23 contains the neutrino fraction Yv as a 
function of the stellar radius R. In the case of strong Y -  Y inter­
action neutrino concentration in the core of the proto-neutron star is 
much higher then the concentration obtained for the weak model. Fig. 
12.23 presents neutrino concentrations as a function the stellar radius 
for the maximum mass configuration.
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Conclusions
Isospin asymmetric nuclear m atter is of fundamental importance in 
understanding the structure of a neutron star whose formation is pre­
ceded by the phenomenon of supernova explosion and additionally by 
an intermediate stage known as a proto-neutron star. In this disserta­
tion the properties of asymmetric nuclear m atter have been studied in 
a systematic approach within the relativistic mean field model. Two 
param eter sets G2 and TM1* which stem from the effective field theory 
have been used to construct neutron star models. The results have been 
compared with those obtained with the use of the standard TM1 pa­
ram eter set extended by additional nonlinear meson interaction terms 
and by the inclusion of the 6 meson field. The performed analysis 
of isospin asymmetric nuclear m atter has shown tha t the bulk prop­
erties of nuclear m atter depend on the asymmetry param eter which 
determines the neutron excess in the nuclear systems. The systematic 
comparison of the properties of symmetric and asymmetric nuclear 
m atter has been done. The asymmetric nuclear m atter is less bound 
and less stiff at saturation than  the symmetric one. There is also a 
strong dependence of the saturation density on the isospin asymme­
try. The equilibrium density of the more asymmetric nuclear m atter is 
shifted to lower densities. The model with the 6 meson appears to give 
the stiffest equation of state, whereas inclusion of the u-p and a-p me­
son interaction terms results in softer equations of state. The softening 
of the equation of state due to the isospin asymmetry is of particular 
importance for the models of supernova explosion and for the proto­
neutron and neutron star structures [200, 202]. Similar conclusions can 
be drawn considering the density dependence of the symmetry energy. 
The inclusion of 6 meson increases the stiffness of the symmetry en­
ergy at high densities, whereas the nonlinear meson terms make the 
symmetry energy softer.
Neutron star properties are significantly affected by the presence of 
hyperons. Thus the influence of the strength of hyperon-nucleon and 
hyperon-hyperon interactions on the properties of the neutron star 
m atter and on a neutron star structure has been studied. The models 
considered do not include E hyperons due to the remaining uncertainty 
of the form of their potential in the nuclear m atter at saturation den­
sity. In the scalar sector the scalar coupling of the A and S hyperons 
requires constraining in order to reproduce the estim ated values of the 
potential felt by a single A and a single S in the saturated nuclear 
m atter. The coupling of hyperons to the strange meson a* has been 
limited by the estim ated value of hyperon potential depths in hyperon 
m atter. Recent experimental data indicate a much weaker strength 
of hyperon-hyperon interaction. The currently obtained value of the 
potential at the level of 5 MeV permits the existence of the addi­
tional param eter set which reproduces this weaker AA interaction. The 
analysis has been done for different strength of the hyperon-hyperon 
interaction.
Very im portant properties of the strangeness-rich nuclear m atter 
are connected with the fact th a t for the symmetric nuclear m atter 
and nuclear m atter with low isospin asymmetry in the case of strong 
hyperon-hyperon interaction the increasing value of the strangeness 
content leads to more bound system with the minimum shifted to­
wards higher densities. Contrary to this situation the increasing value 
of the strangeness content in hyperon m atter characterized by the weak 
hyperon-hyperon interaction gives shallower minima in the result.
The presence of hyperons in general leads to the softening of the 
equation of state. The behavior of the equation of state corresponds 
directly to the value of the maximum neutron star mass.
In order to analyze the structure of a proto-neutron and neutron 
star the complete form of the equations of state of strangeness rich 
proto-neutron and neutron star m atter had to be obtained. In the 
case of a proto-neutron star the models considered based on the as­
sumption th a t this star consists of two main parts: the core and the 
outer layer. The pressure in the outer envelope is determined by free 
nucleons, electrons and neutrinos in ft equilibrium. The influence of 
the strength of hyperon-hyperon interactions on the properties of the 
proto-neutron star m atter and through this on a proto-neutron star
structure during selected phases of its evolution has been studied. It 
has been shown th a t replacing the strong hyperon-hyperon interaction 
model by the weak one introduces large differences in the composition 
of the proto-neutron star m atter both in the strange and non-strange 
sectors. There is a considerable reduction of the A hyperon concentra­
tion whereas the concentrations of S -  and S 0 hyperons are enhanced 
during the deleptonization. In addition, the population of A hyper- 
ons obtained in the weak models in the considered evolutionary stages 
is lower in comparison with those calculated for the strong hyperon- 
hyperon interaction models. Thus the weak models with the reduced 
A hyperon population perm it larger fractions of protons and electrons 
and lead to lower concentrations of neutrinos. The G2 and TM1*- 
strong parameterizations lead to proto-neutron neutron stars with the 
reduced value of the maximum masses.
The composition of strangeness-rich cold neutron star m atter and 
the threshold density for hyperons have been also altered when the 
strength of the hyperon-hyperon interaction is changed and when the 
nonlinear meson interactions are included.
The equations of state obtained for the strong hyperon-hyperon in­
teraction for the G2 and TM1* parameterizations indicate the presence 
of two kinks. These kinks m ark the existence of a phase of m atter where 
hyperons, nucleons and leptons are in the thermodynamic equilibrium. 
This mixed phase is connected with the substantial softening of the 
equation of state. The second kink indicate the appearance of deeply 
bound, almost symmetric hyperon m atter with significantly reduced 
lepton content. These properties of m atter change the high-density be­
havior of the equation of state. The equation of state becomes stiffer. 
This very particular form of the equation of state generate different 
solutions of the Oppenheimer-Tolman-Volkoff equations. In the case 
of the cold neutron star model, apart from the ordinary neutron star 
branch, there exists an additional stable branch of solutions. They 
distinguish themselves by the values of masses similar to those of ordi­
nary neutron stars yet with radii th a t are significantly reduced. These 
additional stable solutions may be interpreted in terms of the third 
family of stable compact stars. The value of masses of the two subse­
quent maxima on the mass-radius diagram depends on the potential 
depth  ^ in saturated nuclear m atter. The analysis has been done 
for three values of the potential - 2 7  MeV, -2 8  MeV and -3 0
MeV. The maximum mass of the ordinary neutron star sequence is
greater then the maximum mass of the very compact hyperon star for 
the minimal value of the potential  ^ =  - 2 7  MeV. Higher values of 
this potential give in the result higher mass of the hyperon star. Stars 
of the first stable sequence are mainly composed of nucleons with a 
small admixture of A hyperons. Whereas stars of the second stable 
branch have developed very compact hyperon core with almost sym­
metric strangeness-rich nuclear m atter and with the reduced lepton 
content. The comparison of the mass-radius diagrams obtained for 
different equations of state leads to the conclusion th a t the additional 
stable sequence on the mass-radius relation appear only in exceptional 
circumstances. The analysis of the stability of asymmetric strangeness- 
rich nuclear m atter indicates th a t at sufficiently low asymmetry and 
high strangeness content deeply bound nuclear m atter leads to the ex­
istence of additional stable compact stars bound not only by gravity 
but also by the interaction. The th ird  family branches have been ob­
tained for the G2 and TM1* parameterizations. These two models 
which have been constructed on the basis of the effective field theory 
include different nonlinear meson interaction terms which modify the 
behavior of the meson fields. Of special interest is the behavior of the 
scalar meson field which determines the effective baryon masses. The 
conditions under which the quark m atter occurs in neutron star inte­
riors thus perm itting the formation of stable hybrid stars have been 
established in order to make the analysis more complete. Two phases 
of m atter have been compared: the strange hadronic m atter and quark 
m atter. The phase with the highest pressure (lowest free energy) is fa­
vored. The performed analysis of the possible existence of the mixed 
quark-hadron phase inside a neutron star shows th a t due to remaining 
uncertainties about the param eters of the quark star model especially 
the bag constant the construction of the equation of state of the quark 
phase introduces some freedom in interpreting the results.
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M odele gwiazd neutronow ych w ujeciu 
relatyw istycznej teo rii po la  sredniego
S t r e s z c z e n i e
Celem pracy bylo zbadanie wlasnosci asymetrycznej materii jadrowej, ze szczegol- 
nym uwzglednieniem obszaru wysokich gestosci charakterystycznych dla rdzeni 
gwiazd neutronowych. Przeprowadzona analiza obejmowala nieliniowe modele Wa- 
lecki, z dodatkowymi czlonami nieliniowymi uwzgledniajacymi oddzialywanie me- 
zonu skalarnego a i mezonu wektorowego p oraz mezonow wektorowych w i p, 
jak rowniez modele skonstruowane na podstawie efektywnej teorii pola -  model 
Furnstahla, Serota i Tanga (FST). Obliczenia zostaly wykonane w przyblizeniu re­
latywistycznej teorii pola sredniego. Dodatkowe rozszerzenie sektora izoskalarnego 
obejmowalo wprowadzenie mezonu izowektorowego S. W obszarze bardzo wysokich 
gestosci energie Fermiego neutronow przyjmuja tak duze wartosci, ze korzystna 
energetycznie staje sie ich konwersja na hiperony. Uwzglednienie dziwnosci w roz- 
patrywanych modelach materii jadrowej pozwolilo na szersza analize dodatkowych 
klas modeli, w ktorych zostall zbadany wpllyw oddziallywania nukleon-hiperon i 
hiperon-hiperon na postac rownania stanu materii gwiazdy neutronowej.
Rownanie stanu jest najwazniejszym czynnikiem decydujacym zarowno o struk- 
turze, jak i o parametrach gwiazdy neutronowej.
Szczegolnie interesujace sa wartosci mas maksymalnych obliczone dla poszcze- 
golnych modeli. W przypadku modeli uzyskanych na gruncie efektywnej teorii pola 
i nastepnie rozszerzonych przez uwzgladnienie niezerowej dziwnosci rozwiazania 
rownania Oppenheimera-Volkoffa-Tolmana wskazuja na istnienie trzeciej rodziny 
stabilnych, zwartych gwiazd o gestosciach przekraczajacych gestosci wystepujace 
w rdzeniach gwiazd neutronowych.
R elativ istische M ittelfeld-M odelle  
von N eu tro n en ste rn e
Z u s a m m e n f a s s u n g
Ziel der Arbeit war, die assymetrische Eigenschaft der Kernmaterie unter beson- 
derer Berucksichtigung des Bereichs hoher Dichten, die fur Kerne der Neutronen- 
sternen charakteristisch sind, zu erforschen. Die durchgefuhrte Analyse umfasste 
nicht lineare Walecki-Modelle mit zusaitzlichen, nicht linearen Segmenten, welche 
die Wechselwirkung des Skala-Mesons a und des Vektor-Mesons p, der Vektor- 
Mesonen w und p, sowie Modelle, die in Anlehnung und die effektive Feldtheorie -  
das Modell von Furnstahl, Serot und Tang (FST) konstruiert wurden, berucksichti- 
gen. Die Berechnungen wurden in Annaherung an die relativistische Mittelfeldthe- 
orie durchgefuhrt. Zusatzliche Erweiterung des isoskalaren Sektors umfasste die 
Einfuhrung des Isovektores S. Im Bereich sehr hoher Dichten nehmen die Fermie -  
Energieen von Neutronen so grosse Werte ein, dass energetisch guunstig ihre konver- 
sion in Hyperonen wird. Die Beruucksichtigung der Strangeness in den untersuchten 
Modellen der Kernmaterie liess eine breitere Analyse zusuatzlicher Modellklassen 
vornehmen, bei denen der Einfluss der Wechselwirkungen Nukleon -  Hyperon und 
Hyperon -  Hyperon auf die Form der Zustandsgleichung der Materie eines Neutro- 
nensternes untersucht wurde. Die Zustandsgleichung der Materie eines Neutronen- 
sternes untersucht wurde.
Die Zustandsgleichung ist der wichtigste Faktor, der sowohl uuber die Parameter 
eines Neutronensternes entscheidet.
Besonders interessant sind die maximalen Massenwerte fuur die einzelne Modelle 
berechnet. Im Fall von Modellen, die aufgrund der Effektiven Feldtheorie erreicht 
und anschliessend durch Beruucksichtigung der Nichtnull -  Strangeness erweitert 
wurden deutet die Luosung der Oppenheimer -  Volkoff -  Tolman Gleichung auf die 
Existenz einer dritten Familie stabiler, einheitlichen Sterne hin, deren Dichten die 
in den Kernen von Neutronensternen auftretenden Dichten beschreiten.
